


Abstract

Illuminating matter with petawatt (one quadrillion watts) laser light creates extreme

states of plasmas with temperatures exceeding ten million degrees Celsius and pres-

sures exceeding one billion earth atmospheres. These high energy density conditions

are driven at the microscopic scale by dense currents of relativistic electrons, oscil-

lating violently in the intense laser fields, as well as the plasma processes arising

when these particles lose phase coherence and are injected into bulk target mate-

rial. Suitably harnessed, this setup opens the way to compact relativistic particle

accelerators, laser fusion energy sources, laboratory astrophysics, ultrafast imaging

systems, proton cancer therapies, anti-matter creation, high-energy radiation sources

and intense high harmonic generation. In this thesis, theoretical models of the ab-

sorption of high power laser light by matter are derived, applications of these models

are investigated, and simulation tools supporting the diagnosis and implementation

of these applications are developed.

In particular, an advanced, relativistically-correct theoretical model of petawatt

laser absorption by optically-thick targets is developed, accounting for both ion and

electron beam aspects of the interaction. Predictions of the model for the energetic

properties of these beams, as well as the dynamical motion of the laser-matter inter-

face, are elucidated. Results from high resolution, relativistic, kinetic particle-in-cell

simulations using the LSP code are shown to be in good agreement with the model.

The theoretical maximum and minimum absorption values in laser-solid interactions

are derived from the model in a general fashion, constraining nonlinear absorption

processes across the petawatt regime, spanning 1018 < I
l

�2
l

< 1023 W µm2 cm�2 for

intensity I
l

and wavelength �
l

. These results are shown to bound several dozens of

published experimental and simulation data points, underlining the usefulness of the



iii

model. These results are extended to include e↵ects related to heterogeneous plas-

mas, including relativistically-underdense plasmas relevant to ‘pre-plasma’ situations,

and realistic laser spatio-temporal profiles. Our dynamic considerations of absorp-

tion processes are then extended to the 10-petawatt scale. In a manner that could

support reaching the QED-plasma regime, a mechanism of focusing high power laser

light to higher intensities is elucidated. Supporting the measurement and validation

of these models, the development of a new simulation tool for understanding high

energy density plasmas, based on the proton radiography technique, is detailed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Intense laser interactions with matter can heat and compress millimeter-scale volumes

to extreme temperatures, densities and pressures[34, 169, 43]. In these high energy

density (HED) interactions the quiver momentum of free electrons oscillating in the

light fields becomes relativistic: p
e

/(m
e

c) > 1 for electron momentum p
e

, massm
e

and

speed of light c when Il �2l > 1018 W µm2 cm�2 for laser intensity Il and wavelength �l.

Above the relativistic threshold laser light is primarily absorbed collisionlessly and the

particle dynamics are strongly kinetic. This thesis documents a five year theoretical

exploration of aspects of the rich physical processes operating in this regime. It

begins with a discussion of the potential high-impact societal, scientific and medical

applications which are enabled by detailed understanding of these processes.

1.1 Applications of intense laser driven high energy density

plasmas

1.1.1 Inertial confinement fusion

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is a high energy laser-based approach to creating

self-sustaining thermonuclear fusion plasmas in the laboratory[154, 179, 124]. ICF

seeks to produce an ‘igniting’ or ‘burning’ plasma by using laser energy to compress

and heat a millimeter-scale Deuterium-Tritium (DT) capsule to high densities and

temperatures such that the two nuclei overcome the Coulomb barrier and fuse. Each
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Figure 1.1 : Schematic showing the steps involved in the successful implementation
of the indirect drive approach to inertial confinement fusion (ICF)[2].

of these fusion events produces an ↵-particle (4He), a neutron, and 17.6 MeV of

energy.[124, 148, 123] If the DT fuel surrounding the initial ‘hot spot’ is su�ciently

dense, the ↵-particles will slow down due to collisions, converting their kinetic energy

into thermal energy. ‘Self-heating’ occurs as this thermalization extends to regions

surrounding the hot spot, increasing their temperatures to the point where fusion

events begin to take place.

In this manner the region in which fusion events occur expands radially outward

from the initial hot spot. If this propagation wave is self-sustaining, the plasma has

‘ignited’ and ‘burns’ as these fusion events trigger avalanches of fusion events in the

surrounding regions of DT fuel, resulting in a net gain of energy such that E
fusion

>

E
laser

. Successfully achieving these conditions in the laboratory would represent a

profound milestone in human history, opening the possibility of an unlimited source

of energy on earth due to the abundance of hydrogen isotope ‘fuel’ present in the

ocean. Given these consequences the pursuit of fusion energy by ICF processes is the

primary driver of the research reported in this document.

The indirect drive approach to ICF was conceived by John Nuckolls in 1972 at the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)[154]. A schematic of this process
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is shown in Fig. 1.1. Here, phenomenologically, energetic laser beams are focused

onto the inside walls of a hohlraum, a centimeter-scale cylinder typically made of

gold that houses a spherical capsule made of DT fuel and an outer ‘shell.’ The

absorption of laser light by the hohlraum walls produces a quasi-Maxwellian ‘bath’

of x-rays that ablate the outer layers of the capsule, which are typically made from

plastic or beryllium. Detailed images of the hohlraum and capsule design are shown

in Fig. 1.2, highlighting the complex structure of the capsule. By analogy to rocket

propulsion, the ablation of the capsule shell drives a shockwave into the DT fuel which

heats and compresses it. The action of this shock heats the DT fuel to temperatures

exceeding > 108K and compresses it to densities of > 100g cm�3. These conditions

cause the fuel to ‘ignite,’ creating a self-sustaining burn of nuclear fusion. For these

typical density and temperature parameters, with 2 megajoules (MJ) of laser energy,

the fusion energy yield is calculated to exceed 10 MJ and 1019 neutrons over 10 -

100 ps, accounting for realistic losses of e�ciency, e.g., less than unitary conversion

from the laser energy to x-ray drive energy and radiation losses from the hohlraum

through the laser entrance holes pictured in Fig. 1.2.[179] The gain factor is thus

G = E
fusion

/E
laser

= 5.[148]

LLNL has pioneered ICF research over the four decades since its inception. These

e↵orts culminated with the construction of the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at

LLNL in 2009[148, 122]. The scale of NIF is extraordinary: it is the most energetic

laser system in the world by a factor of 100, and the facility itself covers the area of

a stadium arena and contains more than 7,500 meter-sized optics and 30,000 smaller

optics.[155, 2] It is a 2 MJ, 500 terawatt (TW) laser system comprised of 192 laser

beamlines. The laser beams originate from a 1051 nanometer wavelength (infrared)

ytterbium-doped fiber laser having nanojoules of energy. These seed pulses are pre-
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Figure 1.2 : The upper image shows a schematic of the hohlraum and fusion cap-
sule suspended at its center. The bottom image shows this same setup, realized in
cryogenic ICF experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF)[148, 2].
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amplified, then passed six times through neodymium-doped glass amplifiers, resulting

in an energy gain of a factor of 1015. Ultimately the facility is capable of producing 4

MJ of laser light at 1051 nanometer wavelength and 2 MJ of light at 351 nanometer

wavelength. [148, 122, 45] In ignition experiments the latter color is most often used

since campaigns on the Nova laser in the 1990s showed that longer wavelength light

coupled e�ciently into supra-thermal electrons at the expense of the hohlraum x-ray

radiation drive.[179]

For the virtues of the laser system, the National Ignition Campaign (NIC) on

NIF between 2009-2012 seeking to achieve ignition was not successful[45]. While

the NIC achieved several important milestones along this path[66, 65], a number of

detrimental physics issues were also identified. These include the enhanced growth

of hydrodynamic instabilities, among the most deleterious of which is the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability[141] occurring at the interface of the thin shell of the capsule, such

as that depicted in the top panel of Fig. 1.2. Relating to these issues, significant

progress has been made in the two year period since the the end of NIC in 2012[78,

158, 172, 99, 41, 42, 45, 44], and the promise of the indirect drive ICF approach to

achieving fusion energy gain remains substantial.

1.1.2 Fast ignition using high power lasers

Alternative approaches to ICF, building on the indirect drive techniques described

in section 1.1.1, have also been proposed. A key alternative approach invented by

Max Tabak and colleagues at LLNL in 1994, termed the ‘fast ignitor,’ combines

the indirect drive compression of DT fuel with an ultrafast petawatt laser ‘ignitor’

pulse.[204] Fast ignition (FI) supports the mitigation of hydrodynamic instabilities

taking place during capsule compression and potentially o↵ers a path to higher fusion

gains.
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Figure 1.3 : Schematic of a fast ignition ICF hohlraum[2]. In this design a gold cone
is used to guide the ultrafast ignitor pulse and shield its path from coronal plasma
generated during the fuel compression stage of the process.

FI promises to achieve these benefits by decoupling the processes of fuel compres-

sion and fuel ignition.[204] In this approach first high energy lasers are shined on the

walls of a holhraum, creating a bath of x-rays that ablate the outer layers of a DT

fuel capsule, as described in section 1.1.1. The resulting ablation-driven shockwave

compresses the DT fuel to a density ⇢ ⇠ 300g/cm3 and temperature 5keV over sev-

eral nanoseconds (ns). Then, at the time of peak compression, an ultrafast few - 10

picosecond (ps), high intensity I
l

⇠ 1020 W/cm2, ⇠ 10 kJ laser is shined directly onto

the imploded fuel, as shown in Fig. 1.3. This ‘ignitor’ laser pulse can be guided into

the hohlraum and shielded from the coronal plasma generated during the fuel implo-

sion by the use of a gold cone, as proposed by Peter Norreys and colleagues[153], and

as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. If the short pulse laser can couple its energy to a region of

radius ⇠ 10µm of the DT fuel and heat it to 10keV before the fuel disassembles over

⇠ 10ps, the fuel will ignite.

Fusion energy gain by FI is strongly enhanced relative to conventional ICF, due
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to the fact that the latter scheme is isobaric: that is, the high-temperature low-

density hot spot must be in pressure equilibrium with the low-temperature high-

density surrounding fuel. In FI the ignitor pulse is su�ciently fast that the hot spot

and surrounding DT fuel need not equilibrate. The fusion gain G associated with

FI can therefore be calculated using an isochoric model in which both the hot spot

and surrounding fuel have an equal, and significantly lower, density. By conservation

of mass the FI scheme thus ignites having a larger volume of fuel to burn. It is for

this reason that fusion gain in FI is enhanced; a comparison of G between schemes

is shown in Fig. 1.4. That the average density is lower in the FI approach also

means that the compression is less, indicating a significantly reduced susceptibility to

hydrodynamic instabilities, e.g. Rayleigh-Taylor, that occur at the capsule interface

during the implosion of the fuel.[204]

Having established the contours and the advantages of the FI scheme it is instruc-

tive to review the physics challenges which must be overcome in order to demonstrate

its viability. These relate to the coupling between the (optical) ignitor laser energy

and the (optically-thick) fuel. A schematic of the relevant processes is shown in Fig.

1.5.

Most often the coupling takes place using energetic, suprathermal electrons excited

by the laser as a conduit for the electromagnetic energy. It is well known that as

the ignitor laser strikes the tip of the gold cone, it interacts with the resulting field-

ionized optically-thick plasma in a nonlinear fashion, generating a beam of relativistic

‘hot’ electrons with > 50% e�ciency[215]. These electrons must propagate over an

axial distance of ⇠ 50 � 100µm from the cone tip, through the solid density gold

of ⇢ ⇠ 300g/cm3, into the imploded DT fuel. If the electrons do so in a collinear

fashion, FI will succeed having large G using only ⇠ 10 kJ of ignitor pulse energy.
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Figure 1.4 : Comparison between fast ignition and the conventional indirect drive
ICF approaches. The left plot illustration the di↵erences in density and tempera-
ture space[2]. The right plot indicates the ideal fusion gain curves G for both the
fast ignition (isochoric) and conventional (isobaric) approaches, with the lower axis
corresponding to the laser energy driving the fuel compression.[204].
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Hence, the main physics challenge is simply to induce electrons that are generated

in a relativistic laser-plasma interaction to go straight over a distance of ⇠ 50µm in

dense matter.

The promise and conceptual simplicity of this situation have driven considerable

theoretical and experimental e↵orts over the past two decades.[204, 93, 207, 81, 5, 9,

177, 152, 88] Yet, the bulk of research to date has indicated that electrons generated

by a petawatt laser at an optically-thick interface do not naturally exhibit collinear

trajectories with respect to the laser propagation axis, but rather substantial diver-

gences. This has been shown with some clarity in experiment and through kinetic

numerical simulations, but the primary underlying cause has eluded a clear descrip-

tion. That uncertainty is due to the complexity associated with the strongly nonlinear

physics processes relevant to FI conditions. The core FI physics is also multi-scale in

several important aspects: the relevant lengthscale for the physics of the interaction

is the skin depth of the dense plasma ⇠ 10�3�10�2µm; the laser wavelength ⇠ 1µm;

the laser spot size ⇠ 10µm; the electron transport distance from cone tip to the dense

thermonuclear fuel is ⇠ 100µm; the laser frequency ⇠ 1 femtosecond (fs = 10�15s);

and the laser pulse length ⇠ 10 ps.

Spiting these disparate scales research performed over the past few years has shown

promise in reducing the divergence of the hot electron beam produced by the laser.

Schemes involving the tailoring of materials, such as focusing ellipsoids[9], magnetic

‘switchyards’[176] and material resistivity matching[8], have been proposed to help

collimate the electron beam, and have exhibited some successes. Other promising

tracks of research have focused on understanding the initial absorption in detail; that

is, the processes controlling the conversion of the ignitor laser energy into electron

energy[86, 152, 88, 72, 163, 175, 62, 83, 106, 109] . Germane research of this latter
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Figure 1.5 : Overview of the physics involved in the coupling of the ignitor pulse
energy to the imploding DT fuel. The upper image shows a schematic which is
realized in the lower experimental image.[57] In the latter image the transparent shell
attached to the cone tip acts as a surrogate for the ignition DT fuel.
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sort is covered in chapters 3-4 of this thesis.

1.1.3 Compact relativistic particle accelerators

High energy ion accelerators have applications across many disciplines of science and

medicine such as proton radiotherapy[25], isotopes for positron emission tomography[201]

and inertial confinement fusion[204]. In the field of HED physics[34, 169, 43] the ex-

treme photon power (W) and fluence (J/cm2) from a laser irradiating a target can

e�ciently generate highly energetic ions. Through nanosecond-scale laser plasma

interactions, the strong fields of the laser ablate the surface of the target, hydro-

dynamically driving plasma expansion with ⇠ keV ion kinetic energies[180]. With

higher power, picosecond-scale ultraintense (I�2 > 1018 W µm2 cm�2) laser pulses,

research over the past few decades has identified nonlinear mechanisms[215] that can

accelerate ions to MeV energies and beyond, including by means of the laser light

pressure itself, as in a light sail[48]. In addition to the fundamental interest in even-

tually achieving GeV-scale ions in compact accelerators, additional applications have

opened in recent years to the emerging field of laboratory astrophysics, in which in-

tense optical drivers enable the study of astrophysically-relevant phenomena such as

collisionless shocks[53] and self-organization processes[98] in the laboratory.

Methods of energetic ion generation using ultraintense lasers interacting with high

density targets carry advantages in terms of particle energy spectrum and scaling with

laser driver energy. To date, the majority of research in this field has focused on two

essential mechanisms[59]: ‘hole punching’ and ‘target normal sheath acceleration’

(TNSA)[216]. For the former, the pioneering work of Wilks et al.[215] identified

the nonlinear ponderomotive force of the ultraintense laser, related to gradients in

the laser field energy density and to relativistic electron current e↵ects[95], as an

e�cient driver of ions. The essential physics described the laser fields coupling energy
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into electrons, accelerated forward under the excursion of time-averaged field energy

gradients. A consequence of this nonadiabatic process is the generation of a strong

space-charge field that acts on the ions, carrying them along and injecting them into

the bulk target. A variety of applications for ions accelerated in this fashion have been

studied, with the most common relating to FI ICF.[150] Over the last several years,

there has been a resurgence of interest in a closely-related ion acceleration process

called Radiation Pressure Acceleration (RPA)[48]. In e↵ect, ions involved in the hole

punching process may become accelerated to fractions of c in a manner analogous to

particles swept up and reflected from a moving wall: the ions are pushed into the bulk

at approximately twice the hole punching velocity and propagate through the target.

These ions may have a monoenergetic distribution depending on the plasma and laser

intensity parameters, and the ion energy scales linearly with the laser intensity. An

example phase space diagram for ions accelerated by hole punching is shown by Fig.

1.12 (d) in section 1.2.1 below.

The most widely utilized laser-based method of ion acceleration is referred to as

target-normal sheath acceleration (TNSA)[216]. This method makes use of the pon-

deromotive ‘hot’ electrons, which are accelerated by the laser to multi-MeV energies,

preferentially in the laser-normal direction. Because the hot electron collisional mean

free path is long compared with the target spatial extent, these particles propagate

largely unimpeded through the bulk. As they leave through the target-rear, a strong

e↵ective space-charge field that may exceed ⇠ MeV/µm is set up. Ions along the

target-rear become ionized as the laser-driven electrons exit, experience the sheath

field, strip from the rear surface and subsequently accelerate. As the protons acceler-

ated through the sheath e↵ectively damp the field in a time-dependent manner, the

resulting ion energies spread into a quasi-Maxwellian distribution, as shown in Fig.
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Figure 1.6 : Phase space (a) and energy distribution (b) of ions accelerated by the
target normal sheath acceleration mechanism (TNSA), from ref. [216]. The peak ion
energy in (b) reaches 4 MeV.

1.6.

The multi-stage laser ‘break-out afterburner’ (BOA) mechanism has also been em-

ployed to accelerate ions with success. In this process a relativistic laser pulse having

a time-varying amplitude over ⇠ 1 ps interacts with a classically-overdense target.

That is, the target is opaque to the laser light having electron density n0 satisfying

n0 > n
c

where n
c

= m
e

!2
l

/(4⇡e2) is the critical density for electron mass m
e

, laser

angular frequency !
l

and fundamental charge e. Initially the laser cannot propagate

through the material, but as the laser strength increases, the target becomes rela-

tivistically transparent and the laser punches completely through the target, allowing

the laser to co-propagate with ions and transferring its energy e�ciently[74, 219].

Ions accelerated in this manner have been shown experimentally to exhibit a quasi-

monoenergetic spectrum as depicted in Fig. 1.7. Related to ion acceleration processes,

the hole punching process is covered in more detail in chapter 3.
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Figure 1.7 : Experimental spectra of ions accelerated by the TSNA and BOA mecha-
nisms. The curves showing exponential-like spectrum are associated with the former
process and quasi-monoenergetic spectra with the latter process, from ref. [74].
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Figure 1.8 : Experimental proton radiography results showing megagauss-scale elec-
tromagnetic fields in inertial confinement fusion experiments, from ref. [115]. The
spatial scale of each image is 2.9mm ⇥ 2.9mm. Panels show a time series of images
captured at 0.85, 1.6, 2.17 and 2.8 ns, from left to right.

1.1.4 Ultrafast imaging systems

Understanding the electromagnetic field generation driven by intense laser-matter

interactions is of fundamental importance to HED plasma physics[34, 169, 43]. In this

pursuit the proton radiography diagnostic technique[76, 22, 15, 156, 23] has enjoyed

considerable success, providing insight into megagauss-scale electromagnetic fields in

inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions [132, 119, 111, 82, 186, 114, 118, 68,

21, 190, 115, 137, 139, 138, 117, 224] , large-scale self-organizing electromagnetic field

structures in high velocity counter-streaming plasma flows[97], magnetic reconnection

processes[151, 113, 217], HED plasma instabilities[112, 77, 56, 61, 60] and more. Fig.

1.8 shows an instance of proton radiography of applied to these situations.

As implemented over the past decade, the proton radiography technique works

by passing a low-density point-source-like proton beam through a HED plasma[182,

20, 133, 19, 178, 27, 200, 208, 168]. The proton beam is typically generated using

the target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) process in which an ultraintense short

pulse laser (> 1018 W cm�2) irradiates a solid target, producing a polychromatic

proton source with useful energies ranging from ⇠ 5 � 60 MeV[216]. Long pulse
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laser-driven implosions of D 3He fusion capsules have also been employed to produce

monoenergetic 3 and 14.7 MeV proton sources [119, 111]. The protons generated

using either process propagate ballistically from the source to the interaction region

containing the HED plasma, deflect from the electromagnetic fields according to the

Lorentz force, then travel ballistically to a distant detector where the radiograph,

a two dimensional fluence map, is recorded. Radiography generated in this way is

a uniquely high performance diagnostic, imaging HED plasmas with extraordinary

spatial resolution of a few – 10 µm and temporal resolution of 1� 10 ps.

Yet for the technique’s virtues, the general question of how to interpret a radio-

graph in connection to its underlying electromagnetic fields has remained open. A

key challenge stems from the fact that the radiographic image is not a one-to-one elec-

tromagnetic field map, but rather forms a convolution of the three dimensional fields

with the sampling proton properties. Useful aspects of the field geometry have been

deduced from qualitative inspection[135, 16, 17, 18, 156, 23, 125, 217, 21, 70, 32] , and

by means of quantitative estimates based on scalings of the Lorentz force[79] when

features of the plasma are known.[151, 113, 120, 186, 161, 189, 115, 116, 217, 218, 197,

224] Recently analytic theory describing the deconvolution has been developed[98],

but its application is constrained to simple field geometries and low field strengths,

since the general mapping is nonlinear and degenerate.

Related to this key outstanding issue in the application of petawatt laser tech-

nology to ultrafast imaging systems, a new simulation tool that interacts realistic

laser-driven point-like proton sources with three dimensional electromagnetic fields of

arbitrary strength and structure, using the discretized method, is described in chap-

ter 6. Integrating elements of this section and of section 1.1.3, Fig. 1.10 in section

1.1.5 shows experimental images produced by the applying TNSA ion source to image

astrophysically-relevant self-organizing electromagnetic field structures.
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1.1.5 Laboratory astrophysics

In recent years due to technological advances in laser technology and diagnostics it

has become possible to create conditions relevant to astrophysical phenomena such

as gamma-ray bursts (GRB) and their afterglows, supernova remnants[77, 56], and

energetic antimatter-dominated plasma flows[28, 30, 191] in laboratory experiments

for the first time.[34, 169, 43] Using shockwaves driven by nanosecond-scale lasers,

results were recently reported that provide insight into possible mechanisms for the

generation of the protogalactic magnetic field[69, 143]. Using these drivers to cre-

ate high Mach number plasma flows further opens the door to studying collisionless

shocks in the laboratory. Such shocks are believed to be ubiquitous in high-energy

astrophysics, occurring in protostellar jets, supernova remnant shells, relativistic jets

proximate to supermassive black holes in distant galaxies (i.e., in blazars and quasars),

and gamma-ray bursts and their afterglows [14]. Recently the ACSEL (Astrophysical

Collisionless Shock Experiments with Lasers) scientific collaboration has reported ex-

perimental observations of Weibel-generated plasma filamentation[209], a signature of

the instability that is believed to underpin the formation of astrophysical collisionless

shocks.[77] One representative image of this filamentation is reproduced in Fig. 1.9.

Another recent success of laboratory astrophysics experiments has been the discovery

of large-scale self-organization of electromagnetic fields in supersonic, laser-ablated

counterstreaming plasma flows[97]. In ref. [97], self-organization is defined as the ap-

parent inverse cascade of spatial scales, and accordingly energy scales, associated with

the observed electromagnetic field distributions over time, from µm-scale at 2.2 ns to

mm-scale at 5.2 ns. These results are reproduced in Fig. 1.10 and exhibit similarities

with self-organization of magnetic fields observed in astrophysical contexts.[101]
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Figure 1.9 : Experimental proton radiography image of plasma filmamentation re-
sulting from growth of the electromagnetic Weibel instability[209] in laboratory as-
trophysics experiments, from ref. [77] (details and experimental conditions found
therein).
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Figure 1.10 : Large-scale self-organization of electromagnetic fields in laboratory
astrophysics experiments, from ref. [97]. The upper panel shows a schematic of the
experiments in which high energy lasers are used to ablate two collinear plastic targets.
The ablated plasma flows expand at supersonically, colliding with one another. The
lower panel shows a series of experimental proton radiography image of self-organizing
electromagnetic field structures emerging from this situation.
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More generally in ultraintense laser-plasma interactions, the structure of shocks

driven into the target is intrinsically related to the laser driver and the mechanisms

through which it couples energy into the plasma. One such important process is

the laser pressure force, which enables hole boring[215] through classically overdense

materials. The absorption of the laser light and its conversion e�ciency into electrons

and ions comprising the high density target is a key issue in studies of this topic.

Relevant theoretical treatments are covered in section (1.2.1) and in chapters 3 and

4, and laboratory astrophysics experiments can play an important role in investigating

these issues.

Notably, such conversion e�ciencies are core unknowns in the study of astrophys-

ical jets. There is a growing enthusiasm among astrophysicists for the paradigm that

Poynting flux-dominated outflows in gamma-ray bursts (e.g. [126, 159]) and blazars

(e.g. [221, 127] and references therein) drive their energization and dissipation at large

distances from their central ‘engines’. Most gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are thought

to emanate from powerful explosions of hypermassive stars located in distant galaxies

in the early universe, at redshifts of around z = 1 or larger [165, 144]. A smaller

number of so-called ‘short’ bursts may be the result of neutron star–black hole merg-

ers. The energy release of 1051–1054ergs is comparable to or somewhat higher than

conventional supernovae in our Milky Way galaxy, but a key signature is that it drives

a collimated, ultra-relativistic outflow (i.e., jet) with bulk Lorentz factors � in excess

of several hundred [4, 49]. Blazars are also extragalactic jet sources, but generally

nearer by and less luminous than GRBs, and with inferences of less extreme bulk

motions (� ⇠ 3 � 50). They emanate from the environs of persistent supermassive

black holes, exhibiting highly variable optical, X-ray [94] and gamma-ray emission,

all the way up to a few TeV in photon energy. The variability in these wavebands

can sometimes be as short as a few minutes, thereby indicating a compact physical
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scale of around 1013cm for the emission/activation zone. The rapid flaring is most

easily explained by interpreting the jets in blazars as being pointed almost directly

towards an observer; relativistic Doppler e↵ects then drive the large amplitudes of

the flux fluctuations. Optical polarization measurements (e.g. see [50] for 3C 279)

suggest that synchrotron emission from somewhat coherent magnetic field regions is

what is seen in blazars, and this is the prevailing paradigm for non-thermal GRB jet

emission also.

A key element of our understanding of both gamma-ray bursts and blazars is

that the activation/emission region is not located right near the central engine, but

is some distance/time further out. For bursts, the zone near the explosion event is

Thomson optically thick to gamma-rays, and most of the emission we see does not

resemble a blackbody spectrum. Therefore the radiative dissipation must arise pre-

dominantly outside the photosphere that is expected early in the expanding flow, and

typically must arise at distance of 1015–1017cm from the ‘hypernova’ event. Similarly,

blazars may become active only after their jets have been propagating for some time

outside the black hole environs, an inference suggested by the optical polarimetry of

synchrotron emission associated with gamma-ray flaring activity [50]. Accordingly, a

core question for these topical sources is how is the energy transported out from the

central region, and what is the most e�cient means for doing so. It was realized long

ago [164, 165] that pushing ions with the explosive force of a GRB progenitor star

would lead to unreasonably large requirements for the energy of the explosion. This

defined the so-called ‘baryon-loading’ problem for GRB jets, and led to the preferred

paradigm of electron-positron pair jets composed of much lighter particles that are

more easily accelerated to bulk speeds with � > 100. The same is true for blazar

jets. Yet what inhibits them from radiating e�ciently until large distances from the

central engine? This conundrum has precipitated the class of electromagnetic driver
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models [126, 159], where Poynting flux dominates the inner outflow zone in an inert

mode, and converts to bulk kinetic energy and dissipates only after a while, perhaps

via magnetic reconnection, thereby activating the jet particles so that they radiate

the non-thermal gamma-rays and X-rays that we detect. It must be remembered that

prevailing ideas concerning jet launching and propagation mostly require the presence

of magnetic fields to e↵ect continued collimation [146, 13]. Imbuing the jet with a

dominant electromagnetic component is an e�cient means for propagating energy out

from the central regions and delaying the onset of radiative dissipation.

Understanding the e�ciency of conversion of direct electromagnetic energy to

plasma kinetic and thermal energies is therefore an extremely desirable advance. As-

trophysicists modeling jet sources need to comprehend at greater depth how the

electromagnetic energy is reassigned to electrons and ions. Laser-driven plasma in-

teraction and associated kinetics can therefore provide crucial insights into these

astrophysical phenomena. The development of laboratory astrophysics as a platform

for these studies is an important step in this direction. These experiments, in concert

with theoretical advances covered in chapters 3 and 4 of this document describing

the ultimate kinematic apportionment of laser energy into e�cient radiators, provide

a first guide to how e�ciently we think gamma-ray bursts and blazars can radiate if

their outflows are mediated mostly by Poynting flux at early epochs in their expan-

sion. Moreover, anticipating that down the line this study can address higher laser

intensities, we can extend the focus to the relativistic flow speeds germane to bursts

and blazars. This will then explore parameter regimes that precipitate rampant pair

production, and therefore sample the domain of pair jets, perhaps the preferred pic-

ture for the later radiative phases of these highly variable astrophysical sources. An

interesting potential future foray could be to explore multiple laser-plasma interaction

sites corresponding an array of bulk flows, and these will in turn interact, forming col-
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lisionless shock zones, where charges will be energized and radiate the electromagnetic

signals that we detect from GRBs and blazars.

1.1.6 Probing the quantum vacuum structure

As discussed in the preceding sections the interaction of high power lasers with mat-

ter forms the basis for promising applications in table-top particle accelerators[74, 3],

ultrafast imaging systems [216, 98] and inertial confinement fusion.[204] These ap-

plications use current generation petawatt lasers with powers in the range of Il�2l ⇠
1018 � 1021 W µm2 cm�2, where Il is the laser intensity and �l is wavelength. Here,

the laser power is su�ciently high that free electrons oscillating in the laser fields

become relativistic, enabling e�cient collisionless mechanisms of absorption. At fan-

tastically high powers ⇠ 1029 W µm2 cm�2, the laser electric field approaches the

quantum critical ‘Schwinger’ field[194],

Ec =
m2

e

c3

e~ ' 1.3⇥ 1018
V
m

(1.1)

opening the possibility of directly testing nonlinear properties of the quantum vacuum.

This section describes the physical processes occurring in this intensity interval and

the implications thereof.

At the upper bound of this intensity interval, ⇠ 1029 W µm2 cm�2, the electric

field of the laser given by equation (1.1) is su�ciently strong to accelerate an electron

to the energy 2m
e

c2 over the Compton wavelength. At this strength the field can rip

apart the vacuum itself and trigger a cascade of formerly virtual electron-positron

pairs. This Schwinger mechanism[194] is believed to form the ultimate upper limit

on light which can exist in the universe. However, this threshold is seven orders of

magnitude above the highest power laser pulse on record and reaches far beyond the
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limits of modern laser amplification technology. Therefore, if lasers are to access this

intriguing domain, sophisticated physics-based techniques are clearly needed.

The first such physics process, proceeding through nonlinear quantum electrody-

namical (QED) methods, was developed in ref. [121]. This work predicted that

electron-positron pairs would be generated in ultraintense laser interactions with

matter at intensities > 1019 W µm2 cm�2. Crucially, pair generation through the

processes outlined in [121] require relativistic electrons excited by the laser as ‘seed’

particles responsible for initiating QED anti-matter creation. Such pairs are believed

to be essential constituents in numerous high-energy astrophysical events such as pul-

sar winds, blazar jets, and gamma-ray burst outflows, they also are also intimately

connected to the fundamental nature of light and its conversion into matter.

Recent work has shown the Schwinger mechanism can generate positrons at much

lower intensities, perhaps 1024 W µm2 cm�2 corresponding to a ⇠ 10 PW class laser

system. This is due to the fact that the electric field as experienced by ultra-

relativistic electrons can be significantly upshifted in their rest frame[7]. The Trident

and Bethe-Heitler QED processes also comprise key avenues by which laser light can

be absorbed and converted into positrons. While experiments have demonstrated

copious pair production through these latter mechanisms, ⇠ 1010 pairs, the total

amount of energy converted into anti-matter is < 1% due to the limitations on exist-

ing laser technology[28, 30]. The physics basis for this research is covered in section

1.2.4.

Another technique based on relativistic laser-plasma interactions promising to

achieve fields on the order of the quantum critical field at next generation laser facil-

ities is referred to as coherent harmonic focusing (CHF) [67]. High harmonics (light

with wavelength �
n

= �l/n for the n-th harmonic) are generated as the laser-matter

interface undergoes violent oscillations during irradiation by a petawatt laser, exhibit-
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ing a slowly-decaying power law spectrum extending out to very large n[67]. These os-

cillations cause portions of the laser light wave reflected from the interaction medium

to undergo very large coherent, Doppler-like upshifts in frequency. In the promising

CHF mechanism, these reflected high harmonics are geometrically focused down into

a sub-attosecond burst of ultra-intense coherent light. The focused intensity is pre-

dicted to scale as I5/2l , reaching the quantum critical field at Il ⇠ 9⇥ 1022W cm�2 for

1µm wavelength light, about an order of magnitude higher than has been achieved

at current laser facilities.
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1.2 Theory of intense laser-plasma interactions

The extreme states of matter that are created in petawatt laser-plasma interactions

reach temperatures exceeding ten million degrees Celsius and pressures exceeding

one billion earth atmospheres. These high energy density conditions are driven at

the microscopic scale by dense currents of relativistic electrons (⇠ 1011 A cm�2), os-

cillating violently in the intense laser fields (> 1010 V cm�1), as well as the plasma

processes arising when these particles are dephased and injected into the high den-

sity target.[129] In studies of this topic, the interaction begins with the transfer of

laser energy to particles through complex mechanisms. Yet, because the conditions of

illumination are so nonlinear, an outstanding problem for the high power laser com-

munity has been to predict the amount of laser light absorbed and deposited in the

form of heat in electrons and ions, plasma turbulence, and in energizing non-thermal

particles. This theory section is therefore presented with emphasis on topics relating

to absorption, which is the focus of a substantial portion of the advances o↵ered in

this thesis.

1.2.1 Particle dynamics in ultraintense light fields

The interaction of ultraintense laser light having normalized vector potential,

a0 =
|e|E

l

m
e

c!
l

=
p
osc

m
e

c
(1.2)

with matter is characterized by the nonlinear action of the light[215]. In this ex-

pression e is the fundamental charge, E
l

is the electric field of the laser pulse, m
e

is the electron mass, c is the speed of light, !
l

is the laser angular frequency and

p
osc

is defined as the electron oscillatory momentum.[215, 214, 130] The nonlinear
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ponderomotive force of the light is described by[95, 202],

~f
p

= ~r (� � 1)m
e

c2 (1.3)

for electron Lorentz factor �2 = 1+(p/(m
e

c))2, momentum ~p = �m
e

~v and velocity ~v.

The force on an electron given by equation (1.3) is nonlinear due to the ~v ⇥ ~B term

of the Lorentz force,

d~p
dt

= �e
✓

~E +
~p

�m
e

c
⇥ ~B

◆

(1.4)

where ~E and ~B are the electric and magnetic fields. Since the electrons move near the

speed of light, typically O(e E) = O(e ~v/c⇥ ~B), leading to first-order nonlinearities in

the electron equations of motion. This fact is principally responsible for the richness

of ultraintense laser science, as we shall see in this and later sections.

By convention theoretical topics in ultraintense (also known as relativistic, petawatt

and high power) laser physics are formulated in terms of the laser intensity (irradi-

ance),

I
l

=
D

|~S
l

|
E

=
c
4⇡

D

~E
l

⇥ ~B
l

E

=
cE2

l

8⇡
=

a20m
2
e

c3!2
l

8⇡e2
(1.5)

where ~S
l

is the laser Poynting flux, |·| denotes magnitude and h·i denotes time-average.

These relations yield a useful formulation of the relativistic threshold,

a0 = 0.85

s

I
l

�2
l

1018 W µm2 cm�2 (1.6)

and hence we see that a0 > 1  ! I
l

�2
l

> 1.3 ⇥ 1018 W µm2 cm�2. Above this

threshold Coulomb collisions are typically negligible, since �
mfp

/` ⌧ 1 where ` is
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the lengthscale associated with the region containing the laser fields, and the stan-

dard ICF-relevant theoretical models assuming Maxwellian particle distributions are

undermined.[179, 124] This motivates, and often necessitates, particle-in-cell (PIC)

simulation tools that capture the kinetic nature of the dynamics, as will be discussed

in chapter 2.

Fig. 1.11 provides an important measure of context to the relativistic condition

in equation (1.6). The development of short pulse laser technology and focusing

techniques such as chirped-pulse amplification (CPA)[203] have enabled production

of petawatt laser systems with intensities exceeding > 1021 W/cm2 to date. The

theory developed in this section covers laser interactions in the petawatt regime[129],

i.e., in the intensity interval 1018 W µm2 cm�2 < I
l

�2l < 1023 W µm2 cm�2. The

following section, section 1.2.4, presents a consideration of interactions at the 10-

petawatt scale, i.e., > 1023 W µm2 cm�2.

At the petawatt scale the laser ponderomotive force ~f
p

couples the incident pho-

ton flux into two primary kinetic modes: (1) ‘hole boring’ or ‘hole punching’ ions

accelerated by the space-charge force associated with electrons under the excursion

of time-averaged field energy gradients; and (2) relativistic ‘hot’ electrons excited by

the oscillatory component of the ponderomotive force. These dynamics are exhibited

by the following expression of ~f
p

related to equation (1.3). Following ref. [95], for

simplicity consider an electrostatic field of the form ~E
l

= E
l

sin!
l

tx̂, where x̂ is the

transverse direction, impinging upon a high density plasma of n0 > n
c

at z = 0.

Here n0 = n
pe

is the plasma electron density and n
cr

= me!2
l /(4⇡e

2) is the critical

density at which the plasma becomes opaque to the laser light. The longitudinal
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Figure 1.11 : Progression of intense laser technology over time, adapted from ref.
[212]. The chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) technique[203] is seen to be responsible
for enabling the rapid growth of high intensity laser systems, extending into the
petawatt regime.
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Figure 1.12 : Depictions of key features of petawatt laser-plasma interactions from two
dimensional particle-in-cell simulations. z1 corresponds to the current axial position
of the laser-matter interface and z2 corresponds to the target rear; scales have been
omitted to emphasize the generality of the features across typical conditions. (a)
shows a configuration space map of the plasma electron density during the period of
laser irradiation. The electric field magnitude in the region containing the laser is
shown in (b). The color scale in this plot progresses from blue to green to red as the
field strength increases. (c) and (d) depict the electron and ion phase space in the
simulation (see text).
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ponderomotive force is given by,

~f
p

= �m
e

4
d
dz

a20 [1� cos(2!
l

t)] ẑ (1.7)

describing the j ⇥ B absorption mechanism of Kruer et al.[95] From this expression

both the steady-state component h~f
p

i and the oscillatory ~f
p

� h~f
p

i component of the

ponderomotive force are evident. It is further clear that electrons are accelerated by

the laser into the plasma with a characteristic frequency of 2!
l

.

Exhibiting these features, the electron and ion dynamics from a petawatt laser-

plasma interaction are shown in Fig. 1.12. We have generated these plots from a

high resolution PIC simulation using the LSP code[211], and the axis values have

been removed to highlight the fact that the simulation is representative of a broad

range of typical laser-plasma conditions. In this simulation laser light enters the box

at the lower z = 0 boundary and is incident upon an fully-ionized plasma having an

exponential density profile, with typical values labeled in (a). This density profile is

used to model the e↵ects of ‘pre-plasma:’ driven by intrinsic amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE) and other processes involved in laser pulse compression[203], the

bulk heating and hydrodynamic response often results in the formation of a large-

scale underdense shelf, or pre-plasma, in front of the nominal target surface[134].

Signatures of both modes of the nonlinear force are evident in panels (a-d); in the

following sections these signatures in connection to electron and ion dynamics will be

discussed in detail.
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1.2.2 Acceleration of high density plasma due to the steady-state pon-

deromotive force

As shown in Fig. 1.12 (a) the steady-state component h~f
p

i of the force in equation

(1.7) is su�ciently strong that it punches a hole into the dense plasma target. Hole

punching is a ubiquitous feature of petawatt laser-plasma interactions and was first

predicted by Wilks et al. in 1992.[215] The kinetic structure set up by h~f
p

i at the front
of the laser pulse is referred to as the ‘laser piston,’ and its signature space-charge is

evident in label (i) in panel (b). The imprint of the laser is shown by label (ii). The

velocity at which the laser piston punches into the target, the hole punching velocity

u
p

, can be estimated through a momentum balance between the laser light and the

ions accelerated by the piston as,

M
i

n
i

u2
p

=
I
l

c
(1.8)

u
p

c
=

r

Zm
e

n
c

2M
i

n
pe

a0 ⌘ �0 (1.9)

where M
i

is the plasma ion mass, n
i

is the plasma ion density and Z is the plasma

average charge state. Electronic dynamics are implicit in this relation, as the laser

couples its energy and momentum primarily into electrons, sweeping them into the

target and creating a space charge electrostatic potential that is responsible for the

acceleration of ions[215, 150]. Below we examine modern ion dynamic models.

For comparative purposes, models of ion dynamics presented in this section will be

formulated in terms of the Wilks model result for the dimensionless piston speed �0,

in accordance with equation (1.9). Contours of this essential parameter are shown

in Fig. 1.13.

As a consequence of the laser propagating into the target, background plasma ions
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Figure 1.13 : Contours of u
p

/c, the rate at which a petawatt laser punches into a high
density target, as a function of the normalized laser intensity and electron plasma
density.

are picked up and reflected by the electronic space charge structure comprising the

laser piston. These ions can be accelerated to very high energies, E
i

= 1/2M
i

(2u
p

)2 �
MeV even when the piston velocity is nonrelativisic, i.e., u

p

/c ⌧ 1. Since u
p

/c /
p

Zm
e

/M
i

while E
i

/ M
i

, this e↵ect is enhanced for heavier ions such as Carbon.

In the phase space depicted in Fig. 1.12 (d), label (i) shows ions that have been

accelerated by the laser piston. The fraction of the laser energy absorbed in this

process f
i

can be estimated as,

f
i

I
l

= 2M
i

n
i

u3
p

(1.10)

f
i

' 2
u
p

c
(1.11)

where f
i

can also be considered the laser conversion e�ciency into ions[214].

The hole punching model was extended to relativistic piston velocities by Naumova
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et al.[150] The calculations in this work proceed in a frame of reference co-moving

with this piston which we denote here using primes. In this frame the laser intensity is

Doppler shifted as I
l

‘ = (1��
p,N

)/(1+�
p,N

) I
l

for dimensionless relativistically-correct

piston velocity �
p,N

. Conservation of mass flux can then be written as 2c2��2
p,N

M
i

n0
i

=

2c2�2�2
p,N

M
i

n
i

. Momentum flux conservation then yields,

1� �
p,N

1 + �
p,N

I
l

M
i

n
i

c3
= �2�2

p,N

(1.12)

�
p,N

=
�0

1 + �0
(1.13)

The absorption fraction into ions associated with equation (1.13) can be calculated

as,

f
i

=
2�

p,N

1 + �
p,N

(1.14)

Comparisons of the piston velocities in equations (1.9) and (1.13) are shown in

Fig. 1.14. From this figure it is clear that the results of Naumova et al.[150] can

be considered to be the relativistic corrections to those of Wilks et al.[215]. By

the field’s convention we evaluate this correction in terms of the piston velocity,

��, and we note that �� becomes important only at very high laser intensities.

�� = (�0 � �
p,N

)/�0 ' �0, hence, the correction reaches 10% at �0 = 0.1; for a

laser interacting with a plasma having relativistically-opaque density n0 = a0ncr

, this

point corresponds to a laser having intensity ⇠ 7⇥ 1021 W/cm2 at 1µm wavelength.

Piston velocity calculations for a variety of situations, such as oblique laser incidence,

have been considered in refs. [72, 163, 192, 175, 83, 106]. Further extensions to these

results are presented in this document in chapters 3 and 4.
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Figure 1.14 : Threshold for the onset of relativistic ion acceleration e↵ects (see text).

1.2.3 Relativistic electron beam generation

The dynamics of petawatt laser acceleration of relativistic electrons is shown in the

phase space in Fig. 1.12 (c). In this figure label (iii) shows electrons undergoing

acceleration into the dense target in bunches, exhibiting a periodicity of twice the

laser frequency, consistent with equation (1.7). The 2!
l

signature has been identified

as a feature of multiple electron acceleration models[95, 84, 85, 140] and the magnitude

of p
e

/(m
e

c) is typically ⇠ a0. As these hot electrons propagate into the target they

heat the bulk plasma through Ohmic processes[87], causing the increased spread in

the electron velocity shown by label (i). A much smaller fraction of the energetic

electrons propagate backwards into the laser field, shown by label (ii). At the rear of

the target, we see in label (iv) that electrons that have propagated through the target

are trapped by a space-charge potential of the target, causing them to reflux with

p
z

< 0 towards the laser. This space-charge potential is set up as the most energetic
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electrons escape in ẑ, accelerating ions from the target-rear with them, carrying out

the TNSA ion acceleration process discussed in section 1.1.3. The signature of TNSA

ions accelerated in this manner is evident in panel (d) label (ii) in the ion phase space.

In this section we focus on the process of acceleration of relativistic electrons by the

laser, i.e. the absorption of laser light and its conversion to electron kinetic energy.

It is clear from the preceding description and Fig. 1.12 that this process is the driver

of much of the system’s physical richness.

A crucial question for the success of fast ignition ICF and many other petawatt

laser applications relates to the energy of the relativistic electron beam. Since in

realistic laser-plasma situations it is anticipated that multiple absorption processes

will be acting concurrently, it is desirable to calculate the electron energy in a manner

that is insensitive to the underlying mechanism of generation. The most widely used

estimate for the electron energy is the ponderomotive scaling developed by Wilks et

al.[215] as,

T
p

= (�
t

� 1)m
e

c2 (1.15)

where �
t

=
p

1 + a20 is the Lorentz factor accounting for transverse electron motion

alone. Equation (1.15) was deduced from pioneering laser-plasma kinetic simulations

in 1992 and to the present continues successful application. The ponderomotive scal-

ing of the e↵ective hot electron temperature generally reproduces most simulation

and experimental data in typical conditions, i.e., ⇠ few ps laser duration, moderate

laser-to-ASE contrast implying the presence of a pre-plasma density profile, across

a wide range of laser intensities, 1018 W µm2 cm�2 < I�2l < 5 ⇥ 1021 W µm2 cm�2

[163, 85, 83, 29, 91].

Alternative models for the hot electron temperature have also been put forward[72,
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Figure 1.15 : Comparison between models of the e↵ective temperature of the rela-
tivistic electron beam (see text).

6, 92, 106, 145, 128]. An important empirical scaling found by Beg et al.[6] estimates

that,

Tbeg = 0.47 a2/30 MeV (1.16)

implying a much cooler electron spectrum. It has been suggested that the discrep-

ancy between the two models relates to the uncertainty in the actual on-target laser

intensity, or to the laser-to-ASE contrast level, i.e., the degree of pre-plasma present

[100, 134].

Another useful model of the hot electron temperature was developed by Kluge et

al.[92], representing the electron distribution function with a general Lorentz-invariant
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ansatz. This work calculated the temperature to be,

h�i
Kluge

=
4⇡2

F
�

4⇡2,�a20
� (1.17)

where F (a, b) denotes an elliptic integral of the second kind. The mathematics in-

volved in its derivation imply that this temperature should be insensitive to the

precise mechanism of electron acceleration. The e↵ective electron temperature asso-

ciated this model is then given by T
Kluge

= (h�i
Kluge

� 1) m
e

c2. This expression is

equivalent to equation (9) in ref. [92] for the hot electron temperature. The e↵ec-

tive hot electron temperature predictions for the models discussed here are shown in

Fig. 1.15. Detailed discussions and extensions of these calculations are presented in

section 3.4.

In this section we have presented an overview of existing theories of relativistic

laser-plasma physics envisaged through the prism of the laser nonlinear force. The

steady-state analysis in section 1.2.2 is extended in work presented in chapters 3

and 4 of this work. The relativistic electron beam generation analysis in section

1.2.3, related to the oscillatory component of the laser fields, has been developed in

a manner that is insensitive to the precise mechanism of coupling. Aspects of this

approach are discussed in more detail and extended in chapter 4 of this document.

1.2.4 Quantum electrodynamical e↵ects at ultra-relativistic intensity

At the 10-petawatt-scale, laser absorption processes exhibit substantial feedback be-

tween electron-positron pair production, gamma-ray production and classical plasma

physics.[170] As a consequence, this interaction regime has been termed with some

controversy the ‘QED-plasma’ regime.[171] The basis of the transition from petawatt-

scale interactions to quantum electrodynamical 10-petawatt-scale interactions relates
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to electronic radiation reaction e↵ects. The energetics of an electron oscillating in

the light fields imply the laser intensity at which radiative friction becomes impor-

tant. To wit consider an electron having total relativistic energy E
e

= �
e

m
e

c2. The

characteristic timescale ⌧
c

over which the electron ‘cools’ by emission of radiation is,

⌧
c

=
�
e

m
e

c2

Prad
' `

c

c
(1.18)

where `
c

is the characteristic cooling length for the highly relativistic electrons, and

the power radiated dE
e

/dt is,

Prad =
a40e

2!2
l

6⇡c✏0
(1.19)

as given in ref. [47]. We consider electron motion within the axial length interval

x 2 [0, `
s

], with vacuum region x < 0, corresponding to relativistic skin depth of the

plasma,

`
s

=
c
p
�
e

!pe
(1.20)

where the
p
�
e

factor exhibits the relativistic mass increase of plasma electrons. This

condition is relevant to relativistic laser interactions with solids presaging the calcu-

lations shown in chapter 3. In this region the (dimensionless) laser electric field is

screened such that,

a0(x) = a0 e
�
x
`
s (1.21)

Assuming that the average electron energy follows the ponderomotive scaling of
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Figure 1.16 : E↵ects of radiative friction on relativistic electron motion in the plasma
skin depth as a function of laser dimensionless field strength a0. That the cooling
length `

c

exceeds the skin depth `
s

while a0 < 300 confirms that QED e↵ects must
be taken into account for 10-petawatt scale laser-plasma interactions.

Wilks[215], i.e., �
e

' a0, the electron cooling length is given by,

`
c

=
6⇡c4m✏0
a30e

2!2
l

e

4x!pep
a0c =

1.51⇥ 107

a30
e

4x!pep
a0c µm (1.22)

It is thus clear that QED e↵ects will become important when the parameter[109],

`
c

`
s

= 2.85⇥ 10�3 a�7/2
0 e4x/`s

p

n0[cm3] (1.23)

is of order unity. Fig. 1.16 shows curves corresponding to equation (1.23) for a

n0/nc

= 50 plasma and a variety of laser dimensionless strength parameters. In this

plot `
c

/`
s

⇠ 1 when a0 ⇠ 300, indicating that QED e↵ects should be taken into

account for 10-petawatt-scale laser-plasma interactions, due to sheath e↵ects in high
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Figure 1.17 : Threshold for the onset of QED e↵ects in petawatt laser-solid inter-
actions as a function of laser dimensionless field strength a0 for a variety of plasma
densities, using equations (1.23) and (1.24).

density plasmas.

It is further instructive to elucidate the density dependence of radiative friction

e↵ects. Since `
s

/�l ⌧ 1 the laser strength parameter in equation (1.21) can be

approximated as,

ha0i = `�1
s

Z

`s

0

a0 e
�
x
`
s dx =

(e� 1)a0
e

(1.24)

Equation (1.24) shows that e↵ective laser field over the skin depth occurs at x (ha0i) /`s =
0.46. Fig. 1.17 illustrates the predictions of equation (1.23) using this result as a

function of a0 for a variety of plasma densities. These results confirm that radia-

tion reaction e↵ects can be neglected for petawatt-scale laser interactions with solid

targets, and illuminate a path towards understanding absorption at the 10-petawatt
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scale.

1.3 Thesis structure overview

This thesis unfolds itself in the following manner. In chapter 2 the primary nu-

merical simulation method used to develop results, the particle-in-cell (PIC) ap-

proach, is described in detail. Chapter 3 covers the bulk of the research results

derived over the course of the past years on the absorption of petawatt laser light

by optically-thick plasmas. The relevant first-author publications for this section are

refs. [106, 107, 108, 109]. Chapter 4 extends these results to include e↵ects related

to heterogeneous plasmas, including relativistically-underdense plasmas relevant to

‘pre-plasma’ situations, and realistic laser spatio-temporal profiles. This section is

based on the first-author work in ref. [110], as well as presently unpublished work

under document no. LLNL-JRNL-594672. Chapter 5 covers first-author work de-

scribing a mechanism of focusing high power laser light to higher intensities, in a

fashion that could support reaching the QED-plasma regime, published in ref. [104].

In chapter 6 the development of a new simulation tool for understanding high energy

density plasmas, most importantly those created using high energy and high power

lasers through the processes described in preceding sections, is detailed. This section

is based on first-author work in [105]. Finally in chapter 7 concluding remarks and a

discussion of future research e↵orts is presented.
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Chapter 2

Description of particle-in-cell simulation methods

For the virtues of theoretical treatments, the nonlinear and kinetic character of rel-

ativistic laser-plasmas implies that utility should derive from numerical simulations.

With this insight John Dawson developed the particle-in-cell (PIC) computational

scheme in the 1960s[38], and research e↵orts over the intervening decades have realized

some of this promise, delivering practitioners of the scheme considerable successes. In-

deed, the discoveries of plasma-based accelerators of particles[205] and of photons[213]

count among the breakthrough research enabled by PIC codes. Continuing to the

present PIC codes play a fundamental role across many branches of plasma physics,

including inertial confinement fusion research[204], magnetic fusion energy[51], lab-

oratory astrophysics studies of the Weibel filamentation instability[209, 97, 77] and

protogalactic seed magnetic field generation[69], large-scale international laser wake-

field accelerator collaborations[103, 102], and many others. The application of PIC

codes to the research covered in this document also bears fruit, supporting the eluci-

dation and validation of the theoretical processes presented in chapters 3-5. So that

the reader may usefully evaluate these e↵orts this chapter reviews the algorithms

comprising the PIC simulation method. To this end the general workings of the PIC

scheme are described in section 2.1, followed by descriptions of specific numerical

schemes used by the hybrid fluid-PIC code LSP[211] in section 2.2, the code that is

widely used to generate results presented in this thesis.
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2.1 Description of the particle-in-cell scheme

At their core PIC codes are designed to predict the time history of a system comprised

of many charged particles. PIC codes solve this problem very generally, making

few assumptions about the properties of the charged particles in the system. This

generality implies the value of PIC codes as well as their computational expense.

PIC codes implement the Maxwell-Vlasov system of equations describing this

general approach. Maxwell’s equations cover the fields, currents, and so on that are

associated with the moving charged particles comprising the system. The Vlasov

equation describes the evolution of these particles in six dimensional phase space,

i.e., three spatial coordinates and three momentum coordinates, and in time.

From this description we can discern the basic computational expense. Consider

a petawatt laser-plasma situation relevant to section 1.2.1 having reduced electron

density n0 ⇠ 10n
cr

and covering a small cubic region of ⇠ 10µm on each side. Now

imagine we are interested in simulating how the charges comprising this system react

as a �l = 1µm laser illuminates the front of this cube, over ⌧ units of time (for

instance, in �l/c). If we estimate conservatively that 1 byte of computational memory

is required to represent each phase space coordinate, for each particle in the system,

then the total memory needed in 1⌧ is 120 TB (1 TB=1012 bytes). Supercomputer-

scale resources would be required simply to represent the system in memory, and

further costs accrue in relation to field and particle dynamics, so clearly numerical

approximations are necessary.

PIC introduces two such techniques to reduce the memory requirements and en-

hance performance: it represents groups of identical particles as ‘macroparticles’

and discretizes space into a ‘grid.’ The electromagnetic fields in the simulation are

computed at the grid vertices, or simply ‘on the grid,’ and interpolated back onto the
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Figure 2.1 : Schematic showing the use of macroparticles in the PIC scheme to
represent groups of identical particles, from ref. [166]. Collectively the macroparticles
fully sample the phase space distribution of the system.

macroparticles existing within the grid ‘cells.’ Each macroparticle maintains the same

charge-to-mass ratio of the particle it represents and so responds identically to Lorentz

forces. Hence, the system’s dynamics should be identical to the real situation and

little generality is lost in terms of systems that may be represented. At the same time

this approximation vastly reduces the number of objects stored in memory, reducing

the computational burden. Macroparticles can be thought of as suitably sampling the

distribution function of charges comprising the system, typically a plasma, as shown

in Fig. 2.1.

The macroparticle approximation is not without drawbacks: since these objects

have a finite (larger) size and finite (lower) number than the real particles they rep-

resent, their use introduces both artificial self-forces and statistical noise. The former

e↵ect is related to the process of adding macroparticles to the simulation grid, or

‘casting to the grid.’ This process depends on the macroparticle shape and is imple-
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mented in di↵erent fashions between PIC codes. If a particle’s shape is point-like,

since the fields within a given cell are interpolated from the cell onto the grid and

vice versa, particles can exert spurious self-electrostatic forces.[11] Hence, the shape

of a macroparticle is finite and often spread over more than one cell. In LSP the

cloud-in-cell method can be used in order to enlarge the shape such that macropar-

ticles span several cells, reducing the artificial self-forces[211]. The latter e↵ect of

statistical noise generally arises when the number of macroparticles used in the sim-

ulation is inadequate to resolve the plasma distribution function. These issues must

be mitigated through careful understanding and calibration of the simulations, e.g.,

increasing the number of macroparticles in the simulation through many tests and

iterations until the system’s dynamics are observed to converge.

Even with a suitable treatment of the macroparticles issues arise due to the dis-

cretized nature of the spatial grid. The size of the cells comprising the grid must

be chosen in order to resolve the relevant physical scales in the situation of inter-

est. For instance, accurately simulating the laser interaction with the (10µm)3 cubic

plasma discussed above means setting the grid cell size �x equal to plasma skin

depth ⇠ `
p

/ 2 ' 0.027 µm. The number of uniform cells required in this simu-

lation is therefore (10µm/0.027 µm)3 ⇠ 5 ⇥ 107. While computationally expensive

such three dimensional PIC simulations are performed with some frequency using

massively-parallel supercomputing clusters. Due to this expense two dimensional

PIC simulations, which here would require only ⇠ 105 cells, are of more common

usage.

The increment by which PIC simulations are advanced in time, the ‘timestep’

�t, is also typically determined by the grid resolution �x. Since we are interested in

laser interactions causality requires that �t  �x/c, related to the Courant condition

for numerical stability[11, 75]. For a typical petawatt laser-dense plasma situation
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�t ⇠ 0.1 fs or smaller. Over many hundreds, thousands or millions of �t, PIC codes

evolve the Maxwell-Vlasov equations on the �x resolution grid. By this process PIC

codes obtain the time history of the system of charged particles.

It is instructive to consider the analytic and numeric implementations that allow

these equations to be solved in a self-consistent manner over time. The essential

PIC methods are represented in the ‘explicit’ numerical solution algorithm, which is

implemented in codes such as ZOHAR[11], PSC[185], PICLS[196] and many others.

An illustration of the numerical advancement procedures associated with the particles

and fields in the explicit scheme is shown below in Fig. 2.2. In examining its workings

we follow ref. [183] and use standard SI units. The Vlasov equation describing the

particle phase space evolution is given by,

q
k

@f
k

@~p
k

(~v
k

⇥ ~B + ~E) + ~v
k

@f
k

@~x
+
@f

k

@t
=
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d3p
l

vkl
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�kl (f 0
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f 0
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� f
k

f
l

) (2.1)

where f
k

(~x, ~p, t) is the distribution function of the kth particle species describing the

probability of existing in a given region of phase space. In other words, f
k

(~x, ~p, t) =
P

Nk
n

�(~x�~x
n

(t))�(~p�~p
n

(t)) summed over the N
k

macroparticles comprising species k.

Here m
k

is the mass, q
k

is the charge, ~p
k

is the momentum, ~v
k

is the velocity and ~x
k

is

the position. The right hand side of equation (2.1) describes particle collisionality and

is summed over the electron, ion and neutral particle species. Hence, equation (2.1)

concisely represents
P

k

N
k

phase space density conservation equations for each of

the macroparticles in the simulation; in practice, it is typically discretized as
P

k

N
k

equations for numerical e�ciency. The collision cross section is �kl and d⌦
 

=

d⌫d sin is the solid angle element of angles  and ⌫ between p
k

and p0
k

describing

the three dimensional particle scattering, the latter being the variable of integration.
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The relative velocity between particles k and l can be expressed as,

vkl =
cFkl

p0
k

p0
l
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s

(~v
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l

)2
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(2.2)

Equation (2.1) together with Maxwell’s equations,
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where the charge and current densities are defined as,
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form the complete description of the Maxwell-Vlasov system.

In order to facilitate the discretization of equations (2.1-2.5) we employ the di-

mensionless scalings,

t! t!
l

, ~x! ~x!
l

c
, ~p

k

! ~p
k

cm
k

~E ! ~E
E0

, ~B ! ~B
B0

~J ! ~J
J0

, ⇢! ⇢
⇢0

B0 =
E0

c
, j0 = E0✏0!l

, ⇢0 = B0✏0!l

(2.8)

where by the field’s convention we have introduced parameters associated with the
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laser as references: !
l

is the laser angular frequency and E0 is the initial laser electric

field given in relation to a0 by equation (1.2). Since in section 1.2.1 it was shown that

petawatt laser-plasma situations are typically collisionless in the regimes of interest

we proceed in the limit that �kl ! 0. In the normalized units of equation (2.8) the

electric field equations are given by,
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The magnetic field equations are,
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and the charge density evolves according to,

@⇢
@t

= �@Jx
@x
� @J

y

@y
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z

@z
(2.15)

These equations are discretized by the finite-di↵erence time domain (FDTD) method

using the variable F n

jkl = F (j�x, k�y, l�z, n�t) containing the spatial derivatives of

the electric and magnetic fields. Here j, k, l, n are the step sizes along their respective
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Figure 2.2 : Schematic illustrating the ‘leapfrog’ time stepping sequence associated
with the explicit solution method, from ref. [210]. This figure shows that the Vlasov
equation governing the particle phase space evolution (x, p) and Maxwell’s equations
governing the electromagnetic field evolution E,B are advanced in an alternating
fashion.

coordinate directions. The discretized spatial derivatives are then written as,
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where directionality is indicated by the sign superscript associated with ~r. Equations
(2.16-2.17) highlight the fact that the electromagnetic fields are advanced in full

integer units of n, consistent with Fig. 2.2. F n

jkl satisfies the conditions that,

~r� · ~r� ⇥ F n

jkl = 0, ~r+ · ~r+ ⇥ F n

jkl = 0 (2.18)
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With this the discretized versions of Maxwell’s equations can now be written as,
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The half-integer n values appearing in equations (2.19- 2.24) presage the role of the

Vlasov solver. Indeed the particle evolution occurs according to the discretized equa-

tions,
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Equations (2.19-2.29) fully specify the explicit solution algorithm, in concert with

relevant initial and boundary conditions. This description outlines the linear inter-
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polation method relevant to the PSC[185] and LSP[211] numerical implementations.

More sophisticated numerical integration algorithms for partial di↵erential equations

that capture quadratic and cubic curvature, through the finite di↵erence scheme, are

implemented in PIC codes such as OSIRIS[55].

The explicit scheme described in this section is the simplest implementation of

PIC and therefore illustrates its core numerical workings. This method of solution is

relevant to the PSC[185] code used to perform simulations supporting the research

covered in chapter 5 of this document.

2.2 Details of selected numerical schemes implemented in the

LSP code

The ‘direct implicit’ scheme is a more sophisticated method of solution. Its algorithms

seek to predict future values associated with the particles and fields, a feature which

relaxes constraints on the simulation timestep and helps improve numerical stability.

In LSP’s implementation the field solver is based on an unconditionally Courant-

stable numerical approach, enabling the use of simulation timesteps much larger than

�x/u, for simulation cell size �x and characteristic velocity scale u (= c for laser

interactions).[211] A schematic of the direct implicit algorithm illustrating its methods

of solution is shown in Fig. 2.3.

This section summarizes the implementation of the direct implicit scheme of Fried-

man et al.[58], as outlined by Welch et al.[211] and implemented in the version of LSP

used in this dissertation. The momentum ~p of each macroparticle is advanced accord-

ing to,

~p
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Figure 2.3 : Schematic illustrating the predictive time stepping sequence associated
with the direct implicit solution method. This figure shows that due to the predictive
nature of the algorithm particles are e↵ectively advanced twice.

where � is the Lorentz factor and full-integer n subscripts correspond to values at full

timesteps. The electric field information is described by ~a
n

as,
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thus containing information about the field at n � 1/2 and n + 1/2. Particles are

pushed twice according to equations (2.30-2.31) with the initial ~E
n+1/2(~xn+1/2)! 0.

The first particle push is performed using ~E
n+1(~xn+1) = 0. The fields are then up-

dated using perturbative analysis, as described below, in order to predict the e↵ect

of ~E
n+1(~xn+1) on the perturbed current. In the second push particle positions and

momenta are updated using this correction. In order to facilitate numerical calcu-

lations, the particle momenta given by equation (2.30) can be expressed in terms of

matrix operations as,

~p
n+1/2 = hT i · ~A (2.32)
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using the magnetic field rotation tensor hTi,
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associated with the three dimensional magnetic contribution to the Lorentz force,

and,

~⌦ =
q ~B

n

2c�m
�t (2.34)

with ⌦2 = |~⌦|2. The source vector ~A related to equation (2.32) is given by,
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n
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The corrections to the fields following the first push are calculated by perturbative

analysis, as indicated above. Similarly corrections to the particle velocities are deter-

mined by,

~v = ~v1 + �~v (2.36)

where ~v1 is the velocity calculated from the first push. The correction to the Lorentz

factor is given by �� = ~v · � ~E[� ~E = ~E
n+1/2(~xn+1/2)], which implies that,

�~v =
q �t

m�
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⇣

hTi · � ~E � ~v
n+1/2(~vn+1/2 · � ~E)

⌘

(2.37)

Equation (2.37) can now be used to determine corrections to the current density: ~J =

~J1 + � ~J using � ~J = ⇢ @~x/@t. This value can be written in terms of the susceptibility
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tensor hSi as � ~J = hSi · � ~E, where,

hSi = ⇢ q �t
2m�

n+1/2

�hT i � ~v
n+1/2 ^ ~vn+1/2

�

(2.38)

with ^ denoting the dyadic product. In the LSP implementation hSi associated with

each particle is summed after the first push such that charge is conserved. LSP’s

implementation also conserves energy in this process. This perturbed current � ~J is

then used to correct the particle positions and momenta from the first particle push.

Using equation (2.38) the electromagnetic field equations can be written as,

@ ~E
@t

= �hSi · � ~E � ~J1 + ~r⇥ ~B (2.39)

@ ~B
@t

= �~r⇥ ~E (2.40)

where ~J1 is the current density from the first push. Finite di↵erencing is then applied

to these equations in a manner analogous to equations (2.19-2.29) in the preceding

section.

The direct implicit solution method described in this section is implemented in

the LSP code[211], which has been used to support the research described in chapters

3-4 of this document.
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Chapter 3

Absorption of ultraintense laser light by solid

matter

3.1 Conservation laws and conversion e�ciency in ultrain-

tense laser-overdense plasma interactions

In this section we develop a set of mass, momentum and energy conservation laws

applying to a broad range of relativistic laser interactions with optically-thick plas-

mas. Based on these conservation laws, we then derive an advanced fully-relativistic

absorption model that yields formulae for key dynamical quantities of the interaction:

the fraction of laser energy absorbed by the plasma, the precise sub-fractions of laser

energy absorbed by ions and by electrons comprising the plasma, the ensemble aver-

age energies of these ions and electrons, and the velocity at which the laser advances

(‘punches’) into the plasma.

In section 3.1.1 we describe the general scenario, geometry and electron and ion

particle populations involved in the conservation laws. In section 3.1.2 we develop

the relevant mass conservation laws and in section 3.1.3 we develop the relevant mo-

mentum and energy conservation laws. The absorption model is derived using these

conservation laws in section 3.1.4. Here equations for the laser ‘hole punching’ veloc-

ity and the ensemble average ion and electron energies are also calculated. In section

3.1.5 we derive expressions for the absorption of laser energy and its subpartitioning

into plasma electrons and ions. Finally, in section 3.1.6 we validate the predictions
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of the absorption model against particle-in-cell simulations: excellent agreement is

demonstrated. We close this section with a discussion of possible applications of the

model to astrophysically-relevant scenarios.

3.1.1 Coupling of ultraintense laser light to an overdense plasma

We consider the steady-state laser-plasma interaction at the coupling stage in the

laboratory frame. Consider the small volume at the laser-plasma interface comprising

a relativistic collisionless skin depth in a axial extent, depicted schematically in Fig.

3.1. The laser is incident on the volume from the left and excites plasma particles

which leave the volume on the right-hand side. All particles in the region are assumed

to interact with the laser and may be accelerated relativistically by coupling into

either the oscillatory or steady-state absorption mode. The total electron density is

n
e

, which may take on any value that is relativistically-opaque to the laser light[26].

Ions in the interface are assumed to have uniform charge state Z given by the quasi-

neutrality condition, n
i

= n
e

/Z.

Absorption of ultraintense laser light by an overdense plasma amounts, in e↵ect,

to the coupling between an incident photon flux and particles comprising the moving

plasma interface. It follows that we consider only plasma particles that mediate the

energy and momentum exchange. That is, those particles that are directly excited, i.e.

accelerated, by the laser on the spatial scale c/!
pe

at the laser-plasma (LP) interface.

The set s fully enumerates these populations,

s 2 {hp ions, hp electrons, hot electrons} (3.1)
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Figure 3.1 : Schematic depicting the laser plasma coupling in the interaction region
with n0 = n

e

= Zn
i

where Z is the ion charge state. The laser piston boundary is
represented by the dashed line.

where in the following sections each species will be referred to by its numeric index.

Once the laser has coupled into these populations, energy and momentum may then

cascade into other species in the plasma. An important example of this is the col-

lective plasma excitation of a return current in order to neutralize the fast electron

current[72].

The evolution of particle distribution functions f
s

(xµ, pµ) in equation (3.1) is de-

termined by the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation. Here xµ = (ct,x) represents the four

position coordinates and pµ = �mc (1,u/c) represents the four momentum coordi-

nates. The collisionless, manifestly covariant form of equation (2.1), convenient for

our purposes here, can be written as,

✓

dxµ

d⌧
@
@xµ

+
dpk

d⌧
@
@pk

◆

f
s

= 0 (3.2)
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where ⌧ is the proper time[185, 73], i.e., the temporal coordinate evaluated in the

frame of reference in which particles are instantaneously at rest. Throughout this work

we establish the conventions that the Minkowski tensor ⌘µ⌫ has signature (�,+,+,+);

the greek sub- and super-scripts represent tensor indices µ 2 {0, 1, 2, 3}; the latin in-

dices k 2 {1, 2, 3} run over the spatial subset; the s subscript is reserved for particle

species and for clarity will be distinguished from tensor indices where necessary. Col-

lisional coupling is assumed to be negligible and the characteristics of equation (3.2)

are given by,

dxµ

d⌧
=

pµ

m
s

,
dpk

d⌧
= � q

s

m
s

F kµp
µ

(3.3)

where the momentum characteristic includes spatial components due to the mass-

shell restriction[73]. In equations (3.2) and (3.3), q
s

is the electric charge, m
s

is the

rest mass and F µ⌫ represents the field strength tensor,

F µ⌫ =

0

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

@

0 E
x

E
y

E
z

�E
x

0 �B
z

B
y

�E
y

B
z

0 �B
x

�E
z

�B
y

B
x

0

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

(3.4)

The approach undertaken in this section considers the parameters of f
s

that satisfy

conservation of energy and momentum between the ultraintense photon flux and rel-

ativistic particle fluxes excited in the plasma, i.e., the moments of equation (3.2). At

each transverse point along the laser-matter interface, f
s

= f
s

(pµ). Thusly formulated

the germane task is to determine the moments of f
s

, i.e.,
R

pµf
s

dpk corresponding to

the ensemble average Lorentz factor and velocities, for the hp particles and hot elec-
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trons such that energy and momentum are conserved between the plasma and the

laser driver.

Before performing calcuations related to equation (3.2), a brief asside on the

particle distribution functions describing the populations of set s in equation (3.1) is

warranted. The ‘laser piston’[150] responsible for the acceleration of hole punching

particles is characterized by the strong electrostatic potential generated by the steady-

state component of the laser ponderomotive force[95],

fl = r
✓

n
cr

n
e

a20

◆

m
e

c2 (3.5)

where n
e

is the electron density in the laser-plasma interface. We have used the three

vector form since the correct four vector form of equation (3.5) remains a controversial

topic of research.[202, 63] a0 = |e|E
l

/(m
e

c!
l

) is the normalized laser vector potential,

e is the fundamental charge, E
l

is the laser electric field, m
e

is the electron mass,

c is the speed of light and !
l

is the laser angular frequency. n
cr

= me!2
l /(4⇡e

2) is

the critical density at which the plasma becomes opaque to the laser light. As the

piston propagates into the target, we assume that background particles are swept up

and fully reflected[215, 150, 192, 173]. Electrons reflect from the piston head while

ions are pulled in by the potential and reflect from ions bounding the piston on the

downstream side. Electrons and ions are both reflected at the same velocity, u
i

, due

to Coulomb forces between the populations. As such, we assume they are adequately

represented in momentum space as distribution functions of the same form,

f
sn(�) =

C
n

n
n

p

2⇡⇥
n

�3/2
i

e
�
(�� � �

i

�
i

) 2

2�3
i

⇥
n , n 2 {1, 2} (3.6)

representing the ‘saddle point’ approximation of the Jüttner distribution for ⇥
n

⌧ 1
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[35]. Here, related to equation (3.1), f
s1 represents the hole punching ion distribution

and f
s2 represents the hole punching electron distribution. m

n

is the mass, n
n

is

the reflected particle density, C
n

is a normalization constant and ⇥
n

= T
n

/(m
n

c2)

where T
n

is the temperature of population s
n

. � = u/c for the particle velocity u

and �
i

= u
i

/c for the reflected particle velocity u
i

, with the Lorentz factors defined in

the usual manner, � = (1� �2)�1/2. This assumption is consistent with the particle-

in-cell simulation results, and, for many common scenarios, equation (3.6) e↵ectively

reduces to a cold Maxwellian distribution drifting at u
i

.

If the phase o↵set �� between the laser electric field components is not precisely

⇡/2, fL also contains an oscillatory term that nonadiabatically accelerates ‘strongly’

relativistic electrons[95]. These ‘hot’ electrons are well-characterized by a Maxwell-

Jüttner distribution[35],

f
s3(�) =

n
h

⇥
�2
p

1� ��2

K2 (1/⇥)
e��/⇥ (3.7)

where n
h

is the hot electron density, � is the Lorentz factor, ⇥ = T
h

/(m
e

c2), T
h

is

the temperature and K2 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.

3.1.2 Relation between the piston and hole punching velocities

In a time-averaged sense, ultraintense LPI at the critical density n
cr

= m
e

!2
L

/(4⇡e2)

interface are characterized by the generation of a radiation pressure separation layer,

comprised of electrons swept out by the laser fields, resulting in regions of charge

compression and depletion. Ions are pulled along through the generation of a strong

ambipolar force field, with the entire ‘laser piston’ structure propagating into the

bulk target at the piston velocity u
p

. Particle mass density is conserved as the piston

sweeps up and reflects background electrons and ions. From this, the relation between
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the piston velocity u
p

and reflected ion velocity u
i

can be obtained.

By integrating over equation (3.2) in the standard fashion[79] the mass continuity

equation is obtained as,

@�µ

s

@xµ

= 0, �µ

s

=
n0
s

m
s

P µ

s

(3.8)

where �µ

s

= n0
s

�
s

c (1,Vs/c) is the density four vector and n0
s

= n
s

/�
s

is the Lorentz-

invariant proper density of species s[73]. The ensemble average four momentum of

all particles comprising species s P µ

s

= �
s

m
s

c (1,Vs/c) is defined as,

P µ

s

=
1
n
s

Z

pµ f
s

dpk (3.9)

where the Lorentz factor �
s

= (1 �Vs · Vs/c2)�1/2. The particle density n
s

is given

by,

n
s

=

Z

f
s

dpk (3.10)

We evaluate equation (3.8) by changing coordinates to the rest frame of the piston.

Quantities in this frame are denoted using a superscript (0p). For the laboratory frame

velocity u, the appropriate Lorentz transformation is given by[150], u(0p) = (u �
u
p

)/(1� u · u
p

/c2). Equation (3.8) can be rewritten in three vector form highlighting

this choice of reference frame as,

@
@t

⇣

m
s

n(0p)
s

⌘

+r ·
⇣

m
s

n(0p)
s

Vs
(0p)
⌘

= 0 (3.11)
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In this frame, the interaction is steady-state and longitudinal conservation of plasma

ion mass may be expressed,

�Mn(0p)
i

u
p

+Mn(0p)
i

u(0p)
i

= 0 (3.12)

assuming ions are fully-reflected by the laser piston. Here u
p

is the piston velocity,

n(0p)
i

is the ion density in the laser-plasma interface and u(0p)
i

is the axial velocity of

the reflected ions in the piston frame. Note that equation (3.12) represents particle

conservation for both the hole punching electrons and ions, as M = M
i

+ Zm
e

.

From equation (3.12) it follows that u(0p)
i

= u
p

. Transforming back to the labora-

tory frame gives the hole punching ion axial velocity,

u
i

=
2u

p

1 + (u
p

/c)2
(3.13)

consistent with the Wilks et al.[215] result of u
i

= 2u
p

in the nonrelativistic limit, i.e.,

ions are accelerated to twice the piston velocity, and u
i

! c in the ultra-relativistic

limit.

We now introduce the relativistic ‘hot’ electron beam into this framework. This

is possible due to the separation of velocity scales associated with the oscillatory and

steady-state components of the nonlinear force. As was suggested by Ping et al.[162],

the plasma return current neutralizes the electron beam at a rate much faster than

the piston velocity, i.e. u
h

/u
p

� 1 where u
h

' c is the hot electron axial velocity. The

interaction is thus steady-state on the piston timescale, such that the electron density

as ‘seen’ by the piston is unmodified, i.e., equal to n
e

. Particle number conservation
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for the hot electrons may then be written,

m
e

n
e

u
r

+m
e

n
h

u
h

= 0 (3.14)

where u
r

= �(n
h

/n
e

)u
h

is the return current velocity, i.e. a statement of the plasma

neutralization of the hot electron beam current. The interplay between the laser light

and the plasma near the critical interface is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.1.

In the framework of the usual two-temperature fit to the electron dN/dE energy

spectrum in experimental data[214], the steady-state nonlinear force may be consid-

ered as corresponding to the low-energy component of the electron spectrum, and the

oscillatory component as corresponding to the high-energy component. While the hot

electrons may play a significant role energetically due to their relativistic �-factor, in

general it is expected that n
h

/n
e

is small, as inspection of the electron energy spec-

trum from a typical experiment or simulation shows that the majority of the number

of electrons in the system fall into the lower-energy component.

3.1.3 Poynting theorem for ultraintense light

Once the laser has accelerated populations s, their evolution is determined through

conservation of phase volume given by equation (3.2). The moments of f
s

are deter-

mined by the four divergence of the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor T µ⌫ ,

@T µ⌫

@x⌫
+ ⌘µ⇢H

⇢

= 0 (3.15)

where the characteristic is given in equation (3.3) and H
⇢

= n0 dp
⇢

/d⌧ corresponds

to the force and power densities of accelerated particles. Hence the moments of f
s

,

through the ensemble average four momentum P µ

s

given by equation (3.9), enter into
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equation (3.15) through H
⇢

. The stress-energy tensor is,

T µ⌫ =
1
4⇡

✓

F µ↵F ⌫

↵

� 1
4
⌘µ⌫F

↵�

F ↵�

◆

(3.16)

where ⌘µ⌫ is the metric tensor and F µ⌫ is the field strength tensor as above.

In this section, we will evaluate the four conservation laws implied by equation

(3.15) in Euclidean space. This approach allows us to highlight e↵ects related to

the relativistic particle fluxes central to ultraintense laser-plasma interactions, while

maintaining covariant notation in the following sections as appropriate.

Consider the electromagnetic energy density U
e

in the box shown in Fig. 3.1. The

Poynting theorem stipulates that,

�@Ue

@t
= r · Se +

X

s

Js · E (3.17)

where Se is the electromagnetic Poynting flux and Js is the electric current of species

s.

As the light becomes ultraintense, the kinetic energy associated with the relativis-

tic particle flux becomes significant. To elucidate this e↵ect, the term in equation

(3.17) corresponding to the work done against the Lorentz force can be written as,

X

s

Js · E =
@U

m

@t
+r · Sm (3.18)

where U
m

is the ‘mechanical’ energy density in the box. Sm is the mechanical Poynting

vector corresponding to a sum over the particle energy flux density,

Sm =
X

s

(�
s

� 1)Vs ms

n
s

c2 (3.19)
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A form of Poynting’s theorem useful to ultraintense laser interactions is obtained

by substituting equations (3.18-3.19) into (3.17),

@U
@t

+r · �Se + Sm

�

= 0 (3.20)

where U = U
e

+ U
m

is the total energy density in the region. Equation (3.20) states

that in a steady-state interaction for the region in Fig. 3.1, the sink in the electro-

magnetic Poynting flux must be balanced by a source of kinetic particle flux.

It is straight forward to derive an analogous conservation law for the vector mo-

mentum flux density,

@p
@t

+r · �Pe +Pm

�

= 0 (3.21)

where p is the total momentum density in the box in Fig. 3.1 and Pe and Pm are

second rank tensors describing the flow of electromagnetic and mechanical momentum

flux, i.e., corresponding to the spatial components of equation (3.15). In other words,

r ·Pe = @T ij/@xj and r ·Pm = n0 ⌘ij dp
j

/d⌧ where T µ⌫ is given by equation (3.16).

We conclude this section by commenting on the dynamical nature of the laser-

plasma interface. The fact the interface is in motion in the laboratory frame plays

an important role in satisfying equations (3.20-3.21). In general, an electromagnetic

flux through a surface moving at velocity u
p

becomes,

Se !
✓

1� u
p

c

◆

Se , Pe !
✓

1� u
p

c

◆

Pe (3.22)

In the next section, these conservation laws will be applied to determine the

properties of f
s

, i.e., P µ

s

, for the exchange-mediating particle populations in equation

(3.1).
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3.1.4 Fully-relativistic model of ultraintense laser light absorption

Using the tools in the preceding sections, we now develop a model of ultraintense

laser light absorption by an overdense plasma. For the first time, both hot electrons

and hole punching particles are described relativistically and exchange both energy

and momentum with the laser.

We consider the steady-state laser-plasma interaction at the coupling stage in the

laboratory frame. The ensemble average momentum and kinetic energy for each pop-

ulation excited by the laser are given by,

hpsi = P k

s

(3.23)

hE
s

i = P 0
s

c�m
s

c2 (3.24)

The bracket notation is employed to emphasize that equations (3.23-3.24) represent

ensemble average quantities, i.e., no additional calculations are involved in making

these definitions.

The di↵erential energy and momentum coupled by the laser into the particles in

equation (3.1) is simply,

dE
s

= N
s

dhE
s

i+ hE
s

i dN
s

dps = N
s

dhpsi+ hpsi dNs

(3.25)

where N
s

is the particle number and the steady-state assumption implies that dhE
s

i
and dhpsi are zero.

Over time interval dt, the number of ions accelerated by the laser piston over dt
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is,

dN
s1 = n

i

u
p

dA dt (3.26)

where dA = 2⇡rdr for a uniform laser spot of radius r. As in previous sections, n
i

is the ion density in the interface and u
p

is the piston velocity. By equation (3.12),

the number of hole punching electrons excited over dt is dN
s2 = [Z ⇥ equation

(3.26)]. In this analysis we consider a ‘slab’ density profile, i.e. n = n0, which is a

su�ciently general representation of the overdense LP interaction. A slowly-changing

heterogenous plasma profile, e.g. an exponential scalelength density profile n(x), can

be acccounted for through the straight-forward substitution n0 ! n(x). This is due

to the fact that each surface along a curvilinear plasma profile may be considered to

be ‘slab’ di↵erentially, i.e., the flux conservation is established on lengthscales smaller

than the transverse intensity variation of the laser pulse.[150]. The role of large-scale

underdense plasma regions is commented on briefly at the end of this section and in

section 3.1.6.

The ensemble average particle energy and momentum can be related to the laser-

plasma kinematic exchange using equations (3.6, 3.19-3.21, 3.23-3.26). The 1-D mo-

mentum and energy flux associated with the hole punching particles can be calculated

as,

P
sn =

dpn

dA dt
= hp

n

i u
p

n
n

F
sn =

dE
n

dA dt
= hE

n

i u
p

n
n

, n 2 {1, 2} (3.27)

where P
sn (F

sn) is the momentum (energy) flux. As in the previous sections, n
s1 =

n
i

, n
s2 = Zn

i

.
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On the other hand, the number of hot electrons dN
s3 excited by the oscillatory

component of the laser over dt is not directly related to the piston dynamics. As

noted in equation (3.14), particle number is conserved in the interaction with the

plasma return current on a timescale fast compared to u
p

. From equations (3.7) and

(3.23-3.24) the hot electron momentum and energy flux densities are given by,

P
s3 = �

h

n
h

m
e

u2
h

, F
s3 = (�

h

� 1)u
h

n
h

m
e

c2 (3.28)

where u
h

' c is the hot electron axial velocity. In contrast to n
s1 and n

s2 , nh

is an

ansatz for the hot electron density. We assume the hot electron beam is directed

longitudinally and symmetric about the beam axis. Thus, the transverse momentum

terms related to equation (3.28) cancel one another on the scale c/!
pe

. A conse-

quence of equations (3.20-3.21) is that e↵ects downstream of the interaction region

are abstracted from the analysis, e.g., as the background plasma absorbs momentum

and scatters the relativistic beam. In taking the kinematic form of equation (3.28),

no assumptions are made with respect to the hot electron dynamical motion[72]. �
h

corresponds to the ensemble average hot electron Lorentz factor; brackets denoting

phase space averaging have hereafter been omitted for simplicity of notation.

Equations (3.27-3.28) constitute the mechanical Poynting flux Sm in equation

(3.20). Integrating over the volume of the box in Fig. 3.1 and invoking Gauss’

theorem gives,

1
A

b

Z Z

Sm · dAb = �
X

s

F
s

(3.29)

as the particle flux leaves the region on the right side. Here Ab is the area of the

surface bounding the box, with vector direction normal to the surface.
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Noting equation (3.22), the laser Poynting flux in equation (3.20) in integral form

can be written,

1
A

b

Z Z

Se · dAb =

✓

1� u
p

c

◆

(1�R) I
L

(3.30)

where I
L

is the laser intensity reaching the overdense surface and R is the fraction

of reflected irradiance. Using equations (3.29) and (3.30), the fully-relativistic energy

flux conservation equation can be expressed,

(1�R) (1� �
p

) I
L

= (�
h

� 1)m
e

n
h

c3 + (�
i

� 1)Mn
i

�
p

c3 (3.31)

where M = M
i

+ Zm
e

as in the preceding sections, �
p

= u
p

/c is the dimensionless

piston velocity, u
i

is given by equation (3.13) and �
i

= (1 + �2
p

)/(1 � �2
p

). The first

term on the right-hand side of equation (3.31) represents coupling of the ultraintense

laser light into the oscillatory mode of the nonlinear force, and the second term

corresponds to coupling into the steady-state mode, the kinetic manifestation of which

is the bulk reflection of electrons and ions from the piston. The fast electron current

neutralization described by [(e/m
e

) ⇥ equation (3.14)] represents a collective response

of the plasma to the beam. As noted above, the energy driving the return current is

extracted from the beam itself and thus does not factor into the coupling equations.

Similarly, momentum flux conservation from equation (3.21) can be expressed,

(1 +R) (1� �
p

)
I
L

c
= �

h

m
e

n
h

c2 + �
i

�
p

Mn
i

u
i

c (3.32)

where equations (3.27) and (3.28) have again been used.

Full reflection of background particles implies that the radiation pressure layer

remains essentially depleted of electrons. It is thus clear that the fast electrons must
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be primarily generated at supercritical densities and may be shielded by the bulk

target electrons from the full ponderomotive potential. As such, it is emphasized

that �
h

does not a priori follow the ponderomotive scaling[215], i.e. �
h

6= (1+ a20)
1/2,

but rather may be self-consistently determined through equations (3.31-3.32).

Employing the relation 2I
L

/c = m
e

n
cr

a20c
2, equations (3.32) and (3.31) may be

reformulated as,

(1� �
p

) (1 +R) =
�
h

�2
0

m
e

M
n
h

n
i

+
1
�2
0

2�2
p

1� �2
p

(3.33)

(1� �
p

) (1�R) =
(�

h

� 1)
�2
0

m
e

M
n
h

n
i

+
�
p

�2
0

✓

1 + �2
p

1� �2
p

� 1

◆

(3.34)

where �0 is the dimensionless shock velocity scale,

�0 =

✓

I
L

n
i

M
i

c3

◆1/2

=

✓

Zm
e

2M
i

n
cr

n
e

◆1/2

a0 (3.35)

As �0 becomes closer to unity, it no longer closely approximates the actual piston

velocity �
p

. For simplicity of notation, we adopt the convention that linear light with

normalized potential a0 has identical energy density to circular light of a0/
p
2.

{�
h

, �
p

} parameterize f
s

and thus determine the LP equilibrium condition. Prob-

lematically, however, equations (3.33-3.34) make evident the additional degree of

freedom associated with the hot electrons, n
h

. We treat this by defining,

⇢
h

⌘ ⇢
h

X

⇢
=

Zm
e

M
n
h

n
e

(3.36)

where ⇢
h

represents the relative mass density in the interaction region coupled into the

oscillatory mode. The
P

⇢ term is summed over all electrons and ions comprising the

laser-plasma interface. While the electrons may play a significant role energetically
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due to the relativistic �-factor, equation (3.36) shows that ⇢
h

⌧ 1, as the maximum

value of ⇢
h

⇠ Zm
e

/M as n
h

/n
e

⇠ 1.

Having identified the small parameter ⇢
h

, we may reduce the dimensionality of

the problem by taking a series expansion of the solutions to equations (3.33-3.34). To

zeroth order in ⇢
h

, we calculate,

�
p

= �0

✓ R
1 +R�2

0

◆1/2

(3.37)

Equation (3.37) is independent of ⇢
h

, showing that the interplay between the piston

velocity �
p

and light coupled into the oscillatory mode is indirect, occurring only as the

fast electron absorption increases the total light absorbed by the plasma. Equation

(3.37) also predicts a decrease in piston velocity as total absorption increases, with

�
p

! 0 as R ! 0. This limit is related to the cases described by Haines et al.[72]

and Ping et al.[162].

Equation (3.37) represents the fully-relativistic hole punching velocity, taking into

account both oscillatory hot electron generation and steady-state acceleration of back-

ground particles by the laser piston. This result is valid for overdense laser-plasma

interactions while background ions are fully-reflected by the laser light, for all laser po-

larizations and fractions of reflected light R. The parametric instabilities associated

with relativistic light interacting with an underdense plasma represent additional vec-

tors through which the light may couple to the plasma, and have been shown to lead

to the formation of a supra-ponderomotive tail in the electron spectrum[36, 130]. In

e↵ect, this would increase the number of exchange-mediating populations in equation

(3.1), e.g. Raman-scattering electrons[214].

It bears noting here that results from well-established absorption models follow

from equation (3.37) in specific limits. The piston velocity from Wilks et al.[215],
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p

(1 +R)/2 �0, can be derived exactly from equation (3.32) in the limits that n
h

! 0

and �0 ⌧ 1. This expression is close to our result for �
p

in the nonrelativistic limit,

but diverges as �
p

>⇠ 0.1. It is straight-forward to show that the relativistically-

correct piston velocity for 100% conversion e�ciency into ions as found by Naumova

et al.[150], u
p

/c = �0/(1 + �0), represents a contour along the surface defined by

equation (3.37). Indeed, this result follows exactly from our equations (3.32) and

(3.31) in the limit n
h

! 0. It should also be noted that equation (3.37) reduces in

the nonrelativistic ion limit to
pR �0, equivalent to the expression found in [162] for

linearly-polarized light, despite quite distinct assumptions in the underlying model.

From equations (3.33-3.34) and (3.37), we find that the solution for �
h

contains

two terms to zeroth order in ⇢
h

,

�
h

=
(1�R)

q

�2
0R+ 1� �0

p
R(1 +R)

q

�2
0R+ 1 ��2

0

⇢ �1
h

+O (1) (3.38)

The O (1) term is a polynomial in �0 and R. �
h

is a moment of f
s3 and thus represents

a robust measure of the ensemble average hot electron energy. Fig. 3.2 shows the

contours of the O (1) term. Fig. 3.3 depicts the solutions {�
h

, �
p

} from equations

(3.37) and (3.38). The ensemble average hot electron energy �
h

scales as ⇠ ⇢�1
h

,

while from equation (3.31) the total energy coupled into the oscillatory mode ⇠ �
h

⇢
h

is independent of the parameter. This relationship is borne out by particle-in-cell

simulation results, and will be discussed in more detail in sections 3.1.5 and 3.1.6.

With the piston velocity �
p

in equation (3.37) and the ensemble average hot

electron energy �
h

in equation (3.38), the distribution function moments of f
s

in

equation (3.1) are fully-characterized. Together with equation (3.13) relating u
i

to the
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Figure 3.2 : Contours of the O(1) term comprising �
h

as given by equation (3.38).

piston velocity, these equations satisfy energy and momentum conservation between

an ultraintense laser and overdense plasma.

3.1.5 Conversion e�ciency into hot electrons and hole punching ions

Finally, let us consider the conversion e�ciency of laser light into populations listed

in equation (3.1).

From equations (3.45) and (3.37) we can calculate the conversion e�ciency into

hot electrons, f h

a

, as,

f h

a

= (�
h

� 1) ⇢
h

��2
0

1� �0
s

R
�2
0R+ 1

(3.39)
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Figure 3.3 : Analytic solutions satisfying energy and momentum conservation with
the laser. (a) depicts the energetic electron Lorentz factor �

h

and (b) shows the piston
velocity �

p

. (c-d) show contours of the laser conversion e�ciencies into ions and into
energetic electrons, respectively.

Using equation (3.38), this expression can be expanded as,

f h

a

=
(1�R)

q

�2
0R+ 1� (1 +R)�0

p
R

q

�2
0R+ 1� �0

p
R

+O

✓

⇢
h

�2
0

◆

(3.40)

Equation (3.40) illustrates the key result that the total energy coupled into electrons

f h

a

depends only on �0 and R while ⇢
h

/�2
0 ⌧ 1.

For the laser conversion e�ciency into hole punching ions, f p

a

, we have,

f p

a

=
2�0R3/2

q

�2
0R+ 1� �0

p
R

(3.41)
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As for f h

a

, we observe that the conversion e�ciency into hole punching ions is insen-

sitive to the hot electron mass density ⇢
h

. The conversion e�ciencies from equations

(3.40) and (3.41) highlight the nonlinear dependency of the coupling on the shock ve-

locity scale �0 and the total light absorption 1�R. The solutions for the conversion

e�ciencies are depicted in Fig. 3.3.

In concluding this section, we briefly comment on the boundary conditions associ-

ated with the total light absorption. For the case of circular polarization, correspond-

ing to the limit n
h

! 0, the upper limit to the reflection was calculated in [150] to be

R = 1/(1 + 2�0). Strictly-speaking, it would be incorrect to impose this limit on the

general system, in which both the hot electron and hole punching absorption modes

are accounted for. This will be investigated in future work, as there are additional

complexities associated with deriving the limit on R in the general case.

In the following section we will compare the predictions of equations (3.40) and

(3.41) to particle-in-cell simulations.

3.1.6 Particle-in-cell simulations and possible astrophysical applications

To test the predictions of the analytic model we have performed PIC simulations

using the hybrid LSP code[211]. The code is configured to solve the discretized

Maxwell’s equations and Lorentz force equation implicitly, with no time biasing to

avoid numerical damping of light waves. The timestep is determined by the Courant

condition multiplied by a factor of 0.1. Electrons and ions are fully kinetic and

are represented using 500 particles/cell/species. We have modified the LSP source

code to implement a ‘kinetic-to-kinetic’ particle migration feature. This allows us

to e↵ectively distinguish, label and track electrons which interact with the laser and

exceed a kinetic energy threshold from the cold background.

Simulations are one-dimensional Cartesian geometry with uniform spatial resolu-
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tion (�x)�1 = 16 cells/µm resolving the relativistic collisionless skin depth. Laser

light enters the box at the left x = 0 boundary and is incident upon an over-

dense Z/A = 1 plasma slab at x = 5µm. The slab density ramps to peak density

n0 = n
e

= Zn
i

over 0.06µm and has a 290µm spatial extent, followed by 5µ m of

vacuum ahead of the right boundary; the box is e↵ectively infinite to prevent electron

refluxing. The laser pulse has 1µm wavelength and rises over 3 optical cycles to a

flat-top profile with 500-700fs duration. The plasma density n0 and normalized laser

amplitude a0 are varied across simulations.

We exploit optical polarization to investigate laser coupling to the populations in

equation (3.1). Starting from circular light, by ‘detuning’ the phase o↵set between

the laser electric field components we can precisely examine the system as increasing

energy is coupled into the oscillatory mode, as |hfLi � fL| > 0, where brackets denote

a time average over the laser cyle. Our method is as follows: two lasers are injected

through the x = 0 boundary, each linearly polarized in orthogonal planes with nor-

malized intensity a0/
p
2. From this setup, precise control over the oscillatory electron

energy is possible by tuning the relative o↵set between the phases of the two waves,

�� [rad]. In this notation, �� = ⇡/2 corresponds to circular light and �� = 0 corre-

sponds to linear light, with the total amplitude of the light equal to a0 for arbitrary

��. We have checked that the �� = 0 simulations agree closely with simulations

performed using a single linearly-polarized laser. This approach has an important

experimental analog, as maintaining ideal polarization phases is challenging under

realistic conditions.

Fig. 3.4 compares analytic predictions to simulation results for various a0, n0,��

configurations. (a-d) show the simulation results for the energy coupled into the

oscillatory and steady-state absorption modes. Predictions from the model for f h

a

and

f p

a

from equations (3.40-3.41) are overlaid on the figures, calculated using reflection
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data from the simulations at 60fs intervals. The absorption model agrees with the

simulation data to within one percent.

Figure 3.4 : Comparison to particle-in-cell simulations. (a-d) Light coupling into
the steady-state and oscillatory ponderomotive absorption modes. (e) Piston velocity
�
p

from the simulations and analytic model. Solid lines correspond to dx
p

/dt and
diamond markers correspond to the velocity inferred from 1! doppler shift measure-
ments from the simulations (see text). Dashed lines represent the analytic �

p

from
equation (3.37).

As illustrated in the legend, the cumulative particle energy is normalized to the

total field energy injected into the simulation for an equivalent ‘empty’ run with

no plasma. The simulation instantaneous particle energy flux is normalized to the

attenuated injected energy flux density from the laser as noted in equation (3.32).

We find that the proper normalization coe�cients,

C0 =
�

1� �
p

�

I
L

C1 =

Z

I
L

dA dt (3.42)

are essential so that measurements of the instantaneous coupling agree with measure-

ments of the cumulative energy coupling, confirming equation (3.22). With this ap-
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proach, we have checked that the full time-integrated photon energy passing through

the simulation boundaries agrees with the total and instantaneous energy absorbed

into particles.

We note that care must be taken in measuring the instantaneous reflection using

light passing through the simulation boundaries, as the energy flux associated with

the reflected photons undergoes both doppler red-shifting and dispersion over time,

due to the additional distance dx = 2u
p

dt traveled. Because I
L

corresponds to the

laser light reaching the overdense target surface, as noted in equation (3.30), care

must also be taken in scenarios with large-scale underdense plasma regions.

Fig. 3.4 (e) shows the corresponding piston velocity �
p

from the simulations and

analytic model. The velocity from the simulation is measured using two methods:

first, the location of the interface defined by n
i

/n0 = 1 is tracked at 10fs intervals.

The solid curves represent the derivative of this ‘front’ or piston location over time.

Second, we measure the doppler-shifting[214, 162] in the frequency of the 1!
L

light

in the E
z

transverse electric field passing through the simulation boundary. The

relativistic piston velocity �
p

is related to the frequency shift through�f/f0 = 1�(1�
�
p

)/(1+�
p

). The diamond markers represent the Fourier transformed simulation data

at 100fs intervals. The analytic model predictions are seen to be within one percent

of the simulation data across laser intensities and polarizations. Fig. 3.4 (b) depicts

the a0 = 20
p
2, n0/ncr

= 20,�� = ⇡/2 configuration, showing good agreement with

results obtained in [192]. (c-d) correspond to a0 = 100, n0/ncr

= 30, showing the

steady-state interaction far below the relativistic critical density threshold[26]. The

protons reflected from the piston in this simulation attain kinetic energy of ⇠ 100

MeV.

Fig. 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the e↵ects the laser polarization o↵set for the a0 =

100, n0/ncr

= 30, Z/A = 1 (�0 = 0.3) plasma simulation. The electron and ion phase
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space from the simulation are depicted in 3.5 (a-b,d-e). The hot electron energy

spectra across �� are depicted in Fig. 3.5 (c). In the �� = 0.92 simulation, the laser

piston is observed to reflect background ions e↵ectively even as 10% more energy is

coupled into the oscillatory mode electrons, relative to the �� = ⇡/2 simulation. Fig.

3.5 (e) compares the model predictions to the simulation results across polarizations.

For the �� = ⇡/2, 0.95, 0.92 simulations, the conversion e�ciences are in agreement

to < 2%. As the polarization tends further towards linear, simulation results show

a jump in the total energy absorbed by the plasma. This is due to the fact that the

laser piston no longer fully reflects ions, allowing electrons to fall through the piston

potential, i.e., the space charge-driven electrostatic potential created by the laser

sweeping forward bulk electrons. Consistent with the assumptions underlying the

model, accuracy falls beyond this point as additional e↵ects such as shock acceleration

of ions modify the partitioning of energy coupled into the plasma. The dynamics of

these e↵ects, recently reported on in detail[54], fall outside the scope of this section.

Laser coupling into the oscillatory absorption mode is illustrated in Fig. 3.6

for the �0 = 0.3,�� = 0.92 simulation, corresponding to a0 = 100, n
e

/n
cr

=

30, Z/A = 1. (a) depicts the density of exchange mediating electrons (red), i.e.,

those having interacted with the laser, and of ions (black) at two times, with the

arrows indicating the dynamical position of the laser-plasma interface. The density

of electrons coupled into the oscillatory mode, n
h

, is calculated in the simulation as

the subset of exchange-mediating electrons passing through the x = 100µm plane as

shown in (b). The associated relative mass density ⇢
h

⌧ 1 given by equation (3.36)

is labeled on the right axis. (d) depicts the ensemble average Lorentz factors for the

exchange-mediating electrons and for the hot electrons. The conversion e�ciency into

hot electrons is examined in detail in Fig. 3.6 (c). Three quantities are depicted: first,
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Figure 3.5 : Simulation and analytics for the �0 = 0.3 laser-plasma interaction. (a-b)
Ion and (d-e) electron phase space from simulations. (c) Hot electron spectra from
simulations (relative n(E) not to scale). (f) Comparison of laser absorption analytic
predictions and simulation results.

the analytic model for f h

a

from equation (3.40). The dashed black curve depicts this

using the parameters �0 and the average reflection coe�cient R = 0.61 from Fig. 3.4.

Second, the hot electron energy flux density dE
h

/(dA dt) is self-consistently calculated

through a diagnostic in the simulation. This diagnostic works by calculating the

instantaneous change in the total energy coupled into the particle population over

time. This quantity is then normalized to the laser energy per unit time injected into a

separate simulation having no plasma, accounting for the reduction in electromagnetic

flux as stipulated by equation (3.42). The red curve shows this quantity normalized

to equation (3.42) using the constant laser intensity I
L

. Third, the expression for f h

a

calculated using the simulation �
h

from (d) and ⇢
h

from (b). These quantities are

constrained in a well-defined fashion, according to equations (3.33-3.34). The solid

black curve depicts f h

a

from equation (3.39) calculated using �
h

and ⇢
h

, confirming

this relationship. In sum, Fig. 3.4 - 3.6 demonstrate excellent agreement between the
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analytic model and simulation results.

Figure 3.6 : Coupling to the oscillatory component of the laser ponderomotive force
for the �0 = 0.3,�� = 0.92 simulation. (a) Number density of exchange-mediating
electrons (red) and of ions (black). Arrows indicate the position of the laser-plasma
interface. (b) Hot electron density n

h

and ⇢
h

. (c) Comparison of hot electron absorp-
tion from the simulation to the analytic model. (d) Ensemble average Lorentz factors
(see text).

The results presented in this section for the deposition of laser energy into hole

punching ion and hot electron components are germane to topical astrophysical

sources. Notably, such conversion e�ciencies are core unknowns in the study of

astrophysical jets in gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) and blazars. Most GRBs are thought

to emanate from powerful explosions of hypermassive stars located in distant galaxies

in the early universe, at redshifts of around z = 1 or larger [165, 144]. Their enor-

mous energy release drives a collimated, ultra-relativistic outflow (i.e., jet) with bulk

Lorentz factors � in excess of several hundred [4, 49]. Blazars are also extragalactic

jet sources, but generally nearer by and less luminous than GRBs, and with infer-

ences of less extreme bulk motions (� ⇠ 3 � 50). They emanate from the environs

of persistent supermassive black holes. There is a growing enthusiasm among as-
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trophysicists for the paradigm that Poynting flux-dominated outflows in gamma-ray

bursts (e.g. [126, 159]) and blazars (e.g. [221, 127] and references therein) drive their

energization, precipitating radiative dissipation at large distances from their central

engines. Understanding the e�ciency of conversion of direct electromagnetic energy

to plasma kinetic and thermal energies is therefore an extremely desirable advance.

Laser-driven plasma interaction and associated kinetics can therefore provide crucial

insights into these astrophysical phenomena, especially in light of the fact that the

electromagnetic energy densities excited by petawatt class lasers are not widely dis-

parate from those in blazer and GRB jets. This study and its results on laser light

absorption is an important step in this direction. Formulating simple equations such

as equation (3.40) to describe the ultimate kinematic apportionment of laser energy

into hot electrons provides a first guide to how e�ciently we think gamma-ray bursts

and blazars can radiate if their outflows are mediated mostly by Poynting flux at

early epochs in their expansion. Establishing a firmer relationship between the two

regimes will be the subject of future work.

In review, we have developed a more comprehensive model of ultraintense laser

absorption, allowing the light to couple into both the hole punching and hot electron

absorption modes in an energetically significant fashion for the first time. The fully-

relativistic model has been derived for arbitrary overdense interaction densities and

is insensitive to laser polarization assuming that bulk ions are swept up and fully

reflected by the laser piston.

Using this framework, we have obtained solutions for the particle distribution

function moments that simultaneously satisfy energy and momentum conservation,

i.e. the relativistically-correct piston velocity including the hot electrons, and the

hot electron Lorentz factor. For the first time, analytic expressions for the conver-

sion e�ciencies into hole punching ions and into hot electrons have been derived.
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The model establishes robust kinematic constraints on the relationships between the

total absorption and the fundamental laser and plasma quantities, and recovers well-

established results (e.g., for the piston velocity) in specific limits. Close agreement

between the analytic model and particle-in-cell simulations has been demonstrated,

justifying the assumptions underlying the kinematic approach. These results open

the door to addressing a number of interesting ultraintense laser plasma applications

in the future.

3.2 Hot electron divergence in the kinematic analysis of rel-

ativistic light on solids

Controlling the divergence angle ✓ with which energetic ‘hot’ electrons are excited by

the laser, as defined in equation (3.43) below, is central to the viability of many of

the petawatt laser applications discussed in section 1. The manner in which ✓ a↵ects

other aspects of the laser-plasma interaction is of further pragmatic interest. A study

of the phase space aspects of such systems, related in principle to controlling the hot

electron divergence[195, 176], was reported on in [108]. In this section we extend the

quasi-1-D absorption model developed in section 3.1 to 1D2V (one spatial coordinate,

two velocity coordinates), thereby allowing hot electrons to take on an axisymmetric

divergence. This is significant as the manner in which the hot electron divergence

angle ✓ a↵ects other aspects of the laser-plasma interaction can determine the viability

of applications in [136, 204], and beyond. We present an analytic examination of how

key interaction parameters, specifically, the hp velocity u
p

, the hot electron Lorentz

factor �
h

, the coupling e�ciency into hp ions f
p

and the coupling e�ciency into hot

electrons f
h

, change as ✓ increases. Across all laser and plasma parameters, we show

that absorption into hp ions f
p

increases as ✓ increases. In the nonrelativistic limit,
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we derive a general analytic formula for u
p

in terms of ✓, the fractional reflection R,

and laser and plasma parameters.

We examine the steady-state laser-plasma interaction, in which an ultraintense

laser having infinite transverse extent, intensity I
L

and wavevector kL is normally in-

cident onto an overdense target with arbitrary, slowly-changing heterogenous plasma

density profile[150]. The ‘laser piston’ sweeps up and fully reflects hp particles along

k̂
L

[150]. All particles in the laser-plasma (LP) interface are assumed to interact with

the laser and accelerate by coupling into the steady-state or oscillatory mode of the

nonlinear force.

In the quasi-1-D, fully-relativistic absorption model developed in section 3.1, two

assumptions were made with respect to the hot electron beam distribution function

as it is excited by the laser. First, it was assumed that the beam was symmetric

about the longitudinal axis. No factor in our simple system exists to break this

symmetry, and we maintain this assumption here. Second, it was assumed that the

axial component of the hot electron velocity satisfied �k ' 1, where ~�
h

= (�
h,k, �h,?)

is the ensemble average hot electron velocity, i.e., as given by equation (3.9) above,

employing standard unit bases in the axial (parallel) and transverse (perpendicular)

directions relative to electron motion.

In this section, we relax this latter assumption and consider how key dynamical

parameters of the interaction change when �k < 1. In this e↵ort the assumption of

�k ' 1 is discarded and the general form of �
h,k = cos ✓ is adopted, where

✓ ⌘ tan�1 �
h,?/�h,k (3.43)

is the half-angle with which the hot electrons are excited by the laser. Equivalently

✓ = tan�1 p?/pk for electron momentum ~p = �
h

~�
h

m
e

c where m
e

is the electron
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mass and c is the speed of light. We emphasize that the observed divergence angle

in experiment will generally di↵er from ✓, due to downstream e↵ects beyond the

LP interface, e.g., scattering in the plasma bulk, which are abstracted from this

analysis. Streaming instabilities which couple the hot electrons to the cold plasma

return current may also occur in certain scenarios, which act to increase the beam

emittance. We assume these flow instabilities cannot ‘see’ the intense electromagnetic

fields of the laser, taking place just beyond the relativistic collisionless skin depth.

This assumption is readily satisfied since all particles in the interface interact with the

laser and are accelerated from the skin layer. Hence the particles in the interface are

continually ‘refreshed,’ i.e., particles comprising the interface at time t0 are di↵erent

than those at t0+dt, meaning that instabilities cannot grow. Furthermore, transverse

instabilities associated with the hot electrons exhibit inverse wavenumbers of c/!
pe

or larger[10]. Thus, the growth of these instabilities is quite generally supressed.

Following the methodology developed in section 3.1 the conservation laws relevant

to this system are calculated as,

(1� �
p

) (1 +R) =
�
h

�2
0

m
e

M
n
h

n
i

�2
h,k +

1
�2
0

2�2
p

1� �2
p

(3.44)

(1� �
p

) (1�R) =
(�

h

� 1)
�2
0

m
e

M
n
h

n
i

�
h,k +

�
p

�2
0

✓

1 + �2
p

1� �2
p

� 1

◆

(3.45)

for momentum flux and energy flux, respectively. These equations are mathematically

equivalent to equations (3.33-3.34) above under the transformation of the hot electron

axial velocity u
h

! c cos ✓ using equation 3.43. Here �
p

= u
p

/c is the piston (hole

punching) velocity, R is the fractional reflected light, f = 1�R is the total fractional

absorbed light, �
h

= (1� ~�
h

· ~�
h

)�1/2 is the hot electron Lorentz factor, M is the ion

mass, n
h

is the number density of hot electrons in the laser-plasma (LP) interface and
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n
i

is the total ion density in the LP interface. �0 is the dimensionless Wilks velocity

as given above by,

�0 =

✓

I
L

n
i

M
i

c3

◆1/2

=

✓

Zm
e

2M
i

n
c

n
e

◆1/2

a0 (3.46)

where I
L

is the laser intensity, Z is the average charge state in the LP interface and

a0 = eE
L

/(m
e

c!
L

) is the normalized vector potential.

We now solve equations (3.44-3.45) numerically in order to study how finite di-

vergences of the hot electron beam a↵ect the solutions for the piston velocity �
p

, hot

electron gamma factor �
h

, conversion e�ciency into hots f
h

and conversion e�ciency

into hole punching ions f
p

. Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 depict solutions obtained from equations

(3.44-3.45) for a range of parameters, as a function of the total fractional reflection

R and the dimensionless shock velocity scale �0. The variables (�0,R) in principle

form the basis for all ultraintense laser-overdense plasma interactions[106]. Therefore,

we expect a substantial variance in the form of the curves in the Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 .

However, there is one clear trend which can be elucidated.
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Figure 3.7 : Relative changes to solutions as a function of the hot electron beam
divergence angle ✓. Quantities are normalized to their ✓ = 0 values.

Figure 3.8 : Absolute changes in energy partitioning as a function of ✓.
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We observe that the absorption into ions increases as ✓ increases. This is because

as the projection of the hot electron momentum flux in the axial direction becomes

smaller, ions must be pushed faster to conserve momentum with the laser. Consistent

with this, calculations indicate that there is a ‘minimum absorption’ into ions. This

picture is appropriate for any realistic hot electron beam divergence, ✓ < 60�, as

shown in Fig. 3.7 for a variety of laser and plasma parameters.

On the other hand, considering the asymptotics, we see that a strongly-diverging

hot electron system must approach the ion-only system described in [215, 150]. From

equations (3.44-3.45) it is clear that as ✓ ! ⇡/2 (corresponding to hot electron

emission into full ⇡ radians), the terms corresponding to the hot electron energy

and momentum flux vanish, recovering the relativistic ion model in [150]. However,

solutions from equations (3.44-3.45) for �
h

indicate that the Lorentz factor begins

to diverge, typically around ✓ > 65 � 75�, as shown in Fig. 3.7. This nonphysical

behavior in �
h

occurs in an attempt to cancel the reduction in �
h,k. In reality, the

hot electrons cannot continue to accelerate, and f
h

! 0 per the above considerations.

In e↵ect, the kinematic analysis is indicating that a longitudinal force cannot excite

such a strongly diverging beam. This will be considered with further detail in future

work.

Finally, we note one additional interesting consequence of the above analysis. In

the nonrelativistic limit, independent of the diverging �
h

, an analytic form for the

piston velocity �
p

can be derived,

�
p

=

p

1 +R� (1�R) cos ✓p
2

�0 +O
�

�2
0

�

(3.47)

Equation (3.47) generally sheds light on the hole punching dynamics[120, 162, 83]

in ultraintense laser-plasma interactions, recovering the result from Wilks et al.[215]
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when ✓ = ⇡/2, as well as the result in [106] when ✓ = 0. The relativistic form of �
p

,

as well as applications of equation (3.47), will be studied in future work.

In review in this section we have presented an analytic examination of the e↵ects

of a strongly diverging hot electron beam on key aspects of the laser-plasma interac-

tion. We have shown that absorption into hole punching ions increases with ✓, the

hot electron divergence half-angle, across laser and plasma parameters. In the nonrel-

ativistic limit, a general analytic formula for the hole punching velocity in terms of ✓,

the fractional reflection, and laser and plasma parameters has been derived. Future

work will focus on examining higher-dimensional e↵ects.

3.3 Simple causal model of electron angular divergence in

ultraintense laser-plasma interactions

As covered in the previous section, the divergence of the hot electron beam excited

in relativistic laser-plasma interactions is of fundamental interest to fast ignition and

many other petawatt laser applications[160]. Section 3.2 described a theoretical ap-

proach to treating the electron divergence in the framework of absorption, in a man-

ner that is insensitive to the underlying physical mechanisms causing the divergence.

While the value of this analysis is not in doubt, it is of additional use to understand

the dominant physical mechanisms in order to mitigate the beam divergence. In this

section we develop a simple causal model to describe the electron divergence dN/d✓

for a given laser driver and target.

The ponderomotive ‘rippling’ of the critical interface[215], as covered in section

1.2.1, plays a central role in determining the distribution function of electrons injected

into the target. This is due to the enhanced laser absorption that comes about as

a result of the changing angle between the laser electric field and target normal.
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Electrons injected into the bulk target are also often thought of as comprising a beam

of charged particles exhibiting a classical predisposition towards plasma instabilities

arising in the interaction with the cold return current[53]. These instabilities act to

reduce the free energy of the injected particles, modifying the beam properties and

increasing its divergence.

In this section we develop a simple model that represents the hot electron injec-

tion into the target as the sum of numerous discrete ‘beams’ generated at each point

in space at the spatio-temporally evolving critical interface. While for simplicity we

consider linearly polarized laser light interacting with a dense plasma at normal in-

cidence, e↵ects relating to the laser polarization and incidence angle are captured by

the ~E
L

vector. There are two components we need to do this: (1) the absorption

e�ciency of the various laser mechanism as a function of system parameters, e.g.

I
L

, n̂( ~x
f

, t) · ~E
L

for surface normal unit vector n̂( ~x
f

, t); and (2) the spatial structure

of the critical interface, ~x
f

(~x, t). At each point along the critical surface, both the

fraction of laser energy coupled into hot electrons, i.e. the normalized energy flux

density P
e

/P
L

, and the directionality of the injected electrons may then be deter-

mined, for energy flux density of electrons P
e

and of the laser P
L

. This is depicted

schematically in Fig. 3.9.

Let us first treat requirement (1). Here we will consider contributions to electron

heating from the ~J ⇥ ~B [95] and Brunel (vacuum heating) [24] mechanisms, believed

to play dominant roles in the regimes of interest. For the vacuum heating mechanism,

the component of the laser electric field normal to the target surface rips electrons out

of the target into vacuum, and accelerates and reinjects them into the target along

the density gradient. The relevant expressions for the laser absorption through this
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Figure 3.9 : Schematic depicting the evolution of the plasma critical surface over time
for an ultraintense laser pulse having Gaussian transverse spatial profile. Electron
generation is also depicted. In (C), we see the unit vector normal to the critical
surface as a function of radial position and time, x̂

f

(✓, t). The directionality �̂ and
magnitude P

e

/P
L

of the hot electrons relative to x̂
f

at each spatial point is a function
of laser parameters.
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process is given in the literature as[24],

f
abs,vh

=
⌘
2⇡

v3
osc

v2
L

c cos ✓
(3.48)

~F
vh

/F
vh

= Ê
L

(3.49)

where v
L

= eE
L

/(m
e

!
L

) and v
osc

= eE0/(me

!
L

). Here E0 is component normal to

surface, i.e. E0 = 2E
L

sin ✓ for a perfect plasma conductor. The density dependence

is included through ⌘ ' (1� !2
L

/!2
pe

)�1.

For the ~J⇥ ~B process, it is shown in the literature for the nonrelativistic case[214]

that,

~F
p

=
@
@x



m
e

a20c
2!2

L

!2
pe

e�2!pex/c
�

1 + cos 2!
L

t
�

�

k̂
L

(3.50)

Here a0 = eE
L

/(m
e

!
L

c) is the dimensionless laser parameter. The constant compo-

nent yields the ponderomotive ‘laser pressure’ force and the oscillatory component

corresponds to nonadiabatic ~J ⇥ ~B electron heating.

With respect to requirement (2), the evolution of the critical surface is given in

[110] in one dimension. For a semi-infinite pulse of intensity I0 incident on an expo-

nential density gradient n0(x) = n0 exp[`�1(x� x
s

)] with scalelength ` = n(dn/dx)�1

and critical surface at x
s

, we note u
f

= (d/dt)x
f

and employ separation of variables

to solve for the front motion,

x
f

(t) = 2` ln



1 + exs/(2`)uw0

2`
t

�

(3.51)

where u
w0 ⌘ [(1 + ⌘)I0/(2Mi

n0c)]1/2 = (a0c/2)[(1 + ⌘)Zm
e

n
cr

/(2M
i

n
pe0)]1/2 is the

characteristic (constant) Wilks velocity for the system.
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For a realistic pulse profile, here a temporal Gaussian of the form I(t) = I0(t)⇥
exp[�2(t � ↵t1/2)2/t21/2] where ↵ determines I(t0), interacting with an exponential

scale length plasma. The coe�cient @
t

I0(t) 6= 0 may be employed to describe nonlinear

e↵ects, e.g. laser self-focusing[46] for P
L

/P
c

= P
L

(17GWn
cr

/n
pe0)�1 > 1. Assuming

constant I0, a closed-form solution may be obtained,

x
f

(t) = 2` ln



1 + exs/(2`)

p
⇡u

w0t1/2
4`

⌦(t)

�

(3.52)

where ⌦(t) ⌘ erf(↵) + erf [(t � ↵t1/2)/t1/2] and the error function is employed. As

noted in [110] it is straight-forward to generalize the x
f

(t) expressions to three di-

mensions.

Taken together, the above expressions determine both the directionality and mag-

nitude of the electron generation at each point along the time-evolving critical surface.

For symmetry in azimuthal angle, the Cartesian spatial dependence of the electron

generation is given by,

~P
e

(✓) = P
L

(✓)
X

i

f
abs,i

( ~P
L

(✓), ✓) ✏̂
i

(3.53)

where the radial coordinate x maps to ✓, i 2 {vh, jxb, ..} and ✏̂
i

is the directionality

associated with each mechanism. This expression may be related directly to the

desired angular divergence dN/d✓ ⇠ P
e

(✓).

In summary, we have outlined the development of a simple model treating electron

dN/d✓ in ultraintense laser plasma interactions where the dominant contributions to

hot electron divergence are related to the rippling of the critical interface. At each

spatial point, the relative number of electrons accelerated P
e

/P
L

is a function of laser

intensity, plasma density and the angle between the laser electric field and x̂
f

, through
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the expressions for laser absorption e�ciency above. The directionality of the hot

electrons accelerated at each point is intrinsic to each laser absorption mechanism, i.e.

k̂
L

for ~J ⇥ ~B or Ê
L

for Brunel. Contributions from absorption processes are summed

at each point along the critical surface, such that any given point acts as a source

for both forward-going and divergent electrons. Further development of this model

could lead to an enhanced understanding of the mechanisms driving the electron beam

divergence in petawatt laser plasma interactions, and ultimately provide insights into

approaches for its mitigation.

3.4 Relativistic plane wave model of electron beam genera-

tion

Further motivated by the centrality of the electron energy to relativistic laser applica-

tions, it is instructive to consider a more detailed model of electron acceleration. For

clarity we conceptualize the laser as a relativistic monochromatic plane wave propa-

gating in ẑ, impinging on a high density plasma located at z = 0, a model which has

underpinned many insights into laser-plasma interactions[92, 72, 174, 3]. The laser

has the four vector potential Aµ = (0, ~A) where ~A is given by,

~A = a0 sin



2⇡
�
l

(ct� z) +  

�

x̂ (3.54)

where  is the initial phase of the wave. The electromagnetic fields follow from ~A as,

~E
l

= �m
e

c
|e|

@ ~A
@t

, ~B
l

=
m

e

c2

|e| ~r⇥ ~A (3.55)
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Performing the elementary di↵erentiation we find that,

~E
l

= � 2⇡
�
l

|e| a0me

c2 cos



2⇡(ct� z)
�
l

+  

�

x̂ (3.56)

~B
l

= � 2⇡
�
l

|e| a0me

c2 cos



2⇡(ct� z)
�
l

+  

�

ŷ (3.57)

Equations (3.56-3.57) are controlled by the dimensionless wave phase,

' =
ct� z
�
l

(3.58)

For our analysis an energy conservation equation is required in addition to the Lorentz

force, which is derived by taking the scalar product of ~p with equation (1.4) as,

m
e

c2
d�
dt

= �|e| ~p
�m

e

· ~E
l

(3.59)

Having fully specified the electromagnetic fields the electron dynamics can now be

analyzed. In this e↵ort we adopt the convenient units that c = m
e

= |e| = 1. Using

equations (1.4) and (3.59) we calculate the evolution of the electron phase space to

be,

dp
x

dt
=

2⇡
�

✓

1� p
z

�

◆

a0 cos(2⇡'+  ) (3.60)

dp
y

dt
= 0 (3.61)

dp
z

dt
=

2⇡
�

a0
p
x

�
cos(2⇡'+  ) (3.62)

d�
dt

=
2⇡
�

a0
p
x

�
cos(2⇡'+  ) (3.63)

highlighting that particle momentum along the magnetic field vector B̂
l

is conserved.

From the relation that � = (1 + p2
x

+ p2
y

+ p2
z

)1/2 and equations (3.62-3.63) it is clear
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that dp
z

/dt = d�/dt. We assume that the electron is initially at rest which yields the

well known relation,

p
z

= � � 1 (3.64)

To obtain p
x

we transform coordinates t! ' using equation (3.58), yielding,

dp
x

dt
=

1
�
l

�
dp

x

d'
(3.65)

Equation (3.65) yields p
x

, and thus the dimensionless four-momentum of electrons in

this system pµ = (�, ~p) is given by,

pµ =

✓

1 +
a20
2
sin2(2⇡'+  ), a0 sin(2⇡'+  ), 0,

a20
2
sin2(2⇡'+  )

◆

(3.66)

and pµp
µ

= �1 is a Lorentz scalar as it should be.

We are now interested in determining the ensemble averaged properties, specif-

ically the energy, of electrons described by equation (3.66). Following ref. [92] we

consider the electron distribution function,

dN
e

dt
=

dN
e

d'
d'
dt

(3.67)

Assuming that the laser temporal profile ramps from zero in an adiabatic fashion,

electrons will be uniformly distributed with respect to the wave phase. Since d'/dt /
1/�,

dN
e

d'
= �

l

dN
e

d⌧
= const. (3.68)
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where the electron proper time d⌧ = 1/� dt. This is due to the fact that the change

in phase d' over d⌧ is independent of the electron energy �. Equation (3.68) will

hold for electrons accelerated by any mechanism satisfying equation (3.64). For these

situations the ensemble-average electron energy h�i can be written,

h�i =

Z

t('=2⇡)

0

�
dN

e

d'
d'
dt

dt
Z

t('=2⇡)

0

dN
e

d'
d'
dt

dt

(3.69)

which using equation (3.68) reduces to the expression,

h�i = 2⇡
Z

t('=2⇡)

0

1
�
dt

(3.70)

According to equation (3.70) the average electron Lorentz factor is � averaged over

the laser phase, or equivalently, the electron proper time.

Equation (3.70) can be readily evaluated with � = p0 from equation (3.66). How-

ever, we first recover the results of Kluge et al.[92] by instead using the transverse

Lorentz factor �
t

= (1+ p2
x

+ p2
y

)1/2 =
p

1 + a20 sin
2(2⇡'+  ) .This calculation yields

equation (1.17) from section 1.2.1.

We now extend these results by calculating h�i using the full Lorentz factor from

equation (3.66). Computing the integral in equation (3.70) using � = p0 yields,

h�i
pk+p? =

2
p
2⇡2
q

a20 + 2

13⇡ + tan�1

0

@

q

a20 + 2 tan
�

4⇡2
�

p
2

1

A

(3.71)

Including the calculations reviewed in section 1.2.1 the e↵ective hot electron tem-
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Figure 3.10 : Models of hot electron beam temperature including relativistic plane
wave calculations (see text).

perature predictions are shown in Fig. 3.10. From this figure it is clear that the

h�i
Kluge

model provides a good approximation of the Beg scaling, discussed in sec-

tion 1.2.1, at higher intensities. This agreement suggests that the transverse Lorentz

factor is appropriate in situations of very high laser contrast, in which electrons can-

not e↵ectively gain energy from the laser. The h�i
pk+p? model is coincident with the

h�i
Kluge

model at low intensity but diverges at high intensity. This can be understood

in connection to the motion of a single electron in a plane wave. When the wave field

is weak, the electron transverse momentum is much larger than its longitudinal mo-

mentum. Yet as the wave becomes increasingly relativistic, the electron momentum

in the longitudinal direction becomes dominant. Fig. 3.10 shows that as the laser

intensity increases, h�i
pk+p? increases much more rapidly than h�i

Kluge

. This result

supports that the ponderomotive scaling applies to more realistic situations in which

the vacuum-plasma interface is not perfectly steep, i.e., electrons can sample the
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wave phase more fully and gain energy e↵ectively from the laser. Additional research

will focus on elucidating aspects of the relativistic plane wave model in connection to

electron acceleration mechanisms active in realistic petawatt laser-plasma situations.

3.5 Petawatt laser absorption bounded

Key metrics for the advanced scientific applications based on petawatt laser solid

interactions described in section 1 relate to absorption, yet conditions in this regime

are so nonlinear that it is often impossible to know the fraction of absorbed light f , and

even the range of f is unknown. In this section, based on the relativistic Rankine-

Hugoniot-like analysis developed in section 3.1, we show for the first time that f

exhibits a theoretical maximum and minimum. These bounds constrain nonlinear

absorption mechanisms across the petawatt regime, forbidding high absorption values

at low laser power and low absorption values at high laser power. For applications

needing to circumvent the absorption bounds, these results will accelerate a shift from

solid targets, towards structured and multilayer targets, and lead the development of

new materials.

Over the past two decades, the promise of the applications described in section

1.1 has driven considerable theoretical and experimental study of the crucial prob-

lem of how the laser energy is converted to target particle energy. Dozens of energy

transfer mechanisms have been identified,[214, 129, 166] and most treatments to date

have focused on examining individual mechanisms in isolation to help guide interpre-

tation of results. In realistic situations, however, these absorption mechanisms can

be strongly nonlinear and several often act concurrently. In this section we derive

the theoretical maximum and minimum absorption for each laser-solid configuration

across the petawatt regime. We find that these extrema constrain nonlinear ab-
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sorption mechanisms,[214, 24, 95, 150, 84, 140] bounding the laser energy transfer

in a more general manner. The present analysis overcomes di�culties of particle

nonlinearity by creating a kinematic basis on which to formulate the interaction.

We use a geometry centered at the laser-matter interface, taking advantage of the

laser decay into an evanescent wave over a relativistic collisionless skin depth in the

optically-thick target. Here Rankine-Hugoniot-like conservation laws[206, 39] must

be satisfied by the forward-going evanescent light wave, the backward-going reflected

wave, and forward-drifting highly relativistic electrons and moderately relativistic

ions accelerated by the laser. By representing the complex motion of individual par-

ticles with ensemble properties such as density and momentum, accounting for the

relativistically-correct laser-solid physics,[215, 72, 163, 175, 62, 83, 106] we realize an

essentially four body kinematics situation. We show that these kinematics restrict

values the ensemble properties of electrons and ions can take on. Since acceleration

of electrons and acceleration of ions are modes of absorption of laser light, we demon-

strate that these kinematic restrictions can be transformed into useful upper and

lower bounds on absorption. Excellent agreement with a broad range of published

experimental and simulation data[150, 163, 106, 37] confirms that the absorption

bounds are distilling a fundamental aspect of the nonlinear dynamical physics. For

applications using solid targets, our results show a new general metric for measuring

e�ciency. Since the design space to be explored is contracted, these findings will en-

able research e↵orts to focus on useful regions of parameter space thus accelerating the

development of future laser-solid applications. We also identify applications requiring

e�ciency exceeding that permitted by the absorption bounds. Our results indicate

that these applications would benefit by shifting towards structured[223, 80, 89, 167]

or multilayer[198, 191] target designs.
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Figure 3.11 : Schematic showing key features of the petawatt laser-solid interaction.
A high-power laser with strength parameter a0 > 1 is shown striking an overdense
target, interacting over the Lorentz-transformed collisionless skin depth `s (dark green
region), and exciting a highly-relativistic electron flux (red spheres) and moderately-
relativistic ion flux (blue spheres). Laser and excited particle properties are connected
across `s by applying relativistic Rankine-Hugoniot-like relations at the laser-matter
interface, allowing abstraction of downstream e↵ects, e.g., scattering in the x > `s
target (light green region). Depiction uses a frame of reference co-moving with the
interface.
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3.5.1 Relativistic interaction model

Essential features of petawatt laser-solid interactions are shown in Fig. 3.11. Here

an ultraintense a0 > 1 light pulse (where a0 = eEl/(me c !l) is the laser strength

parameter, c is the speed of light, e is the fundamental charge, me is the electron

mass, El is the laser electric field and !l is the laser angular frequency) is seen to

irradiate a thick target of electron density n0(x) > nc, for realistic spatial profile

n0(x) and critical density nc = me!2
l /(4⇡e

2). Electrons oscillate relativistically in the

intense laser fields allowing the light wave to penetrate into the field-ionized overdense

(optically-thick) plasma[26] an axial distance equal to the Lorentz-transformed colli-

sionless skin depth, `s = �1/2e ⇥ c/!pe (where �e = (1��2
e )

�1/2 is the electron Lorentz

factor, �ec is the electron speed and !pe = (4⇡e2n0/me)1/2 is the plasma frequency).

The �1/2e dependence appears in `s due to the relativistic mass increase of electrons

m
e

! �eme

and the fact that `s / !�1
pe /

p
m

e

. This forms the scale size for the

interaction. Within `s, radiation reaction e↵ects are small due to Debye shielding and

electron and ion collisional mean-free paths satisfy �mfp � `s. Therefore, as shown

in Fig. 3.11, electrons and ions are the only particle populations entering into the

petawatt-scale kinematic interaction. Irrespective of the specific mechanism of energy

transfer, these particles absorb energy from the laser collisionlessly,[215, 40] and their

ensemble properties enter into formulae describing the total absorption f = fi + fe,

where fi (f p

a

using the notation of section 3.1) is the absorption into ions and fe (fh

a

)

is the absorption into electrons.

Unbounded fe and fi solutions are obtained by applying a relativistic kinematic

model at the laser-matter interface, establishing a connection between the laser pulse

and the particles it excites across the density discontinuity[106] (realizing an essential

similarity to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations in magnetohydrodynamic shocks[39]).
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The essential kinematic relations forming the basis of the optimization analysis re-

ported in this article were published in Ref. [106] and reviewed in section 3.1. The

general consideration of optimal couplings under the constraint of phase space conser-

vation motivates the present studies.[52] Radiation-hydrodynamic simulations show

that particle density in interactions can often be approximated by an exponential

distribution n0(x) / e�x/`p for scalelength `p, due to amplified spontaneous emis-

sion (ASE) associated with laser pulse compression generating a ‘pre-plasma.’[129]

Petawatt laser-solids satisfy `p [µm] < 1.1 a0 ⌧l [ps] for pulse duration ⌧l such that

the primary interaction occurs in the classically-overdense n0/nc > 1 region while

small-scale underdense regions are swept away by the strong laser ponderomotive

force, as indicated by energy balance between electron acceleration in the underdense

and overdense regions. The laser temporal envelope Il (@Il/@t)�1 � 2⇡ !�1
pe and

the plasma density profile is subject to n0 (@n0/@x)�1 � `s, both readily satisfied

under realistic conditions. Damping of transient momentum e↵ects requires that

⌧l !pi > 2⇡A where !pi = (4⇡e2Zn0/Mi)1/2 and A ' 3 � 5, and the target thick-

ness d should exceed the hole punching depth and the e↵ective refluxing hot electron

range, d > c ⌧l/2 +
R

⌧l

0 Vint dt for motion of the laser-matter interface at velocity Vint.

Deviations from �e · k̂l ⇡ 1 are second order in the angle tan�1 [ |�e ⇥ k̂l|/�e · k̂l ]

and therefore do not substantively a↵ect the absorption bound results for realistic

scenarios. Energy apportionment into ions increases with this angle but qualitative

trends in fe and fi are maintained.[107] The analysis presented in section 1.2.4 plays

an essential role in confirming the selection of absorption modes characterizing the

petawatt-scale interaction, and shows a path to extending the absorption model to

the 10-petawatt scale.

Ion dynamics are constrained by a snow plow-like process called ‘hole punching’

driven by the laser ponderomotive pressure, which can exceed> 109 atmospheres.[215]
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Electron dynamics, on the other hand, can be governed by a number of di↵erent

collisionless mechanisms depending on parameters such as laser polarization and an-

gle of incidence.[214, 24, 95, 150, 84, 140] In order to calculate results independent

of the specific mechanism, ensemble electron properties are determined based on a

general Lorentz-invariant ansatz distribution function.[92] Solutions accounting for

these realistic dynamical conditions are computed numerically, however an analytic

form exists for the representative case �e · k̂l ⇡ 1 for laser propagation in k̂l. Here

ion absorption is fi = 2�0R3/2 / [
p

�2
0R+ 1 � �0

pR ] and electron absorption is

fe = [ (1�R)
p

�2
0R+ 1� (1 +R)�0

pR ] / [
p

�2
0R+ 1� �0

pR ] + O ( ⇢
h

/ �2
0 ),

as given by equations (3.40) and (3.41) in section 3.1, using the convenient con-

trol parameters �0,R and ⇢
h

. Intensity and density conditions are controlled by

�0 = [ Zmenc / (2Min0) ]
1/2 a0 for uniform interface charge state Z and ion mass Mi.

R = Il,reflected/Il,incident is associated with the net photon flux deposited in the laser-

matter interface, and ⇢
h

= neme/[ni(Mi +Zme)]⌧ 1 is a small parameter exhibiting

the disparate mass scales that characterize the petawatt laser-solid absorption modes.

3.5.2 Absorption bounds

Absorption bounds reflect the fact that solutions to the kinematic equations for fe and

fi can become nonphysical for values of f between zero and one. These bounds are de-

rived using constrained optimization techniques[142] with f = fi+fe as the objective

function. We optimize f over R imposing the simple constraint that the electron en-

ergy is real, and the minimization equation is written as f⇤ = Min (fe + fi), s.t. �e �
1. Because the utility function is nonlinear in the control variables, minimization

is performed numerically by means of cylindrical algebraic decomposition[33], and

the resulting points are fit to a polynomial using interval ��0 ⇡ 10�3 over the
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Figure 3.12 : Bounds on absorption and sub-partitioning of absorbed light. The
lower-right axis corresponds to �0 describing the initial laser and target conditions,
and the total absorption f = 1 �R. Two surfaces corresponding to the absorption
into electrons fe and into ions fi are shown (the former having slight transparency for
visualization purposes). Contours of the optimization function �e are superimposed
on these surfaces using dark gray. The lower limit f⇤ (blue) and upper limit f ⇤ (red)
on absorption are shown bounding fe and fi.
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physically-relevant range in �0 between [0.01, 0.5]. For the fully-ionized laser-plasma

interface we calculate that f⇤ ⇡ 1.9�0 � 2.75�2
0 + 1.91�3

0 , indicating that the lower

limit on laser absorption is closely related to the process of ion acceleration by an

intense circularly-polarized radiation pressure source[214, 150, 192]. Deviations from

the absorption associated with this process occur at small �0 as energy is reappor-

tioned into relativistic electrons, highlighting that the kinematic coupling between

ions and electrons represents an important feature of the interaction. When the elec-

tronic coupling is removed, we confirmed that f⇤ converges to the well-established

ion acceleration result f⇤ ! 2�0/(1 + 2�0).[150] Maximizing the absorption through

f ⇤ = Max (fe + fi), again subject to the constraint that �e � 1, computes the upper

limit to be f ⇤ = 1 � ⇢
h

/(2 �2
0). In contrast to the lower limit, there is no well-

established analytic result that describes absorption along the f ⇤ curve based on a

simple physical mechanism. Here we proceed allowing that ne ⇡ nc, implying that

absorption along f = f ⇤ corresponds to electrons excited with �e ⇡ a20/2, within a

factor of order unity of the full laser ponderomotive potential. Fig. 3.12 presents

a comprehensive description of the absorption, showing surfaces corresponding to fe

and fi, as well as bounding regions corresponding to f⇤ and f ⇤. Ions are seen to dom-

inate the absorption along f = f⇤, the region corresponding to �e = 1. As the target

absorbs more of the laser energy, Fig. 3.12 shows that this energy is predominantly

coupled into relativistic electrons. Electrons dominate the absorption along f = f ⇤,

with f > f ⇤ causing fe to take on complex value.

3.5.3 Comparison between absorption bounds and published data

Comparison to published data is facilitated by specifying an interaction-averaged

density, which is well-represented by a corrected relativistic critical density[26] given
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Figure 3.13 : Comparison between absorption bounds and published data. The com-
plete dataset compiled in Davies [37] is reproduced here, spanning experimental and
simulation data published over the past two decades, across a variety of laser and
plasma conditions. Dashed lines corresponding to fits of selected experimental data
are shown to guide the eye. Additional high-intensity simulation data is reproduced
from Levy et al.[106] The upper limit on absorption f ⇤ is depicted in red and the lower
limit f⇤ in blue, with forbidden regions indicated using shading. The two outlying
data points correspond to simulations of (†) a very thin 0.2µm pre-deformed target,
and (††) an essentially underdense nc > n0 interaction, both violating assumptions
underpinning the laser-solid model.
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by a20 ⇡ (27/64) (n0/nc)
4 for n0/nc � 1. Fig. 3.13 shows these limits applied to

experimental data and simulation results published over two decades, spanning a

broad range of laser and plasma parameters, obtained at several laser facilities. From

this figure it is clear that experimental data and kinetic particle-in-cell simulations at

a variety of realistic conditions[150, 163, 106, 37] show excellent agreement with the

absorption bound predictions.

3.5.4 Absorption bounds in terms of laser and plasma parameters

Transforming from the control coordinates, the condition f⇤  f  f ⇤ can be written

simply in terms of the laser power and unperturbed plasma density as,

q

Il�2l
q

Il�2l + 1.5
p
n0

 f  1� 1.2⇥ 1018

Il �
2
l

(3.72)

where [Il �2l ] = W µm2 cm�2, [n0] = cm�3, and Il�2
l

> 1.3 ⇥ 1018. Equation (3.72)

bounds the laser-solid interaction through its dynamical history for a realistic time-

dependent laser envelope and plasma profile.[150, 106]

Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 highlight that f⇤ becomes increasingly strict with laser power,

forbidding 35% of possible absorption values at Il �2l ⇠ 1022 W µm2 cm�2, a regime

accessible at laser facilities such as ELI[1] scheduled to come online in the next few

years. These results will therefore play a central role in guiding the next generation

of multi-petawatt experiments.

For applications needing to circumvent the absorption bounds in equation (3.72),

these results will drive a shift towards new interaction paradigms. In order to see

that assumptions underpinning the laser-solid interaction model must be violated

in order to exceed these limits it is instructive to examine the two outlying points
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shown in Fig. 3.13. The data point labeled (†) corresponds to one simulation of a

pre-deformed, very thin target of �l > d where d is the target thickness, realizing a

strongly refluxing configuration. The point labeled (††) corresponds to one simulation

of a laser interacting with 20µm of nc > n0 plasma in front of a thin n0 = 20nc target,

realizing an essentially underdense situation. We thus confirm that very thin and

underdense targets allow absorption in excess of f ⇤ at low laser power, as they should.

However, several important applications that have conventionally used solid targets

also depend on high absorption at relatively low laser power. These applications

include laser-based anti-matter generation for scaled astrophysical studies,[121, 31]

ultrafast charged-particle imaging systems,[216] where increasing absorption reduces

noise and improves imaging resolution, and certain approaches to electron-driven fast

ignition laser fusion.[204] Recently works that have shifted from solid targets have

started to report enhanced results in these areas.[167, 198, 191] The results presented

here will accelerate this shift from solid targets across the petawatt field, and lead

the development of novel low density, structured and multilayer targets.

3.6 Phase space accessible to the petawatt laser-plasma sys-

tem

In this section we examine the phase space constraints on the ultraintense laser-solid

system, accounting for both the oscillatory (high-frequency) and steady-state absorp-

tion modes. As shown in section 3.5 applying constrained minimization techniques[142],

to the objective function f yields theoretical upper and lower bounds on absorption.

The limits are sensitive to hot electrons properties at low intensity and dominated by

ions at high intensity.

In this section we derive a quantitative measure for the degree of constraint as-
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sociated with the laser-plasma interaction. The preceding analysis showed that to

zeroth order in ⇢
h

the kinematic absorption e�ciencies are fully-parametrized by the

variables (�0, R). In terms of these variables, the di↵erential phase space element

associated with a 1-D interaction is simply d⌦ = dR d�0. The fraction of phase

volume accessible to the laser-plasma interaction, ⇤, is thus given by,

⇤ ⌘

Z Z 1�f

⇤

1�f⇤

dR d�0
Z

d⌦
(3.73)

where the selection of a proper overdense target is assumed. The integral bounds in

equation (3.73) shed light on the essential role played by hot electrons in the phase

space analysis, across all intensities, allowing the system to access states lying below

1 � f⇤. Without the additional electronic degree of freedom, i.e., in the ion-only

system, the phase volume of solutions collapses to a single point.

The accessible phase space volume ⇤ can be evaluated exactly in the case of

f ⇤ ! 1 as,

⇤ =
ln (1 + 2�0)

2�0
(3.74)

Accounting for the finite upper limit on absorption f ⇤ requires that we select bounds

on �0 such that that the integral converges, since f ⇤ / ��2
0 . In order to satisfy this

condition we adopt the lower integral bound of �0 = 0.01, yielding,

⇤ = �50
�0

�0 ln (51/50)� �0 ln (1 + 2�0) + (100�0 � 1) ⇢
h

100�0 � 1
(3.75)

for the limiting case of ⇢
h

= m
e

/(2m
p

) ⌘ ⇢
h0 (where m

p

/m
e

= 1836). Fig. 3.14

depicts ⇤ as a function of the parameter �0 describing the unperturbed plasma density
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Figure 3.14 : Fraction of phase space accessible to the petawatt laser-plasma system,
⇤ (see text).

and normalized laser intensity a0, where we have exploited the relativistic nature of

the model to consider cases extending out to large �0. The curves correspond to

values of ⇢
h0/k, with k =1 corresponding to equation (3.74).

The ⇤ curves shown in Fig. 3.14 suggest interesting features of the laser-plasma

system. First we notice that when k < 1 that ⇤ ! 0 for small values of �0.

This region corresponds to small a0, i.e., to cases near the threshold for relativistic

electron motion in the laser fields, as discussed in sections surrounding equation (1.2).

Indeed, the absorption model breaks down at this point since the low collisionality

assumptions underpinning it are violated. That ⇤ ⇡ 0 implies that alternative modes

of absorption play an important role in this regime, and indeed the dominance of these

mechanisms, e.g., inverse bremsstrahlung[214], for a0 < 1 is already well known. In

principle the petawatt-scale absorption model can be extended to include these e↵ects;

this possibility will be assayed in future research. For certain values of ⇢
h

Fig. 3.14
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Figure 3.15 : Rate of change of the ⇤ with �0 indicating that the number of states
accessible to the laser-plasma system is maximized for �0 ⇠ 0.1 (see text). Note
di↵erent scales relative to Fig. 3.14.

shows that ⇤ ⇡ 0 even when �0 ⇠ 0.01 and a0 > 1. This implies a bound on the

number of hot electrons that can be excited in this regime, a notion that will be

considered in detail in future work.

Another interesting aspect of ⇤ manifests at intermediate values of �0. As shown

in Fig. 3.15, across the range of finite k values, the value of ⇤ is maximized at

�0 ⇠ 0.1. To the extent that the fraction of phase space states accessible to the

laser-plasma system correlates with its dynamical behavior, the emergence of unique

aspects can be anticipated at this point. If ⇤ / f an inflection point in the fractional

laser energy absorbed by the plasma is predicted unambiguously. The laser energy

E
l

/ a20 but in the ponderomotive scaling[215] the hot electron energy E
e

/ a0. Hence,

if the hot electrons dominate the absorption, the expectation of an inflection point

in f is not physically unreasonable. Furthermore, we have shown in Fig. 1.14 that

the onset for relativistic e↵ects in the ion dynamics occurs as �0 ⇠ 0.1� 1, coincident

with the present region of interest. It is therefore possible that d⇤/d�0 ⇠ 0 correlates
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with the dominance of absorption into ions, on average, relative to electrons. Future

research will refine these considerations.

Finally we comment on the significant reduction in ⇤ at high values of �0 as

shown in Fig. 3.14. In the region �0 ⇠ 1, corresponding to strongly relativistically-

driven ions relevant to emerging-class laser systems such as ELI scheduled to come

online in the next few years[36, 130, 1], we observe that ⇠ 50% of the phase space

volume is restricted in the interaction. The related contraction in allowed values

of f was discussed in section 3.5; the constriction of both f and ⇤ has important

implications for the next generation of laser experiments. At �0 > 1 new absorption

mechanisms arise, not captured by the petawatt-scale absorption model, that are

quantum electrodynamical in nature. These mechanisms are discussed in section

1.2.4, and additional research will focus on extending the present model into the

future 10-petawatt regime.
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Chapter 4

Relativistic laser interactions with realistic

heterogeneous plasmas

4.1 Accelerating piston action and plasma heating in high

energy density laser-plasma interactions

In the field of high-energy density physics (HEDP), lasers in both the nanosecond

and picosecond regimes can drive conditions in the laboratory relevant to a broad

range of astrophysical phenomena, including gamma-ray burst afterglows and su-

pernova remnants. In the short-pulse regime, the strong light pressure (> Gbar)

associated ultraintense lasers of intensity I > 1018 W/cm2 plays a central role in

many HEDP applications. Yet, the behavior of this nonlinear pressure mechanism

is not well-understood at late time in the laser-plasma interaction. In this section,

a more realistic treatment of the laser pressure ‘hole boring’ process is developed

through analytical modeling and particle-in-cell simulations. A simple Liouville code

capturing the phase space evolution of ponderomotively-driven ions is employed to

distill e↵ects related to plasma heating and ion bulk acceleration. Taking into ac-

count these e↵ects, our results show that the evolution of the laser-target system

encompasses ponderomotive expansion, equipartition, and quasi-isothermal expan-

sion epochs. These results have implications for light piston-driven ion acceleration

scenarios, and astrophysical applications where the e�ciencies of converting incident

Poynting flux into bulk plasma flow and plasma heat are key unknown parameters.
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In particular, here we focus on the ability of the laser to heat the plasma and drive

bulk plasma flows as it bores into the target. These are core unknowns in astrophysical

jets and winds. There is growing enthusiasm among astrophysicists for the paradigm

that Poynting flux-dominated outflows in gamma-ray bursts (e.g., [126]) and blazars

drive their energization and dissipation at large distances from their central ‘engines.’

Understanding the e�ciency of conversion of direct electromagnetic energy to plasma

kinetic and thermal energies is an extremely desirable advance. This study is a step in

this direction, anticipating that down the line, higher laser intensities will extend the

focus to relativistic flow speeds germane to GRBs and blazars, precipitate rampant

pair production, and therefore encapsulate the domain of pair jets, also pertinent to

GRBs and blazars. Moreover, multiple laser-plasma interaction sites will establish an

array of bulk flows, and these will in turn interact forming collisionless shock zones,

where charges will be energized and radiate to generate the electromagnetic signals

that we detect from these topical cosmic sources.

In this section, we develop a more realistic treatment of the ponderomotive hole

boring process that results in qualitative modifications to the evolution of the laser-

target system, taking into account e↵ects such as a realistic laser pulse profile and

target-front plasma volumetric heating. A limit on the ponderomotive regime is iden-

tified at late time due to heating of plasma at the laser interface. There has been

interest in this area recently both for equilibrium[104] and non-equilibrium configura-

tions. For the latter, recent experimental work has observed this e↵ect by measuring

the doppler motion of the critical interface, showing a 1.5% (��/�0) blue-shift at

late time[162]. These thermal e↵ects are considered here using a simple model and

are seen to qualitatively modify the system dynamics while the laser driver remains

strong. A Liouville code is developed to highlight and understand key aspects of

the ponderomotive and the volumetric heating dynamics. Related to the former, it is
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observed that a fraction of the ion population is swept up and accelerated by the light

piston multiple times. In many respects, our results show that the ponderomotive

hole boring of a realistic laser pulse gives rise to richer particle dynamics, though

ultimately represents a less robust ‘pressure source’ than previously thought.

4.1.1 Development of a self-consistent framework for equations of motion

We adopt the basics of the simple analytical model from Wilks et al. [215] and

its modern interpretation by Silva and others[199, 131, 150] as a propagating ‘dou-

ble layer.’ The structure is comprised of electrons accelerated by the laser fields to

encompass spatially extended regions where the overdense plasma damps the laser

electric field. Ions are pulled along through the generation of an ambipolar force field,

with the structure propagating into the bulk target. We employ a simple force bal-

ance/hydrodynamic model to determine the e↵ective temperature T
e

of the plasma

interface over time. In this model we consider the response of ion particles in the

presence of an electric field and a background e↵ective fluid pressure, realizing a sim-

ilarity to the particle/fluid equations of motion of hybrid particle-in-cell codes such

as LSP[211]. For such particles in the laboratory frame the ion equation of motion is

given by,

dp
i

dt
= eE +

1
n
i

@P
i

@x
(4.1)

for momentum p
i

, number density n
i

, and pressure P
i

of the ion fluid. Here the

components of these vector quantities are explicitly taken in the x-direction, namely

the direction of laser propagation. Electrons in the interface experience forces related

to the laser driver and to the e↵ective plasma pressure, the e↵ects of which couple

to the ions through the generation of quasi-electrostatic fields. In our simple model,

these forces are decoupled and act antiparallel to one another. The two equations of
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motion are given by

d
dt
p
e,L

= eE � @
@x



m
e

a20c
2!2

L

!2
pe

e�2!pex/c
�

1 + cos 2!
L

t
�

�

(4.2)
d
dt
p
e,th

= eE +
1
n
e

@
@x

�

n
e

T
e

�

for the forces associated with the classical laser driver [214] and with the plasma

pressure, respectively. Here a0 = eE
L

/(m
e

!
L

c) is the dimensionless laser parameter

for an electric field amplitude E
L

of the laser. The first of these equations contains a

gradient whose argument includes the laser intensity. By taking the time average of

electron equations and neglecting terms with m
e

due to the small mass fraction we

obtain,

d
dt
p
i,L

=
d
dt

✓

IM
i

n
i

c

◆1/2

(4.3)
d
dt
p
i,th

= � d
dt

✓

T
e

M
i

◆1/2

Here we have assumed Z/A = 1/2, appropriate for elements heavier than helium and

lighter than iron and readily satisfied near the critical surface, and the ion pressure

term P
i

= n
i

T
i

has been neglected as it is small compared to the electron pressure

because T
e

/T
i

� 1.

The net ion motion in the critical interface is then obtained by summing the

forces from Equation (4.3). In the nonrelativistic limit, the ion velocity may be

solved through u
i

= M�1
i

R

(d/dt)p
i,j

dt, summing over j 2 {L, th}. Labeling this the
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ion front velocity u
f

, we may write,

u
f

(x, t) =

"

I(t, x)
M

i

n
i

(x)c

#1/2

�
 

T
e

(t)
M

i

!1/2

(4.4)

where the time and space-dependent profiles of the the laser and plasma quantities

have been implicitly introduced.

As noted above, the second term on the right side of equation (5.4) corresponds to

an e↵ective temperature for electrons in the critical surface, reflecting contributions

from various electron and ion populations that interact with the interface over time.

During laser irradiation, there is a population of hot electrons, accelerated to the

laser ponderomotive potential reaching multi-MeV, that passes through the interface

rapidly, heating a background population of electrons resistively. The initially-cold

background also experiences laser-parallel excursion into the target due to the time-

averaged component of the ponderomotive force, carrying along ions through the

generation of an ambipolar field. In addition, laser-coherent relativistically oscillating

electrons are present in the critical interface region. A fraction of these may de-phase

over time with the laser, resulting in a residual non-adiabatic heating of the bulk. The

interplay between these populations, each with their own spatio-temporal-dependent

densities and energy scales, renders T
e

an approximation to the physical processes

involved.

The temporal evolution of u
f

through equation (5.4) is depicted schematically in

Fig. 4.6. At early time, the plasma expands with u
f

< 0 at a rate determined by

bulk heating associated with the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)-driven pre-

plasma. As the ultraintense laser impinges upon the target, it propagates through the

underdense plasma until reaching a surface with density �(t)n
cr

, where � = (1+a20)
1/2

is related to the relativistic plasma frequency damping. u
f

then increases rapidly as
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momentum flux is conserved in the interaction between the laser and ions in the

critical interface. This corresponds to the start of the ponderomotive regime, labeled

(I) in Fig. 4.6. Two additional unique dynamical regimes may be identified from

equation (5.4), which we define in terms of a dimensionless thermal parameter �(t) ⌘
I/(n

i

cT
e

), by analogy to the magnetic � parameter. As depicted in Fig. 4.6, along

with the ponderomotive regime defined by � � 1, these are the (II) equipartition

regime where thermal e↵ects become non-negligible with � ' 1; and the (III) quasi-

isothermal expansion regime, defined by � ' 0, where the laser driver has diminished

and the heated plasma expands. With this framework in place, we will go about

treating these regimes in chronological order.

4.1.2 Analytical derivation of the front velocity for a realistic pulse en-

velope in the ponderomotive regime

In the ponderomotive regime, to address the e↵ect on the system from the accelerating

laser piston it is intuitive that we should first cast equation (5.4) as a function of time

only. The ion plasma density is given by n
i

(x, t) = n0(x)+ �n(x, t). The former term

represents the initial plasma density and latter term describes the dynamics related

to ions accelerated by the laser piston at earlier time. For most common scenarios,

because �n/n0 ⌧ 1 the latter does not strongly a↵ect the piston motion. However,

these ions may be swept up by the accelerating light piston multiple times, and we

will see shortly that it is predominantly �n contributions that qualitatively modify

the ion phase space.

By noting the laser front location x
f

(t) =
R

t

0 uf

(t0)dt0, we have the total instanta-

neous plasma density at the piston, n
i

(t) = n0(xf

) + �n(x
f

, t). Equation (5.4) may
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Figure 4.1 : Schematic depicting the temporal evolution of the front velocity u
f

(red) for Gaussian temporal laser intensity I(t, x) (dashed orange) incident on an
exponential plasma density profile. Shading below the u

f

curve represents the doppler
shifted light reflected from the critical interface. Initially the plasma expands with
u
f

< 0 at a rate determined by bulk heating associated with laser prepulse. u
f

is
then seen to evolve through three distinct dynamical regimes over time, denoted by
I, II and III (see text).
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then be rewritten as

u
f

(t) =

"

I(t)
M

i

c

#1/2
n

n0(xf

(t)) + �n(x
f

(t), t)
o�1/2

�
"

T
e

(t)
M

i

#1/2

. (4.5)

In general, this equation for the laser hole boring velocity must be solved numerically.

However, in the ponderomotive regime where � � 1, analytical solutions for many

common scenarios may be obtained explicitly.

For a semi-infinite pulse of intensity I0 incident on a steep plasma slab of density

n0, equation (4.5) recovers the ponderomotive velocity[215] as desired. For a semi-

infinite pulse of intensity I0 incident upon an exponential plasma density gradient,

n0(x) = n0 exp[`�1(x � x
s

)] of scalelength ` = n(dn/dx)�1, we employ separation of

variables to solve for the front motion,

x
f

(t) = 2` ln



1 + exs/(2`)uw0

2`
t

�

(4.6)

u
f

(t) ⌘ dx
f

(t)
dt

= u
w0 exs/(2`)



1 + exs/(2`)uw0

2`
t

��1

where u
w0 ⌘ [I0/(Mi

n0c)]1/2 = [m
e

n
cr

a20c
2/(2M

i

n
pe0)]1/2 is the constant, character-

istic ponderomotive velocity for the system. Here n
cr

= m
e

!2
L

/(4⇡e2) is the critical

density at which !
L

/!
pe

= 1. The position x
cr

of the relativistic critical surface is

given by the condition n(x
cr

)(�n
cr

)�1 = 1.

Now let us consider a more realistic temporal pulse profile, here a Gaussian of

the form I(t) = I0(t) exp[�2(t�↵t1/2)2/t21/2] where ↵ determines I(t0), and t1/2 fixes

the width of the pulse. This again will interact with an exponential plasma profile

n0(x) = n0 exp[`�1(x � x
s

)] of scalelength `. Assuming constant I0, a closed-form
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solution may be obtained:

x
f

(t) = 2` ln
h

⇤(t, x)
i

, u
f

(t) =
u
w0 e

xs/(2`)

⇤(t, x)
e�(t�↵t1/2)2/t21/2 (4.7)

where

⇤(t, x) = 1 + exs/(2`)

p
⇡u

w0t1/2
4`

⌦(t) (4.8)

for ⌦(t) ⌘ erf(↵) + erf[(t � ↵t1/2)/t1/2], where erf(x) is the error function. Equa-

tions (4.6) and (4.7) describe qualitatively distinct dynamics of the light piston, as

is depicted in Fig. 4.7 (A). For Gaussian pulses, the peak front velocity is seen to

shift towards the peak laser drive time as intensity decreases. Fig. 4.7 (B) shows

the e↵ects of a realistic pulse envelope on the hole boring penetration distance. The

reduction in channelling distance at 3ps, �x
f

/x
f

= {0.30, 0.27, 0.22} for pulses of

intensity log I0 = {19, 20, 21}, respectively. Under these system conditions, for a re-

alistic pulse to bore in as far as a semi-infinite pulse, a factor of ⇠ 2 times more

energy is required. This reduction in channeling e�ciency has implications for the

energy required for the short pulse laser beam in hole boring FI scenarios[204, 150].

In addition to determining the evolution of the target-front, these modifications to

the front velocity also give rise to a novel richness in ion phase space; this will be

treated shortly.

4.1.3 Consideration of simple closure models for the e↵ective electron

temperature

Let us consider the equipartition and isothermal expansion dynamical regimes, � <⇠ 1.

Equation (4.5) describes the time evolution of the system, but to obtain a more com-

plete picture we require a closure relation for T
e

. By balancing momentum flux when
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Figure 4.2 : Front velocity and hole boring depth dependence on laser intensity and
pulse temporal profiles in the �(t)� 1 regime. Intensities depicted are I19 (blue), I20
(purple) and I21 (green), with dashed and solid lines representing semi-infinite and
Gaussian pulse envelopes respectively. (A) Front velocity u

f

/c; the dashed orange
line depicts the temporal pulse profile. (B) Front location x

f

. System parameters are
` = 15µm, x

s

= 30µm, t1/2 = 1.4ps.
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the ion front is at rest, i.e. � is unity, we see that the electron e↵ective temperature

in the interface is associated with the laser ponderomotive ‘jitter.’ This relation may

be expressed via the rearrangement of the u
f

= 0 solution to Eq. (5.4):

T
e

(t
s

) =
I(t

s

)
c

h

n0(xf

) + �n(x
f

, t
s

)
i�1

(4.9)

where u
f

(t
s

) = 0 and

x
f

=

Z

ts

0

h

u
f

(t‘) + (T
e

(t0)/M
i

)1/2
i

dt0 , (4.10)

i.e., employing expressions (4.6) and (4.7). The e↵ective temperature given by equa-

tion (4.9) is then related to the velocity scale for plasma expansion in the quasi-

isothermal regime. Fig. 4.3 (A-B) illustrate schematically the dependence of the

expansion velocity on this momentum flux balance.

To obtain the time-dependence, we seek to determine a form for T
e

(t) analogous

to the equation of state (EOS) closures in fluid systems. A simple form is motivated

by inspection of PIC simulation results, where in Fig. 4.4 (A) we find that (d/dt)u
f

'
const. ⌘ ⇥ in the equipartition regime. For our simple model, this constant ⇥ then

fully characterizes the system with no other free parameters. The plasma e↵ective

temperature T
e

(t) is determined through,

du
f

dt
�
✓

1
4M

i

T
e

◆1/2
dT

e

dt
�⇥ = 0 (4.11)

where u
f

(�(t) � 1) is specified. We note the free parameter may also be speci-

fied as t
th

, the time where thermal e↵ects become non-negligible, i.e. the onset of

equipartition, through ⇥ = (d/dt)u
f

(t
th

) and the requirement u
f

(t) be continuous.
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Figure 4.3 : Dependence of the characteristic expansion velocity scale u
th

on laser
intensity and t

s

. (A) u
th

for a single laser intensity I20 for di↵erent values of t
s

.
(B) u

th

(t
s

= 3ps) for three di↵erent laser intensities, I19 (blue), I20 (purple), I21
(green). The dashed orange line depicts the temporal laser pulse profile, with system
parameters ` = 10µm, x

s

= 30µm, t1/2 = 1.4ps.
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Figure 4.4 : (A) Comparison of Gaussian temporal pulse PIC simulation results with
the analytical model for ��/�0, with regimes (I-III) labeled below. (B-C) Ion phase
space density from the simulations at 2, 3ps in units of log n/n

cr

, with results from
the Liouville code overlaid in red.
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For � ' 0, in the absence of the laser ponderomotive force, electrons from the hot

plasma are free to stream out into the neighboring vacuum. This configuration sets

up an ambipolar electric field which drives hydrodynamic expansion of the plasma.

By equation (4.5) our simple model gives u
f

(t > t
s

) ' �(T
e

/M
i

)1/2, i.e. reproducing

the well-known solution for quasi-isothermal plasma expansion at the ion-acoustic

velocity[147]. This behavior is depicted in Figs. 4.6, 4.3 and 4.4.

4.1.4 Comparisons of the analytical model to results from PIC simula-

tions

Predictions from the simple analytical model are in good agreement with results from

particle-in-cell simulations using the PSC[184] code. Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 depict the

results from two simulations performed to examine the e↵ects of a semi-infinite pulse

against a Gaussian realistic pulse profile, with variable piston and plasma pressure

e↵ects self-consistently included. Both runs are one-dimensional Cartesian with a

z = 150µm box and lasers of intensity I0 = 1.37 ⇥ 1020 W/cm2 at wavelength �0 =

1µm. Plasma filling the box has ` = 10µm scalelength with solid density 100n
cr

at

z
s

= 30µm, with ions of M
i

= 2m
p

and Z/A = 1/2. The numerical resolution is

uniform at 16 cells/µm, and particles are represented with 100 electrons and 50 ions

per cell with particle weighting adjusted to preserve charge neutrality. Radiating and

reflecting boundary conditions are used for particles and fields respectively, where

particles incident upon the boundary have the component of their momenta normal

to the boundary inverted. The simulation duration is 1400⌧0 with ⌧0 = �0/c ⇡ 3.3

fs. The semi-infinite pulse rises over 10 laser cycles, and the Gaussian pulse has

↵ = 1.414 with t1/2 = 1ps.

Fig. 4.4 (A) depicts the simulations results for u
f

(t) for the Gaussian pulse. The
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Figure 4.5 : (A) Comparison of semi-infinite pulse PIC simulation results with the
analytical model for ��/�0, with regimes (I-III) labeled below. (B-C) Ion phase
space density from the simulations at 2, 3ps in units of log n/n

cr

, with results from
the Liouville code overlaid in red (note di↵erent transverse scales).
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change in the wavelength of light reflected from the critical surface tracks the front

velocity, i.e. ��(t)/�0 = u
f

(t) for u
f

/c⌧. Results from the analytical model for the

same parameters are depicted using I0 = 3⇥ 1020W/cm2 to account for self-focusing.

As the light piston accelerates into the plasma, we observe that u
f

(t) evolves through

the three regimes described in Fig. 4.6. In the ponderomotive regime � � 1, the

front velocity is given by equation (4.7) as the solid and dashed red lines coincide.

By inspection of the data, the onset of thermal e↵ects is taken to be t
th

= 2.4ps,

and after this point (� ' 1), the dashed blue curve shows the growth of the plasma

pressure. Accordingly, the u
f

curve deviates from the ponderomotive expression

through equation (4.5). In the absence of the laser driver, our simple model predicts

that the plasma then expands quasi-isothermally with velocity u
th

/c = �0.012. In

plot (A), u
f

(t) from the analytical model is overlaid on top of the simulation results

and is shown to be in good agreement. For the semi-infinite pulse simulation, depicted

in Fig. 4.5, the analytical model suggests that thermal e↵ects become significant at

early time ⇠ 1.1ps, and the strong plasma pressure has the e↵ect of rapidly slowing

the light piston to u
f

/c = 0.01, far below u
f

(�(t) � 1). Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 (B-C)

show ion phase space density plots for both temporal pulse profiles, and are observed

to di↵er qualitatively from one another. The red overlaid curve, corresponding to

ponderomotive e↵ects, is discussed in the next section.

4.1.5 Qualitative modifications to ion phase space

To more closely examine the evolution of ion phase space, we have also developed

a simple Liouville numerical code that evolves ions according to the ponderomo-

tive force. The code applies the ponderomotive impulse to ions at the laser inter-

face and evolves their trajectories through space at each timestep. The code solves

n(x‘, v0, t0) = n(x + (d/dt)xdt, v + (d/dt)vdt, t + dt) and the phase space density-
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conserving equation,
⇥

@
t

+ v · @
x

+ [(2u
f

(t)� u
i

(t)) �(t� t(x = x
f

)] · @
v

⇤

f(x, v, t) = 0,

where u
i

denotes the velocities of ions at x
f

(zero for a non-accelerating piston). The

code keeps track of particles accelerated beyond the laser interface and thus allows the

evolution of ion phase space, including �n ions for the accelerating light piston, to be

calculated over time. Furthermore, because the Liouville code describes ponderomo-

tive dynamics only, divergences from the PIC simulation results in the equipartition

� ' 1 regime shed light on the nature of the plasma volumetric heating. Results from

the code are in good agreement with the analytical results in equations (4.5-4.7) for

�(t)� 1 as expected.

Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 (B-C) depict ion phase space plots from the Liouville code

overlaid in red onto the PIC phase space density plots. For the Gaussian pulse, ions

accelerated through x > x
f

in the PIC simulations are in approximate qualitative

agreement with the Liouville ponderomotive code results. The ‘loop’ structure of the

accelerated ions is a signature of particles that receive the ponderomotive impulse from

the accelerating piston multiple times. These ions have a more complex structure, that

may play an important role in collisionless shock formation[71], but are not accelerated

as e↵ectively as in the semi-infinite pulse. Extending ⇠ 5µm through critical surface,

the phase space plots show evidence for non-ponderomotive ion heating. For p
i

< 0

particles, the high density of p
i

/(M
i

c) ' �0.015 ion is approximately consistent

with the thermal heating at 3ps from (A). For the semi-infinite pulse in Fig. 4.5

(B-C), the x > x
f

accelerated ions from simulations are in good agreement with

the Liouville code. The relatively low density n/n
cr

' 0.01 of ions in the range

0.06 < p
i

/(M
i

c) < 0.1 is consistent with the rapid deceleration of the piston to 1%

c due to the plasma pressure. The thermal e↵ects suggested by backward-moving

particles have p
i

/(M
i

c) ' �0.02 at the highest density, approximately consistent

with the curves in plot (A).
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In this section, a simple, more realistic model for laser hole boring in ultraintense

LPI has been outlined. Studies of collisionless shocks in astrophysical settings will

benefit from the investigation of the coupling of laser energy/momentum and the

driving of bulk plasma flows and associated heating: jets near black holes and in

gamma-ray bursts may in fact be propelled by Poynting flux-dominated outflows.

A more detailed understanding of the laser light pressure interaction, demonstrated

to be a time-varying driver of highly energetic ions, may thus play a key role in

allowing astrophysical shock phenomena to be studied in the laboratory. Particle-in-

cell simulations using the code PSC have been performed to test key predictions from

the model, and are shown to be in good agreement. It is further shown that ions may

be swept up and accelerated by the time-varying light piston multiple times, leading to

more complex structures in phase space, but ultimately less e↵ective ponderomotive

acceleration of ions into the bulk target. This conclusion has obvious implications

for approaches to fast ignition that propose to use light piston-driven ions to ignite

the precompressed nuclear fuel. The formalism may be readily extended to two- and

three-dimensions by incorporating the transverse intensity profiles of the laser beam.

The multidimensional ion front quantities ~x
f

(~x, t) and ~u
f

(~x, t) then define the radius

of curvature and the spatio-temporal evolution of the hole bored into the overdense

plasma by the laser. In addition to the astrophysical applications, these profiles in

turn may enable basic LPI applications such as a numerical approach to calculating

hot electron distribution functions for contexts where the dominant contribution to

angular divergence is related to the driving laser electric field. Such an approach was

described in section 3.3, and additional basic LPI uses for diagnosing the laser and

plasma conditions are discussed in the following section.
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4.2 Predictive model for ultraintense laser preplasma using

ponderomotive-driven ions

Pre-plasma plays a crucial role in ultraintense laser plasma interactions, ranging from

the enhancement of supra-ponderomotive electron generation, to the e�cacy of ion

acceleration mechanisms, e.g. Radiation Pressure Acceleration, to the establishment a

fundamental limit for the viability of the fast ignitor approach to inertial confinement

fusion. Yet, despite its integral role, there currently exist few experimental methods

to diagnose pre-plasma conditions. In this letter, we propose two novel methods to di-

agnose laser pre-plasma through the coupling of established experimental techniques

to a simple analytic model related to the ponderomotive acceleration of target-front

ions. Through analytic considerations, we show that the in situ density profile can

be determined with resolution to ⇠ 1µm in initial plasma scalelength. In doing so,

our results re-a�rm the canonical ponderomotive model describing the momentum

exchange between the laser and plasma. For high-contrast laser scenarios, we describe

how this formalism may be employed to determine aspects of the laser temporal pro-

file; another challenging metric to diagnose experimentally. The techniques described

here may be of broad utility and specific applications are highlighted.

In this section, we propose two novel methods to diagnose laser pre-plasma through

the coupling of established experimental techniques to a simple analytic model. We

show that the in situ density profile can be determined with resolution to ⇠ 1µm

in initial plasma scalelength. For high-contrast laser scenarios, i.e. in the limit of no

pre-plasma , we describe how this formalism may be employed to determine aspects

of the laser temporal profile; another important yet challenging metric to diagnose

experimentally. These methods may be broadly useful, e.g. demonstrating shot-

to-shot variations and robustness of laser energy coupling into energetic electrons
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in experimental FI contexts. Furthermore, our results underscore the connection

between obtaining a monoenergetic ion energy distribution from the ‘hole boring’

(HB) process and the laser temporal shape.

Both methods employ a physics basis related to the ponderomotive acceleration

of target-front ions by the laser. In ultraintense laser plasma interactions (I > 1018

W/cm2, ⌧ ⇠ 10�12s), the nonlinear force related to field energy density gradients

and relativistic electron currents plays a central role. At densities exceeding the

relativistic critical threshold, n/(�n
cr

) > 1 where n
cr

= m
e

!2
L

/(4⇡e2), � = (1+ a20)
1/2

is related to the relativistic boosting of the electron mass and a0 = eE
L

/(m
e

!
L

c) is

the dimensionless laser parameter, the dynamics are described by the well-established

HB mechanism[215]. In a time-averaged sense, the structure near the laser-plasma

interface is comprised of electrons swept out by the laser fields resulting in regions

of charge compression and depletion. Ions are pulled along through the generation

of an ambipolar force field, with the entire piston propagating into the bulk target.

Labeling the associated velocity u
p

to denote the ponderomotive nature,

u
p

c
=

✓

1 + ⌘
2

I
M

i

n
i

c3

◆1/2

=

✓

Zn
cr

m
e

a20
2n

e

M
i

◆1/2

(4.12)

where ⌘ = 1, corresponding to the fraction of reflected light, has been taken for

simplicity in the right-most expression. Ahead of the critical surface, due to the pre-

plasma e↵ect, there is often a cm- or mm-scale underdense plasma, which here we will

describe through an exponential profile for simplicity, n0(x) = n0 exp[`�1
g

(x�x
s

)], with

scalelength `
g

= n(dn/dx)�1 and relativistic critical surface given by n(x
cr

)(�n
cr

)�1 =

1. Relevant to this environment, Li et al.[120] found that in underdense, but close

to critical density plasmas, the laser propagates at a velocity much lower than the

linear group velocity, u
g

/c = [1 � n0/(�ncr

)]1/2. Indeed, it was determined that the
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propagation velocity reached asymptotic form at the HB rate. Through equation (5.6)

it is evident this rate is proportional to the density of the plasma and the irradiance

of the laser. It is thus intuitive that we may exploit measurements related to the ions

‘pushed’ by the ponderomotive force to extract information about the properties of

the plasma density and of the laser temporal envelope itself.

The first diagnostic utilizes measurements of the doppler-shifting of light reflected

from ions in the critical surface over time. This concept is not new: Schumacher et

al.[193] studied the properties of the reflected light beam and indeed demonstrated

through particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations that light reflected from the critical surface

makes an ideal diagnostic of pre-plasma . This point was also suggested by Ping et

al. [162], whose work established the experimental technique measuring the doppler

wavelength shift of the 2! harmonic, ��/�0 of the reflected light. However, both

works did not have a predictive capability, as the simulation data and the experimental

data could not be matched to a self-consistent analytical model.

The primary contribution in this section is to establish this key ��/�0 analytic

expression, taking into account both a heterogenous plasma profile and a realistic

laser temporal pulse envelope for the first time. In this way, we extend the results

derived by Naumova et al.[150] for the HB velocity in a heterogenous plasma (here

in the u
p

/c ⌧ 1 regime; a non-semi-infinite pulse profile significantly complicates

relativistic surface motion calculations). In addition, our results provide key evidence

re-a�rming the canonical ponderomotive model. That is, we o↵er an explanation for

the experimental data that is consistent with equation (5.6), without requiring a new

momentum conservation hypothesis as was recently put forward in Ref. [162]. Using

our model applied to the published experimental data, we demonstrate the accurate

prediction of the initial plasma scalelength to within ⇠ 1µm.

The second diagnostic employs the same analytic model for the HB velocity, tak-
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ing into account the realistic plasma density and laser profiles, to reconstruct the

target-rear ion energy distribution. Because E
i

/ u2
p

, we show the pre-plasma density

profile may be recovered from the time-integrated dN
i

/dE
i

distribution under cer-

tain conditions, presuming the ions accelerated by the light piston have their ballistic

trajectories preserved, i.e. the target-rear sheath field from TNSA[216] is damped.

The experimental technique measuring the ion energy distribution has been well-

established, and three established experimental techniques to mitigate TNSA e↵ects

are discussed below. In carrying through these calculations, it is emphasized that ob-

taining a quasi-monoenergetic ion distribution through the HB mechanism is directly

linked to the degree to which the laser temporal profile approximates a semi-infinite

pulse.

Lastly, we briefly discuss how the model may be employed to determine aspects of

the laser temporal profile in high-contrast laser scenarios, i.e. in the limit of no pre-

plasma . To this point, the form of I(t) has represented another challenging metric

to diagnose in detail experimentally.

4.2.1 Diagnosing preplasma conditions using the reflected laser light

The simple model enabling both pre-plasma diagnostics is a closed-form, analytic

expression for��/�0, taking into account a heterogenous plasma profile and a realistic

laser temporal pulse shape. In the u
p

/c⌧ 1 regime, the wavelength shift is e↵ectively

a measure of the of the HB front velocity, as a straight-foward calculation shows

��/�0 = u
p

/c. In deriving u
p

(t), we first note that the ion plasma density is given

by n
i

(x, t) = n0(x) + �n(x, t). The former term represents the initial plasma density

and latter term describes the dynamics related to ions accelerated by the light piston

at earlier time. By expressing the laser (HB) front as x
f

(t) =
R

t

0 uf

(t‘)dt0, equation

(5.6) may be reformulated in terms of the total instantaneous plasma density at the
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piston, n(t) = n0(xf

) + �n(x
f

, t). For most common scenarios, because �n/n0 ⌧ 1

the latter term does not strongly a↵ect the piston motion and will be neglected in

this work. However, for rapidly time-varying pulses, we note that ions may be swept

up and accelerated by the light piston multiple times, leading to a novel richness in

phase space. For an exponential density pre-plasma of the form described above, let

us first calculate the analytic HB velocity for a semi-infinite laser pulse of intensity

I0. Employing separation of variables, we may solve for the front motion,

u
p

(t) = u
p0 exs/(2`g)



1 + exs/(2`g)up0

2`
g

t

��1

(4.13)

This expression is formulated in terms of the characteristic ponderomotive velocity

for the system, u
p0 ⌘ [I0/(Mi

n0c)]1/2 = [Zm
e

n
cr

a20c
2/(2M

i

n
pe0)]1/2. This is the (con-

stant) velocity associated with the peak laser intensity pushing on the peak plasma

density in the system.

Now let us consider a realistic temporal pulse profile, here a Gaussian of the

form I(t) = I0(t) exp[�2(t � ↵t1/2)2/t21/2] where ↵ determines I(t0). The coe�cient

@
t

I0(t) 6= 0 may be employed to describe nonlinear e↵ects, e.g. laser self-focusing[46]

for P
L

/P
c

= P
L

(17GWn
cr

/n
pe0)�1 > 1. Assuming a constant I0, a closed-form solu-

tion may be obtained,

u
p

(t) = u
p0 exs/(2`g) e�(t�↵t1/2)2t�2

1/2 ⇥


1 + exs/(2`g)

p
⇡u

p0t1/2
4`

g

⌦(t)

��1

(4.14)

where ⌦(t) ⌘ erf(↵) + erf [(t� ↵t1/2)/t1/2] and the error function is employed.

It is clear that equations (4.13) and (4.14) describe qualitatively distinct curves

for u
p

, and thus of the energy spectra associated with the ponderomotively-driven
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Figure 4.6 : Schematic depicting the analytic front velocity u
p

curves for the semi-
infinite (purple) and Gaussian temporal (blue) pulse shapes, through equation (4.13)
and (4.14) respectively. For both shapes, the peak laser intensity is 4⇥ 1020 W/cm2

and the plasma conditions are `
g

= 30µm, x
s

= 100µm, n0/ncr

= 100 andM
i

/m
p

= 2.
The Gaussian pulse peaks at 1.5ps with a full-width half-maximum of 0.5ps.

ions. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.6, where each curve is depicted for the same plasma

parameters and peak laser intensity. At early time prior to the arrival of the main

laser pulse (t < 0, not depicted), the plasma critical surface slowly expands with

u
p

< 0 at a rate determined by bulk heating associated with the nanosecond-scale

ASE drive. As the ultraintense laser impinges upon the target, it propagates through

the underdense plasma until reaching an interface of n
i

/(�n
cr

) ⇠ 1. u
p

then increases

rapidly as momentum flux is conserved in the HB interaction between the laser and

the plasma (the transition is depicted schematically in the figures as an exponential

rise from zero to 300fs).
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Figure 4.7 : Front velocity dependence on pre-plasma scalelength for a Gaussian
temporal laser pulse. Plasma and laser conditions are the same as in Fig. 4.6, with
the scalelength varying from `

g

= 30µm (blue), 15µm (purple) and 3µm (green). The
curve is seen to peak sharply at early time for steep density profiles.

Having established the distinction between the ��/�0 curves for semi-infinite and

Gaussian-temporal pulses, we now consider changes in the form of the HB velocity

as the pre-plasma scalelength is varied, keeping other parameters fixed. Fig. 4.7

illustrates the evolution of u
p

for Gaussian pulses as a function of the initial plasma

density profile. For steep plasma density profiles, the peak in u
p

is seen to shift to

earlier time, away from the peak in laser intensity.

The strong, nonlinear dependence of u
p

on `
g

in equation (4.14) suggests that

measurements of ��/�0 can indeed be employed to infer pre-plasma conditions. To

understand the quantitative agreement, we now apply this model to the experimen-
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tal conditions from Ref. [162]. The experimental parameters are used as input to

the model, with x
s

= 115µm,↵ = 1.414, t1/2 = 1.4ps and the nominal peak intensity

I0 = 8⇥1019W/cm2. Fig. 4.8 depicts the analytic u
p

curves from equation (4.14) with

these parameters, for a variety of pre-plasma scalelengths, as well as the experimental

measurements of ��/�0. The results of our simple analytical model are seen to be in

very good agreement with the data through 2ps, predicting `
g

' 3.5µm, close to the

3µm scalelength inferred in Ping et al. The good agreement between the 3.5µm ana-

lytical prediction and the experimental data further suggests that the model captures

the essential multi-dimensional physics features. (As an aside, we have also tested

the model against the on-target laser intensity, quoted as I
targ

/I0 ' 2; di↵erences

between this and the results presented here are negligible, as for the experimental

parameters n
i

/n
cr

� �0.)

Our results indicate that the system dynamics remain ponderomotive in the canon-

ical sense[215] until late time. That is, the HB velocity is seen to evolve according to

equation (5.6) and (4.14), until late time, around 2.5ps. The t > 2.5ps regime may

be addressed in future work. This result stands in contrast to the new theoretical

model proposed in Ping et al. suggesting that momentum exchange between the laser

and plasma becomes non-ponderomotive for irradiances of the order ⇠ 1021 W/cm2

around 2ps, the time of the peak laser pulse intensity. Nevertheless, the utility of

the experimental techniques and ��/�0 measurements established in this work in

understanding features of the laser plasma interaction cannot be overstated.

In e↵ect, the analytical model in equation (4.14) maps a set of input parameters

I(t), n0(x) to a front velocity ��/�0(= u
p

/c). For certain parameter regimes, the

mapping has resolution to ⇠ 1µm in initial plasma scalelength. Key predictions of

the model are also in good agreement with results from new PIC simulations (not
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Figure 4.8 : Application of the analytical model for u
p

to existing experimental
data[162]. The thin dashed-red line represents the normalized laser intensity profile.
The solid colored curves represent pre-plasma scalelength, varying in 1µm intervals
from `

g

= 1µm (innermost blue) to 6µm (outermost purple), with the outlying dark
yellow curve representing 30µm for comparison. The black data points and error bars
of ±0.012 in ��/�0 correspond to the experimental data (see text).
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pictured here).

4.2.2 Diagnosing preplasma conditions using the time-integrated ion en-

ergy spectrum

Because the pondermotive-driven ions contain information about the laser intensity

and plasma density profiles, the pre-plasma conditions may in principle be decon-

volved from measurements of the ion energy distribution. In order to do this, the

ballistic trajectories of ions accelerated by the light piston must be preserved. It

then follows that the time-integrated dN
i

/dE
i

distribution will only be useful if the

the target-rear sheath field from TNSA[216] is damped on a faster timescale than

the ion ballistic timescale ⇠ `
target

/u
p

, where the numerator represents the target

longitudinal extent. Three experimental techniques to do so have been established:

(1) long-pulse irradiation of the target back side[216], (2) use of gas jet targets with

an intrinsic density gradient along the back[71], and (3) use of a circularly-polarized

pulse to avoid electron overheating[150].

Presuming the TNSA field is absent, we present a simple Liouville numerical code

that computes the dN
i

/dE
i

spectrum for a given set of parameters, I(t), n0(x). (An

analytical expression is challenging for a realistic pulse profile; for a semi-infinite

pulse the distribution was obtained in Naumova et al.[150]) The code applies the

ponderomotive impulse to ions at the laser interface and evolves their trajectories

through space at each timestep. The code solves n(x‘, v0, t0) = n(x + (d/dt)xdt, v +

(d/dt)vdt, t+ dt) and the phase space density-conserving equation,

⇥

@
t

+ v · @
x

+ [(2u
p

(t)� u
i

(t)) �(t� t(x
f

)] · @
v

⇤

f(x, v, t) = 0 (4.15)
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Figure 4.9 : Time-integrated target-rear ion spectra for the parameters used in Nau-
mova et al.[150]. (A) shows the simulation results along with their analytic model
(red curve) for a semi-infinite pulse envelope. (B) shows the distribution from our
Liouville numerical code for the same conditions. (C) shows the Liouville results for
the same parameters, using a Gaussian temporal pulse (see text).
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where u
i

denotes the velocities of ions at x
f

(zero for a non-accelerating piston). The

code keeps track of particles accelerated beyond the laser interface and thus allows

the evolution of ion phase space, including �n ions for the accelerating light piston,

to be calculated over time.

Through comparisons between this spectrum and the measured spectrum, the pre-

plasma scalelength can be recovered. For reference, Fig. 4.9 (A) shows the dN
i

/dE
i

analytic spectrum from Naumova et al. for a semi-infinite laser pulse, analogous to the

computation performed by our Liouville numeric code. Comparisons with the simula-

tion results show good agreement. Plot (B) shows the results from the Liouville code

for the same parameters as in (A), reproducing the functional shape and approximate

distribution from both the analytic model and simulation data from Naumova et al..

(C) shows the change in the ion energy distribution for the same parameters, using a

Gaussian pulse profile, from the Liouville code.

4.2.3 Application to measuring laser parameters in high-contrast situa-

tions

For high-contrast scenarios, i.e. in the limit of no pre-plasma , or where the pre-

plasma conditions have been established through other means, this formalism may

be employed to determine the laser temporal profile. To date, this has proven to

be another challenging metric to diagnose experimentally. By analogy to equation

(4.14), we may derive an expression for the front velocity for a Gaussian-temporal

pulse incident on a plasma of `
g

! 0,

u
p

(t) = u
p0 e�(t�↵t1/2)2t�2

1/2 (4.16)
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Figure 4.10 : Analytic u
p

curves from equation (4.16) in the high-contrast pulse
limit. Starting from the inner-most blue curve of I0 = 1.3⇥ 1020 W/cm2 and moving
outward, each colored curve represents an increase in laser intensity by a factor of
two, such that the outer-most purple curve has I/I0 = 10.

In the case where I0 in u
p0 is to be determined, Fig. 4.10 illustrates the sensitivity

of the curve, in proportion to I1/2. For these parameters, the disparity between

the u
p

forms shown should allow the determination of the peak laser intensity with

resolution I/I0 ' 2, i.e. outside of the Specular FROG error bars of ±0.012 in ��/�0

demonstrated in Ref. [162].

In summary, we have outlined two novel methods to diagnose laser pre-plasma

conditions through the coupling of a simple analytic model to experimental mea-

surements using well-established techniques. Both methods employ a physics basis

related to the ponderomotive acceleration of target-front ions by the laser, and we

show that the in situ density profile can be determined with resolution to ⇠ 1µm
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in initial plasma scalelength. The model e↵ectively maps a set of input parameters

I(t), n0(x) to a front velocity ��/�0 (= u
p

/c). For high-contrast laser scenarios we

have described how this formalism may be employed to determine aspects of the laser

temporal profile.

The first method utilizes measurements of the doppler-shifting of light reflected

from ions in the critical surface over time. The second method works by reconstructing

the target-rear time-integrated dN
i

/dE
i

ion energy distribution. The latter method

o↵ers a lower resolution determination susceptible to degeneracy under certain condi-

tions, but may be convenient in experiment as a ‘ride-along’ diagnostic to obtain an

estimate of the initial density profile. The Liouville numerical code employed by the

authors to calculate the dN
i

/dE
i

profile is written in Mathematica and will be made

available online for public use.

A key prediction of our results is that the system dynamics remain ponderomotive

in the canonical sense[215] until late time. That is, we o↵er an explanation for the

experimental data[162] that is consistent with equation (5.6), without requiring a new

momentum conservation hypothesis as was recently suggested in Ref. [162].

These methods may be of broad utility in that they provide novel means to di-

agnose a parameter crucial to the outcome of ultraintense laser experiments, on a

shot-to-shot basis. In addition, we note that it is straight-forward to extend this for-

malism to two- and three-dimensions by incorporating the transverse intensity profiles

of the laser beam. The multidimensional ~x
p

(~x, t), ~u
p

(~x, t) then define the radius of

curvature and the spatio-temporal evolution of the hole bored into the overdense

plasma by the laser. These profiles in turn may enable a variety of basic LPI applica-

tions, such as a numerical approach to calculating hot electron distribution functions

for contexts where the dominant contribution to angular divergence is related to the

driving laser electric field. As illustrated in Fig. 4.7, the model described here opens
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to the door to a richer space of ponderomotive time history curves, and thus also to

a richer space of ion energy distributions. As such, it may be further useful in the

context of accelerator applications, enabling the tailoring and shaping of energetic

ion beams generated through the hole boring process.
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Chapter 5

Focusing of intense subpicosecond laser pulses in

wedge targets

In this section two dimensional particle-in-cell simulations characterizing the inter-

action of ultraintense short pulse lasers in the range 1018  I  1020 W/cm2 with

converging target geometries are presented. Seeking to examine intensity amplifi-

cation in high-power laser systems, where focal spots are typically non-di↵raction

limited, we describe key dynamical features as the injected laser intensity and con-

vergence angle of the target are systematically varied. We find that laser pulses are

focused down to a wavelength with the peak intensity amplified by an order of magni-

tude beyond its vacuum value, and develop a simple model for how the peak location

moves back towards the injection plane over time. This performance is sustained over

hundreds of femtoseconds and scales to laser intensities beyond 1020 W/cm2 at 1µm

wavelength. Thus, this scheme could enable focusing high power laser light to higher

intensities, in a fashion that could support reaching the QED-plasma regime[170].

To distill and examine key physical processes in this situation we use PIC simula-

tions to model wedge targets in the limit of no prepulse, i.e. high-contrast laser pulse

propagation in a cleared channel. The e↵ects of prepulse in a closed cone, for a single

angle, were reported on in MacPhee et al.[134] Recent numerical work published by

other groups has indicated that peak laser focusing of ⇠15 times could be achieved in

a small spot size of radius ⇠ 1�0, using hollow tip cone (wedge) targets.[222] It was

proposed that the intense, highly-focused beams generated by these configurations
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could have applications for HEDP fields such as K
↵

based backlighting. However,

these simulations were performed in the limit of an optical physics model with static

boundaries[222], and further research has considered evolving weakly overdense tar-

get walls with lasers of intensity I < 1020 W/cm2 over ⇠350 fs [220]. The results

presented in this section take into account the additional e↵ects of hot electron gen-

eration and phase space evolution, and describe nonlinear laser-plasma interaction in

100 ⇥ n
cr

targets over picosecond timescales. We consider a pulse-target parameter

space that represents a sampling of recent literature[86, 134, 222], and is comprised

by 1µm wavelength lasers with intensities in the range 1018�1020 W/cm2 and targets

with half-angles of 17�, 30�and 45�. We identify key dynamical features and trends

as laser intensity and target angle are systematically varied, such as the generation

of a dominant hot electron filament aligned with the target tip for a > 1 pulses in

the 17� target. In these configurations particle acceleration mechanisms in the un-

derdense plasma, most notably self-modulated laser wakefield acceleration[46, 166]

(SM LWFA), excite electrons to several times the ponderomotive potential. By con-

trast the wide 45� target exhibits two equally dominant electron filaments o↵ to the

sides of the tip, with electron acceleration through the tip e↵ectively suppressed. We

interpret this trend in the context of the relative e�ciencies of ponderomotive self-

channeling[166] and collisionless laser energy absorption mechanisms such as Brunel

heating[24] near the critical interface. For pulses with intensity higher than I19 in the

45� target, over time the laser pressure becomes insu�cient to clear plasma ablated

from the target walls from the laser channel. This results in e↵ective closure of the

target tip.

The 17��I20 pulse-target configuration is identified as optimal with peak laser

focusing I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 8.8 and maximal electron flux density P
e

/I0 ⇡ 3.2 at the target

tip. This I
peak

represents an 82% focusing e�ciency compared to an ideal optical
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simulation with static boundaries, with losses primarily going into electron heating.

Also observed in this geometry is a clear trend where the region of peak laser in-

tensity regresses away from the target tip at intensity-dependent rates that saturate

at I � 1019 W/cm2. Interestingly, this trend suggests the 17� geometry may be

representative of a broader class of pulse-target configurations that are characterized

by a sustained dynamical equilibrium between plasma expansion and laser radiation

pressure. A general analytical model is developed for these systems that predicts the

front velocity u
f

and yields key scalings I
peak

, P
e

/ a2, in good agreement with the 17�

target results. This unique class of wedge target configurations has highly desirable

properties and may have applications for the design of K
↵

based X-ray backlighters

to image ICF implosions and other HEDP experiments.[157]. In this context they

represent experimentally simple systems to achieve bursts of 10x boosted light for

hundreds of femtoseconds, focused down to small spots of ⇠ 1�0. As X-ray image

resolution is proportional to source size, this small spot may enable high resolution

radiography, while the amplified laser intensity drives a higher energy flux over a fixed

time interval for the snapshot. Because the I
peak

and P
e

scalings extend to the regime

I � I20, these configurations may become even more attractive as higher intensity

short pulse laser systems such as NIF-ARC[90] come online in the future.

5.0.4 Numerical modeling of laser focusing in wedge targets

We use the particle-in-cell code PSC[184], which employs the Finite-Di↵erence-Time-

Domain (FDTD) numerical scheme to move particles according to the Lorentz force

equation and evolve fields according to Maxwell’s equations on a discrete grid. We

present the results of nine simulations, representing all combinations of pulse in-

tensities I0 = 1.37 ⇥ {1018, 1019, 1020} W/cm2 corresponding to a = {1, 3.16, 10} at

wavelength �0 = 1µm, and target opening half-angles of 17, 30, and 45�. For conve-
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nience we define the pulse-target notation a
n

✓
m

where n,m index the dimensionless

laser parameter and target-half angle in degrees. Selection of the ✓17 target is mo-

tivated by recent optical simulations that indicate peak laser focusing could reach

15 times in 16-18� hollow tip cone (wedge) targets[222]. Note that irrespective of

angle the targets have a fixed height, thickness, and tip width of 30�0, 4.2�0, and

�y
tip

= 5�0 respectively. Particles are represented with 120 electrons and 30 ions

per cell, yielding a total of ⇠ 107 quasi-particles initially. Ions are e�ciently modeled

using fewer particles due to their high inertia and particle weighting is adjusted to

preserve charge neutrality. Radiating and reflecting boundary conditions are used

for particles and fields respectively, where particles incident upon the boundary have

the component of their momenta normal to the boundary inverted. Our simulations

are two dimensional Cartesian with system size 50�0 ⇥ 40–84�0 in the longitudinal–

ẑ and transverse–ŷ directions respectively, comprising a mesh of 1600 ⇥ 1280–2688

cells with uniform grid size �y = �z = 0.031�0. The simulation duration is 550⌧0,

with ⌧0 = �0/c ⇡ 3.3 fs and timestep �t ⇡ 0.045 fs as determined by the Courant

criterion[11].

Laser pulses in the simulations presented here are super-Gaussian in the transverse

direction with I(y) = I0 ⇥ exp �(y/y0)8. Temporal profiles are Gaussian and rise

over 10 optical cycles with a semi-infinite pulse envelope. Fig. 5.1 shows the laser

propagating upward into the system from the injection plane at z = 0, with the target

tip at z
tip

= 35�0. The laser electric field is linearly polarized in the simulation plane.

The beam half-width half-maxima (HWHM) are w0 = {6.0, 9.9, 15.1}⇥�0 for targets
half-angles ✓17 , ✓30 and ✓45 respectively, a constant fraction of the target base width.

Note that we take w(z) = w0, as the expected beam divergence is negligible over

the target longitudinal height. Consider an analogous Gaussian beam with waist w0,
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Figure 5.1 : Schematic for the ✓17 target configuration with the low intensity a = 0.1
reference beam (see text); laser longitudinal Poynting flux P

z

shows I
peak

/I0=10.8
peak focusing with superimposed white dashed lines indicating initial target position.
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where we see the vacuum di↵raction length z
r

= ⇡w2
0/�0 � z

tip

.

Wedge targets are modeled as two converging 100⇥ n
cr

plasma slabs with a step-

function density profile, initial temperature T
e

, T
i

= 1 keV, ions of M
i

= 3672 m
e

,

and charge state Z = 1. For subpicosecond timescales the Z/A = 1/2 ratio here

accurately reflects the ionization state of high-Z composition targets near the crit-

ical interface. In the region of laser irradiation system dynamics are dominated

by collisionless processes, as ⌫
ei

/!0 ⇠ 6 ⇥ 10�2 for the Spitzer frequency ⌫
ei

=

8⇡n
e

e4 ln⇤/[3
p
3m

e

(kT )3/2][64]. Resistive processes in the solid density target walls

are neglected, as our analysis is primarily concerned with characterizing laser focus-

ing and plasma ablation near the critical interface. The classical plasma skin depth

at oblique incidence l
s

⇡ c/!
p

cos ✓
T

is resolved �z/l
s

⇠ 1 for all targets, where the

angle of incidence ✓
T

is the complement of the target opening half-angle. We have

performed a separate test simulation with two times higher grid resolution in the

a3 ✓45 configuration and found no major qualitative di↵erences.

5.0.5 Characterizations of dynamical pulse-target evolution

Fig. 5.4 depicts the evolution of several key LPI processes for the a3 ✓17 pulse-target

configuration. As shown in Fig. 5.2, laser focusing is most e�cient in this geometry

where focusing at peak intensity I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 8.8 is achieved at time t
peak

⇡ 350 fs and

sustained over 200 fs. Compared to an ideal optical case for ✓17 , i.e. an immobile ion

target composition with a⌧ 1 laser pulse as depicted in Fig. 5.1, this I
peak

represents

82% focusing e�ciency. Peak laser focusing in this optical simulation is in agreement

with results from the comparable 18� target configuration reported on by Zeng et al.

to within 13%.[222] The inclusion of additional e↵ects from self-consistent evolution

of the target walls shows that laser focusing due to geometric optical compression is

both attenuated by collisionless laser energy coupling into particles and boosted by
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nonlinear LPI processes. As the propagation channel fills with ablated underdense

plasma, laser focusing is enhanced as the pulse rapidly enters the regime of relativistic

self-induced transparency regime for P
L

� P
c

= 17(!0/!pe

)2 GW[46]. At early time

Fig. 5.4 (A) shows surface plasma with density exceeding 0.1 n
cr

in the tip region

ablated by collisionless laser absorption mechanisms. Brunel (vacuum) heating[24] is

dominant here due to the oblique angle of incidence; its signature is further evident

in Fig. 5.6 (A) at 1.4 ps where hot electrons are bunched and driven through the

target along the direction normal to its surface, with maximal energy flux density

P
e

/I0 ⇡ 3.2. In the higher intensity a10 ✓17 pulse-target configuration, we observe

identical values of P
e

/I0 ⇡ 3.2 and I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 8.8.

We identify a clear trend in the ✓17 geometry where the region of peak laser

intensity regresses away from the target tip as depicted in Fig. 5.3. While the

magnitude of the the peak intensity I
peak

/I0 decays over hundreds of femtoseconds,

the e↵ective laser focal point recedes from the tip with intensity-dependent rates

u
f

⌘ �dz
peak

/dt ⇡ 0.037c for a1 and u
f

⇡ 0.056c for both pulses a3 and a10 .

Together with the constant P
e

/I0 and I
peak

/I0 ratios observed for a > 1 laser pulses,

this trend suggests the ✓17 geometry may be representative of a broader class of

configurations that are characterized by a sustained dynamical equilibrium between

plasma expansion and laser radiation pressure.

Here we present a simple but general hydrodynamical model for pulse-target con-

figurations in which a recession velocity with
d
dt
u
f

= 0 is observed. Consider an ion

front moving at u
f

at the laser interface in planar geometry. The relevant conservation
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Figure 5.2 : Laser peak intensity dependence on target angle for the a3 pulse (see
text).
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Figure 5.3 : (A) Spatial location of peak laser intensity for the ✓17 target; front velocity
u
f

and time evolution of z
peak

(see text). (B) Scaling of u
f

with dimensionless laser
parameter a in ✓17 . The analytic model from equation (5.8) and its asymptotic form
are represented by the solid and dashed blue curves respectively.
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equations are given by,

@
t

⇢+ @
z

(⇢u) = 0 (5.1)

@
t

(⇢u) + @
z

(⇢u2 + P ) = 0 (5.2)

where ⇢ is the mass density. We now transform to a frame comoving with the ion front

at u
f

. In this frame, the front is stationary and two oppositely-directed flows of equal

magnitude are present. By conservation of mass in equation (5.1) we see that the

densities associated with these flows must be equal. Electrons in the critical interface

are heated by the laser to T
e

' T
pond.

and particles are e↵ectively trapped by p
z

< 0

plasma flowing into the laser channel. This quasi-isothermal interface contributes a

plasma pressure term to the equation of motion and by equation (5.2) we may write,

u2
f

M
i

n
i

= I/c� n
i

T
e

(5.3)

or,

u
f

=
�

u2
w

� c2
s

�1/2
(5.4)

where

c
s

= (T
h

/M
i

)1/2 (5.5)

u
w

c
=

✓

I
M

i

n
i

c3

◆1/2

=

✓

Zm
e

a2

2�M
i

◆1/2

(5.6)

Here equation (5.3) assumes full reflection and T
e

� T
i

in the interface. Equation

(5.5) is the ion-acoustic velocity with the ponderomotive temperature scaling, and

equation (5.6) represents the ion front velocity from Wilks et al.[215]
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Evaluating equation (5.4) using (5.5-5.6) yields,

u
f

c
=



m
e

M
i

�

1� ��1
�

�1/2

(5.7)

This expression represents the front velocity for planar geometry at normal inci-

dence. In our converging target geometry, the front will recede towards the injection

plane at a higher rate as the plasma flows over a shorter distance into the laser chan-

nel. Unbalanced by laser pressure, a straight-forward calculation shows the recession

velocity for a converging target with angle ✓, u
f

= c
s

/ sin ✓ reaches 0.17c for a10 .

Transforming to the appropriate frame and solving for u
f

yields,

u
f

c
=

1
sin ✓



m
e

M
i

�

1� ��1
�

�1/2

(5.8)

As illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (B), equation (5.8) accurately predicts the front velocity

and demonstrates the asymptotic form of u
f

for a > 3 laser pulses. Results from an

additional simulation performed at higher laser intensity (I = 1.37 ⇥ 1021 W/cm2)

are consistent with the asymptotic value of

u
f

c
=

1
sin ✓

✓

m
e

M
i

◆1/2

(5.9)

as depicted in in Fig. 5.3. That the laser front feels zero net pressure over time implies

a scaling I
peak

, P
e

/ a2 due to the strong correlation between the two variables for

a > 1. The nature of the coe�cients here is determined by geometric, laser absorption

and nonlinear focusing e↵ects, and shall be the subject of examination in future

work. In the context of K
↵

radiography this unique class of wedge targets could be
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employed to achieve tightly-focused spots with order-of-magnitude higher intensity

than the incident beam, scaling to intensities beyond a > 10 without degradation in

performance.

In the a  1 regime, it is expected that laser focusing will be enhanced due to

sharply reduced absorption, e.g. by 28% for vacuum heating for a1 versus a3 using

Brunel’s 1-D analytical model[24], while the critical power threshold for self-focusing

in the underdense region is still readily achieved. This is in good agreement with

the results obtained for the a1 pulses, where we see higher peak focusing by a fac-

tor of 1.5 on average across geometries. In this regime the laser is not su�ciently

relativistic to excite electrons up to MeV energies; at intensity a1 , T
h

= 0.2 MeV

and we accordingly observe that P
e

= 0 across geometries. By contrast, electron

energy flux densities in the center of Fig. 5.6 (A) represent the convolution of several

heating mechanisms that operate e�ciently in the underdense plasma upstream of

the target tip. SM LWFA, a process where the laser self-interaction leads to longitu-

dinal modulations and electron bunching at !
pe

, plays the dominant role in particle

heating here. For the inhomogenous underdense plasma present in Fig. 5.4 (B-C),

the longitudinal electric field generated in this mechanism produces a broad contin-

uous electron temperature spectra ranging from keV to hundreds of MeV[46]. The

inverse free electron process also contributes to particle heating; in this mechanism

quasistatic electric and magnetic fields in the laser channel induce transverse beta-

tron oscillations that couple laser energy into electrons when the betatron frequency

!
�

⇡ !
pe

/2�1/2 nears resonance with the optical frequency in the frame of the rela-

tivistic electron[166]. The signature of this process is present in Fig. 5.6 (A) where we

observe longitudinal bunching of electrons at 2!
pe

with temperature scaling approxi-

mately three times higher than ponderomotive. In the a3 ✓17 and a3 ✓30 pulse-target

configurations, electron dynamics at late times are characterized by the presence of a
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Figure 5.4 : Temporal evolution of the a3 ✓17 pulse-target configuration in Y � Z
space. (A-C) Time-averaged electron density log n

e

/n
cr

with superimposed white
contour lines corresponding to densities of 0.1 n

cr

and n
cr

; (D-F) time-averaged laser
Poynting flux logP

L

[W/cm2].

dominant hot electron filament aligned with the target tip. For these configurations

P
e

/I0 ⇡ 3.2, 1 respectively, as depicted in Fig. 5.6 (A-B) with scalings to higher

intensity in ✓17 described above. The potential viability of these energetic collimated

electron structures for particle beam systems will be discussed briefly in the next

section.

For the a3 ✓30 configuration, plasma ablation in the critical interface is comparable

to a3 ✓17 , with focusing e�ciency attenuated to I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 5.2 as shown in Fig.

5.2. This peak is shifted to later time by 100 fs compared to a3 ✓17 due to the

longer light propagation time and interaction region associated with the wider target

angle. The a3 ✓45 configuration at late times is characterized by n
cr

plasma in the tip
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region and significant laser filamentation. This filamentation, coupled with the large

spatial width of the target, suppresses ponderomotive self-channeling and results in

e↵ective closure of the target tip. The diminished peak focusing I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 3.7 is

again shifted out to later time by ⇡ 150 fs as seen in Fig. 5.2 by which time the

tip has already started to close. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the 11 times higher laser energy

coupling into the target walls at 300 fs in this configuration compared to a3 ✓17 .

This absorption has the e↵ect of dephasing the laser light and, together with the

lower geometrical compression associated with wider targets, plays an important role

in limiting the attainable peak laser focusing in the ✓30 and ✓45 geometries. For the

a10 ✓30 configuration, peak focusing of I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 6.9 is sustained over a 600 fs interval

prior to tip closure at t ⇡ 1.1 ps due to the attenuated ponderomotive force associated

with laser filamentation. In addition we find electron acceleration in the tip region

in this configuration to be e↵ectively suppressed. As depicted in Fig. 5.6 (C) the

a3 ✓45 pulse-target configuration exhibits two equally dominant hot electron filaments

o↵ to the sides of the tip with negligible electron acceleration through the tip. These

structures are spatially coincident with strong filaments in the laser Poynting flux.

This description is also representative of hot electron generation for a10 ✓45 . In

these configurations, laser filamentation coupled with the large transverse width of

the target suppresses laser pressure and the tip e↵ectively closes.

To the extent that assumptions underpinning the relativistic laser absorption

model developed in sections 3.1 and 3.5 are maintained, the absorption of laser light

and its conversion into the kinetic energies of directed plasma flows in this situation

is subject to the bounds given by equation (3.72). Since the model was derived in a

manner that is insensitive to the precise mechanisms of electron acceleration, a set

of processes that changes elements with angle of incidence as covered above, its pre-

dictions apply to this situation at early times. Yet as the hot plasma expands away
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Figure 5.5 : Laser energy absorption into target walls at 300 fs for the a3 laser pulse
(note di↵erent transverse scales).

from the surfaces of the focusing wedges over time, the wedge tip begins to close as

absorption takes place primarily in underdense regions near the midplane. Dynamical

evolution of the plasma consistent with this description is shown in Fig. 5.4 (A-C).

Hence, absorption exceeding the upper bound given by equation (3.72) is possible,

and the tip of the wedge is observed to close. While direct comparison with the

absorption theory is not practical since the relevant simulation data is unavailable,

future work will focus on extending the theory’s domain to underdense petawatt-laser

plasma interactions, as is covered in section 3.5.

In this section we have employed two dimensional particle-in-cell simulations to

study the focusing and evolution of ultraintense short pulse lasers in idealized con-

verging targets. The wide 45� targets are found to exhibit generally suboptimal

performance over time; for the I19 and I20 pulses, particle heating is characterized by

two equally dominant hot electron filaments o↵ to the sides of the tip. Ponderomo-

tive self-channeling is suppressed by laser filamentation and the target tip e↵ectively
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Figure 5.6 : Hot electron characteristics at 1.4 ps across target geometries for the
a3 laser pulse; energy flux densities of forward-going electrons logP

e

[W/cm2] (note
di↵erent transverse scales).

closes at t ⇡ 450 fs. In the 30� geometry performance degrades with increasing in-

tensity; for the I19 pulse, peak laser focusing of I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 5.2 and the generation

of tip-aligned electron filaments with P
e

/I0 ⇡ 1 are observed. In the I20 � 30� con-

figuration, sustained peak focusing of I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 6.9 is present at early times, with

electron acceleration in the tip region suppressed as the tip closes at t ⇡ 1.1 ps. In

general, performance in these wider targets is limited by large interaction regions and

high absorption in the overdense walls that act to dephase laser light, diminished ge-

ometrical compression with respect to the 17 � target, and instabilities such as laser

filamentation that deleteriously a↵ect ponderomotive self-channeling.

By contrast, in the 17� configuration both peak laser focusing of I
peak

/I0 ⇡ 8.8

and electron generation and propagation through the target tip with P
e

/I0 ⇡ 3.2 are

achieved for a > 1. This peak focusing represents 82% e�ciency relative to an ideal

optical case, comparable to results reported on previously[222], with losses primarily

going into hot electron excitation. A clear trend is described for this geometry where

the region of peak laser intensity regresses away from the target tip at intensity-

dependent rates that saturate for pulses of a > 3. This trend suggests the 17�
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geometry may be representative of a broader class of pulse-target configurations that

are characterized by a sustained dynamical equilibrium between plasma expansion and

laser radiation pressure. The physical picture here centers on the interface between

the receding laser front and the plasma expansion. The onset of recession occurs

with a density perturbation in this region at early time, and as the plasma expands

ablated particles stream in to the laser channel. Over time the laser energy density

gradient becomes gentler, outward ponderomotive pressure decreases, and the laser

front regresses towards injection plane. A simple but general model is developed

that encapsulates the essential character of these systems which accurately predicts

u
f

and yields key scalings I
peak

, P
e

/ a2. For the parameters considered here, the

hydrodynamic plasma expansion breaks down beyond subpicosecond timescales after

which the high collisionality, ionization and resistive e↵ects that dominate deep in

realistic high-Z composition target walls must be included. Future research will focus

on expanding the applications of our model to a broader set of configurations, and

on analytically identifying pulse-target configurations in this dynamical equilibrium

between plasma expansion and ponderomotive cavitation. Our results suggest the

17� and other configurations of this class may be employed as an experimentally

straight-forward apparatus to achieve bursts of 10x boosted light for hundreds of

femtoseconds, focused down to small spots of ⇠ 1�0 with high performance scaling

beyond intensities a > 10.

In addition the results presented here may have relevance for production cone tar-

get environments such as fast ignition. Although our simulation geometry is Cartesian

and therefore “slab,‘’ this is a reasonable facsimile of the physics that will occur for

conical targets in R�Z space. Assuming a linear scaling for geometrical compression

and given laser p-polarization, focusing for these configurations in three dimensions

is enhanced by an additional factor of 4. In the 17� geometry this corresponds to
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a ⇠35 times higher intensity spot in a conical target with a collimated, tip-aligned

hot electron filament for a > 1 laser pulses over ⇠ 500 fs. Though electron transport

in the dense thermonuclear fuel remains a key outstanding issue in the FI litera-

ture, the enhanced laser focusing described in this section could in principle allow

ignitor pulse requirements to met near I19. Furthermore, for a given amount of in-

put laser energy, these configurations could enable an additional control parameter

to tune beam intensity at the tip of target. If higher intensity pulses are required,

the saturation of u
f

potentially enables current cone-wire experiments[149] to utilize

narrow targets for gains in laser focusing while su↵ering no additional penalty in

laser-fuel payload distance. As these results for the 17� geometry present a focusing

scheme enabling laser intensity amplification by a factor of ten, in a manner that is

intensity-indepenedent, this scheme could support reaching the QED-plasma regime

using sub-quantum critical field laser light as an input.
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Chapter 6

Development of interpretative proton radiography

simulation tool for HED plasmas

Proton radiography is a useful diagnostic of HED plasmas under active theoretical

and experimental development. In this chapter we describe a new simulation tool that

interacts realistic laser-driven point-like proton sources with three dimensional elec-

tromagnetic fields of arbitrary strength and structure and synthesizes the associated

high resolution proton radiograph. The present tool’s numerical approach captures

all relevant physics e↵ects, including e↵ects related to the formation of caustics. Elec-

tromagnetic fields can be imported from PIC or hydrodynamic codes in a streamlined

fashion, and a library of electromagnetic field ‘primitives’ is also provided. This latter

capability allows users to add a primitive, modify the field strength, rotate a primitive,

and so on, while quickly generating a high resolution radiograph at each step. In this

way, our tool enables the user to deconstruct features in a radiograph and interpret

them in connection to specific underlying electromagnetic field elements. We show

an example application of the tool in connection to experimental observations of the

Weibel instability in counterstreaming plasmas, using ⇠ 108 particles generated from

a realistic laser-driven point-like proton source, imaging fields which cover volumes

of ⇠ 10 mm3. Insights derived from this application show that the tool can support

understanding of HED plasmas.
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Figure 6.1 : Schematic of key aspects of the proton radiography simulation tool,
following the propagation of protons along the z axis from left to right. Param-
eters controlling the proton source are described in section 6.1.2. As an exam-
ple, specifying the source control vector ~S = (2, 14.7MeV, 109, 1cm) creates a
14.7 MeV monoenergetic proton source isotropically emitting 1 billion protons, im-
itating a realistic D 3He source, situated |z

s

| = 1 cm from the object plane con-
taining the plasma electromagnetic fields. Depicted in the object plane at z = 0
are four tilted ellipsoidal magnetic filaments, each having form given by equation
(6.3). These fields are created in PRIME by specifying the single field control vector
~L = (4, 2, 2, 100µm, 100µm, 50µm, 500µm, 0, 0, 1MG), as described in section 6.1.1. A
simulated proton radiograph created by the tool is shown in the image plane, situated
at z = z

i

. Details on the field structure underpinning this radiograph are covered in
section 6.3.
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6.1 Features of PRIME

PRIME is a three dimensional simulation tool that we have been developing for

modeling HED plasma situations. Both realistic TNSA and D 3He (14.7 and 3 MeV)

laser-driven proton sources have been tested in experimentally-realistic configurations

and are available to the user. Additionally the user has the ability to specify a proton

source having arbitrary spectral properties. We anticipate that this radiography

tool will have two primary uses. The first is in constructing electromagnetic field

structures using primitives, guided by the predictions of plasma physics theory and

PIC and hydrodynamic simulation results. This approach provides the advantage that

fields are free of numerical noise, a key issue arising in kinetic simulations of mm-scale

plasmas. Here the user also has the capability to add a primitive, modify the field

strength, rotate a primitive, and so on, while quickly generating a high resolution

radiograph at each step. In this manner PRIME should provide insights into the

crucial question of how to interpret proton radiographs. We also anticipate that

synthetic radiographs produced by this tool should become particularly useful in cases

where running PIC and hydrodynamic codes is computationally infeasible, and further

to guide these expensive simulations toward larger scale. The second use of this

tool will be in quickly and e�ciently simulating a high resolution proton radiograph

associated with electromagnetic fields exported from PIC and hydrodynamic codes.

For this purpose we have built in the capability to import fields directly from a variety

of existing codes (e.g. OSIRIS[55]).

Related to the first use, the standard object description in PRIME is a three

dimensional electromagnetic primitive describing the volumetric field structure. The

user has a number of high level options for inputting these fields, for example gen-

erating a lattice of primitives or programmatically including randomization e↵ects,
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that are enumerated in section 6.1.1. By combining primitives together the user

can simulate fields representative of a large number of important HED processes in-

cluding electrostatic planar shock waves, magnetized cylindrical shocks, two-stream

and other electrostatic instabilities, intense laser-driven rn⇥rT ‘Biermann battery’

magnetic fields (for plasma density n and temperature T ) and filamentary magnetic

field structures generated via the Weibel instability[97, 77, 188, 96].

With respect to numerical schemes, in PRIME we have implemented a modular

approach in order to accurately and e�ciently simulate the proton radiography tech-

nique. This is motivated by the disparate spatial scales characterizing the source –

plasma – detector system. The macroscopic volume is vast: the detector typically

sweeps out an area ⇠ 25cm2 and the axial distance between the source and detec-

tor, passing through the interaction region containing the HED plasma, can exceed

> 10cm. At the same time the microscopic field structures associated with the plasma

often have spatial scales of ⇠ µm. Simulating the full volume of the cone connecting

the source to the detector resolving the electromagnetic fields would require ⇠ 1014

grid cells. This situation clearly exceeds reasonable computational e↵orts. Therefore

to mitigate this issue in PRIME we have divided the system into three regions. The

tool covers the source-to-plasma object region, region containing the plasma object

itself, and plasma object-to-detector region, as well as the interfaces connecting them.

In the plasma region we are currently using LSP[211] for the particle push. This pro-

vides the additional advantage that scattering models for dense plasmas as well as

deflections due to electromagnetic forces can be included. The modular approach

in PRIME allows a set of electromagnetic fields to be specified, then di↵erent pro-

ton sources and di↵erent detectors to be ‘hooked up’ to these fields in a streamlined

manner. For example in section 6.3 we show several high resolution proton radiog-

raphy results of filamentation-instability-driven fields, obtained by keeping the fields
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unchanged while swapping between realistic proton sources. By allowing users to

quickly image the same field configuration using a TNSA proton source, and 3 MeV

and 14.7 MeV D 3He proton sources, we show that PRIME can help unravel the

convolution between the properties of the source and those of the electromagnetic

fields. The particle push and other parts of the code have been parallelized in order

to take advantage of the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Livermore

Computing (LC) Linux architecture, enabling e�cient radiography simulations.

6.1.1 Tools for constructing electromagnetic fields

A robust set of tools is available to the user for constructing electromagnetic fields in

PRIME . The complete library of analytic electromagnetic field primitives described

in [97] is available to the user, including electrostatic Gaussian ellipsoids, ambipolar

electric field structures, magnetic flux ropes and magnetostatic Gaussian ellipsoids.

The associated functional forms are enumerated in section 6.2. While the length

scales of the primitives set the grid resolution, the particle push timestep is adjusted

to the Courant condition[12] evaluated using the velocity of the protons, enabling

e�cient and fast simulations. Each primitive is controlled by a set of parameters

governing the peak electric (magnetic) field strength E0 (B0), the Cartesian posi-

tion of the primitive’s centroid (x0, y0, z0) with respect to the center of the region

containing the HED plasma and two angles ✓ and  indicating the primitive’s polar

and azimuthal angles relative to the proton propagation axis ẑ. The sign of E0 (B0)

determines whether protons interacting with the primitive will experience a focusing

(E0, B0 > 0) or defocusing force. Spatial extent is specified, taking the ellipsoids for

example, using the parameters a and b representing the major and semi-major axes

respectively. By varying the ratio a/b the user can produce field structures representa-

tive of Weibel instability-driven magnetic filaments, as well as advecting laser-driven
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Biermann battery-like magnetic ‘pancakes’ [98, 96, 188].

The user can construct a field topology featuring an arbitrary number of primi-

tives, each having unique parameters. A number of input methods describing config-

urations of several primitives are available to the user. At the lowest level, the user

specifies a list of N field control vectors each having the form,

~G
n

= (P , x0, y0, z0, ✓, , a, b, E0(B0)) (6.1)

which are then transformed by the tool into N volumetric fields in the three dimen-

sional simulation (n 2 [1, N ]). The P element is an integer mapping to the desired

primitive type (P = 1 corresponds to an electrostatic Gaussian ellipsoid for example).

In the simulation overlapping regions of field have E and B automatically summed.

Higher level input options are also available to the user. To support modeling

of periodic systems, a lattice of primitives can be generated programmatically by

specifying a single field control vector of the form,

~L = (P , N
rows

, N
cols

, d
rows

, d
cols

, a, b, ✓, , E0(B0)) (6.2)

The tool transforms this vector into a body-centered rectangular prism lattice of

N
rows

⇥N
cols

primitives of type P . The lattice is centered at the origin of the plasma

region and the nth primitive has the centroid position (x0,n, 0, z0,n). Rows are oriented

along ẑ and columns are oriented along x̂. N
rows

is thus the number of primitives in

the lattice in ẑ and d
rows

is the spacing between primitives in ẑ. Similarly the ‘cols’

subscript corresponds to periodicity in x̂.

To support more realistic field configurations, high level input options that enable

randomization e↵ects are also available to the user. By appending the elements
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(�✓, � , �E0(�B0)) to the lattice-generating vector ~L, the user can programmatically

make unique the ✓, and E0 (B0) values for each primitive. Taking the altitude angle

as an example, specifying �✓ = 0 (or omitting the � elements) means that ✓
n

= ✓ for

the nth primitive. Randomization e↵ects enter as specifying a nonzero �✓ applies

the mapping ✓
n

! ✓ + �✓
n

, where �✓
n

2 [��✓, �✓] is sampled randomly within this

interval for each primitive. Individualized parameter e↵ects can be as small or large as

desired, and are generally quite important since they introduce a realistic asymmetry

into the simulation. Indeed, section 6.3 below discusses the significant impact on

the resulting proton radiographs of �✓ and � e↵ects in representing filamentation-

instability-driven fields.

6.1.2 Specifying source and detector properties

Two methods of proton beam generation are supported, which together o↵er users

the capability to specify sources with arbitrary spectral properties. The first method

produces point proton sources. The user can choose a temperature T
p

representing

TNSA-generated protons having a quasi-Maxwellian distribution. Alternatively, with

the first method users can specify an energy E
p

to generate a mononergetic point

proton source. Specifying E
p

= 3 or 14.7 MeV reproduces the properties of protons

generated through fusion reactions in intense laser-imploded D 3He capsules. In

addition to setting the energy parameter, users also choose the number of protons to

simulate N
p

and the axial position of the source, z
s

< 0, relative to the object plane

containing the HED plasma at z
o

= 0. The dimensions of the plasma region `
x

, `
y

and `
z

(lengths in x, y and z respectively) are determined automatically such that

they contain the plasma. This region is centered at (0, 0, 0) and is situated between

|x|  `
x

/2, |y|  `
y

/2 and |z|  `
z

/2. The proton source is then instantiated in

the simulation at the position (0, 0, z
s

) with a phase space distribution corresponding
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to a point source according to these parameters. In short, a realistic point proton

source is created in PRIME by specifying a single source control vector of the form

~S = (S, T
p

(E
p

), N
p

, z
s

), where S = 1 and the second element is T
p

for a TNSA source

or S = 2 and the second element is E
p

for a monoenergetic source.

In the second proton generation method, the user specifies the proton source ‘spot’

size r
p

in addition to N
p

and z
s

. The source is then instantiated in the simulation

at z = z
s

with finite transverse size between x2 + y2  r2
p

. The proton beam di-

vergence and energy distribution are specified through a combination of the beam

thermal temperature T
p

and a vector drift velocity ~V
p

. The user can specify spatial

variations in both T
p

(x, y) and ~V
p

(x, y) across the source. This allows a high degree

of customization of beam properties, for example reproducing a plane proton source

when T
p

= 0 and ~V
p

(x, y) = (0, 0, const.).

To support a range of conditions, the user has the option to specifiy the detector

properties in addition to the source properties. The user may choose the image

plane axial position z
i

of the detector corresponding to the nominal magnification

M = �z
i

/z
s

. The user also can specify the size of the detector and the binning

resolution in each transverse direction. If no detector attributes are chosen, the default

detector will be instantiated in the simulation with infinite transverse dimensions at

z
i

= 10cm, with 30µm ⇥30µm resolution in nominal object plane units.

6.2 Benchmarking against analytic theory

Analytic theory describing the connection between electromagnetic fields and the

fluence images produced by sampling protons has been developed in Kugland et al.[98]

In this section predictions of this formalism are compared to results produced by our

numerical radiography tool.
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Figure 6.2 : Comparison between theory and simulation results in the linear regime.
The situations shown here interact a monoenergetic E

p

= 14.7 MeV proton source of
|z

s

| = 1 cm, z
i

= 10 cm with a single magnetic filament of the form given by equation
(6.3) having a = 100µm and b = 300µm. (a-b) show simulated radiograph results
using B0 = 0.2⇥B0crit for the focusing and defocusing cases, respectively, while (d-e)
use B0 = 0.9 ⇥ B0crit. The color scale is fixed between images with darker (lighter)
regions indicating a surplus (deficit) of protons. (c) and (f) depict normalized lineouts
of the proton fluence along y0 = 0 for the 0.2 ⇥ B0crit and 0.9 ⇥ B0crit simulations,
respectively. The blue curves correspond to the focusing cases and the yellow curves to
the defocusing cases. The simulations agree with the theory predictions of equations
(6.13-6.14), indicated using dashed black curves, to better than 5% in all cases.
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Consider a Gaussian ellipsoidal ‘cocoon’ filled with magnetic field having only an

azimuthal (') component,

B
'

= B0
r
a
exp

✓

�r2

a2
� z2

b2

◆

(6.3)

for radial coordinate r, axial coordinate z and semi-major and major axes b and a,

respectively. For elongated b > a situations this field structure resembles a single

Weibel instability-driven magnetic filament[97, 96, 188]. Note that in this represen-

tation B0 is not a maximum value of the field; the maximum is reached at r = a/
p
2

and is equal to Bpeak = B0/
p
2e ⇡ 0.43B0 where e is the natural logarithm base. To

create this primitive in the radiography tool the user specifies the index P = 4 in

conjunction with equation (6.1). We assume that the distance from the source to the

center of the object is |z
s

| = 1 cm, the distance from the center to the image plane

is z
i

= 10 cm, proton energy is E
p

= 1/2m
p

v2
p

= 14.7 MeV for proton mass m
p

and

velocity v
p

, a = 100µm and b = 300µm.

This situation is therefore consistent with the paraxial approximation (a/|z
s

| ⇠
10�2). In the analytic evaluation of the proton deflection we use the smallness of the

dimension b compared to the proton gyroradius ⇢ ⇠ 3 cm for the fields that are needed

to form the caustics. This allows us to use a linear approximation: integration of the

transverse force over the unperturbed (straight) trajectory within the field structure.

The anticipated error of this assumption is less than 10%. With that, we find that

deflection angle ↵ is related to the radius r0 of the point where protons intersect the

object plane by,

↵ = µ
r0
a
exp

✓

�r20
a2

◆

(6.4)
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where

µ =

p
⇡|e|B0b
m

p

v
p

c
(6.5)

is a dimensionless parameter characterizing the interaction and e is the fundamental

charge. For the 14.7 MeV proton source v
p

/c = 0.177 and µ = 3.2⇥10�6B0[T] b[µm].

The position of the point in the image plane is determined by,

r = z
i

✓

�r0
z
s

⌥ ↵(r0)
◆

(6.6)

where the sign ‘minus’ corresponds to the focusing case and the sign ‘plus’ to a

defocusing case. The derivative dr/dr0 is,

dr
dr0

= � z
i

z
s



1⌥ µ|z
s

|
a

f(r0/a)

�

(6.7)

f(r0/a) =

✓

1� 2
r20
a2

◆

e�r

2
0/a

2
(6.8)

For small µ (small magnetic field) the second term is negligible and one has just a

uniform magnification. When one increases µ, the condition dr/dr0 = 0 is finally met

at some µ
crit

having di↵erent values for the focusing and defocusing cases. For the

focusing case the critical value is,

µ
crit

= � a
z
s

(6.9)

whereas for the defocusing case,

µ
crit

= � a
z
s

e3/2

2
⇡ �2.24 a

z
s

(6.10)
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Introducing values of the universal constants one arrives at the following expres-

sions for the critical magnetic fields,

B0crit [T] = �8.12ab

q

E
p

[MeV]

z
s

[cm]
(6.11)

and

B0crit [T] = �18.2ab

q

E
p

[MeV]

z
s

[cm]
(6.12)

for the focusing and defocusing cases, respectively. Using the input parameters for

these test cases, we find the fields of 10.38 T and 23.26 T, respectively.

Using equations (6.4-6.8) the intensity distribution in the image plane for µ smaller

than critical can be presented in parametric form as,

I
I0

=
�

�

�

e�2t2
⇣

⌫ ⌥ et
2
⌘ ⇣

et
2 ⌥ ⌫ �1� 2t2

�

⌘

�

�

�

�1

(6.13)

r
R

= t
�

�

�

1⌥ ⌫e�t

2
�

�

�

, ⌫ ⌘ �µz
s

a
(6.14)

for parameter t. Here I0 is the intensity in the center of the image plane in the

absence of an object and R = �z
i

a/z
s

. These equations follow from the definition

of the object-image coordinate relationship, i.e., r = r0 + z
i

/|z
s

|r0 + ↵z
i

for spatial

coordinate r, according to equation (1) of Kugland et al.[98] The intensity expressions

follow from the Jacobian describing the object-image coordinate transformation from

equations (8) and (12) in ref. [98].

One can also plot intensity distributions for the fields exceeding critical values.

In order to do so the amplitude-limiting factor ✏ as described in ref. [98] must be

accounted for in equation (6.13). The appropriate parametric relation for the nor-
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Figure 6.3 : Comparison between theory and simulation results in the caustic regime.
In these simulations a monoenergetic E

p

= 14.7 MeV proton source of |z
s

| = 1 cm,
z
i

= 10 cm interacts with a single magnetic filament of the form given by equation
(6.3) having a = 100µm and b = 300µm. (a-b) show simulated radiograph results us-
ing B0 = 2⇥B0crit for the focusing and defocusing cases, respectively. The color scale
is fixed between images with darker (lighter) regions indicating a surplus (deficit)
of protons. (c) shows the multi-branched caustic structures predicted by the para-
metric equations (6.14) and (6.15) using ✏ = 0.5. (d) shows normalized lineouts of
the simulated proton fluence along y0 = 0 with the blue curve corresponding to the
focusing case and the yellow curve corresponding to the defocusing case. The com-
plete analytic results formed by summing over all three branches of each curve in (c)
are indicated by the dashed black lines in (d), exhibiting close agreement with the
simulation results.
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malized image plane intensity is then given by,

I
I0

=
1 + ✏

✏+
�

�

�

e�2t2
⇣

⌫ ⌥ et
2
⌘ ⇣

et
2 ⌥ ⌫ �1� 2t2

�

⌘

�

�

�

(6.15)

in concert with equation (6.14) for r/R. The transformation z
s

! z̃
s

where z̃
s

=

z
s

z
i

/(z
i

� z
s

) enhances the accuracy of equations (6.13-6.15) by relaxing constraints

on the relationship between z
i

and z
s

[98].

We now validate the synthetic radiographs produced by the numerical tool through

comparison to equations (6.13-6.15). Fig. 6.2 shows the results of this procedure for

four simulations in the linear regime. (a-b) show synthetic proton radiographs gen-

erated by the tool using B0 = 0.2 ⇥ B0crit for the focusing and defocusing cases,

respectively. The color scale is fixed between images (and Figs. 6.2-6.6), with darker

(lighter) regions indicating a surplus (deficit) of protons. The spatial coordinates are

provided in nominal object plane units x0 and y0, i.e., 1/M ⇥ x, y. (c) depicts nor-

malized lineouts of the proton fluence along y0 = 0 with the blue curve corresponding

to the focusing simulation and the yellow curve corresponding to the defocusing sim-

ulation. The black dashed curves correspond to analytic theory from equation (6.14).

(d-f) show the same set of plots for simulations and theory corresponding to the

field strength B0 = 0.9⇥ B0crit. Panels (c) and (f) highlight the excellent agreement

between theory and the simulated radiographs across conditions.

Fig. 6.3 shows results comparing simulations to the predictions of equations (6.14)

and (6.15) for proton imaging in the nonlinear regime. (a-b) show the synthetic proton

radiographs having nonlinear field strength B0 = 2⇥B0crit for the focusing and defo-

cusing cases, respectively. (c) shows the multi-branched caustic structures predicted

by the parametric equations (6.14) and (6.15) using ✏ = 0.5. (d) shows normalized

lineouts of the simulated proton fluence along y0 = 0 with the blue curve correspond-
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ing to the focusing case and the yellow curve corresponding to the defocusing case.

The complete analytic results formed by summing over all three branches of each

curve in (c) are indicated by the dashed black lines in (d). As we have a point source,

the intensity experiences discontinuities on one side of the caustic. For ✏ = 0, analyt-

ically the caustic intensity tends towards infinity in this situation. Recent germane

experimental results have suggested that I/I0 ⇠ 3 in practice[77], illustrating the

importance of ✏ > 0 accounting for finite resolution e↵ects.[98] Consistent with this

finding (d) shows that the simulation output closely matches the analytics, bolstering

confidence in its numerical fidelity.

6.3 Application to the filamentation instability in millimeter-

scale HED plasmas

We have developed PRIME in connection to laboratory astrophysics experiments

performed by the ACSEL collaboration[97, 180]. These experiments use power-

ful lasers to create high velocity plasmas flows by ablating the surface of plastic

(CH2) targets. In a typical experiment two such targets are set up opposing one

another and illuminated with laser light to study properties of the colliding plasma

plumes. For our puposes here the typical plasma parameters[98, 180, 181, 187] are

n
e

= 1 ⇥ 1019cm�3, T
e

= T
i

= 1keV, v
flow

= 8 ⇥ 107cm/s. In the interaction be-

tween the two flows it is believed that the Weibel filamentation instability[209] plays

an important role. Indeed, Weibel-like filamentary structures appearing in proton

radiographs of the interaction have recently been reported[77, 56]. Yet for the rea-

sons described above the challenge to discern the fields from their radiograph, i.e.,

to determine the extent to which filamentary magnetic fields produce filamentary

radiograph structures, persists. Realistic situations introduce further questions: will
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Figure 6.4 : Comparison of simulation fields to the relevant transverse Weibel in-
stability modes. The black curves correspond to the normalized instability growth
rates �(k) for collisionless Carbon (dotted), collisional Carbon (dashed) and colli-
sional CH2 flows (solid) from equations (6.16-6.17). The colored curves correspond
to normalized Fourier transformations logB

x

(k) across x̂ at the simulation midplane
for three simulations of ’forests’ of magnetic filaments (see text).

protons traversing the hundreds of magnetic filaments expected in a realistic situa-

tion produce a coherent radiograph, or will they scatter; how important are density

and temperature heterogeneities expected in the plasma flows; what is role of field

strength as the filaments grow over time; and ultimately if a coherent radiograph

can be produced how does its periodicity correspond to that of the underlying fields.

Resolving these complications will evidently require many simulations, and due to

the plasma’s ⇠ 10mm3 scale computational expense implies that multidimensional

hydrodynamic and PIC simulations will not be ideally suited to this purpose. Our

purpose here is to show that, using electromagnetic primitives to construct represen-

tative filamentary fields, PRIME simulations can provide insight into this situation.

To this end we address a subset of these questions in this section.
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We construct a representative field topology, guided by the reported experimental

conditions[77], using many dozens of magnetostatic Gaussian ‘cocoons’ of the form

given in equation (6.3). The experimental results imply that filaments form within a

⇠ 1.5mm radius cylinder in the interaction midplane, with axial coordinate directed

between the opposing plastic targets. We model this as a ‘forest’ of 260 filaments

each instantiated with a random centroid position in the x0 � z0 plane (at y0 = 0,

oriented along ŷ) within x2
0+z20  (1.5mm)2. Experimental conditions also imply that

c/!
pi

= 100µm and the axial length of the cylinder containing the filaments ⇠ 0.5mm,

so in the simulation each filament has a = 50µm, b = 500µm, meaning that the in-

verse wavenumber of the filament centroids is nominally 2a = c/!
pi

. We further use

randomized tilt parameters �✓, � = 15o to account for natural density perturbations

occurring in the plasma. Since these perturbations a↵ecting the filament growth can

be expected to vary between experiments, and since we are interested in determining

whether filamentary structures in the radiographs are a robust signature of filamen-

tary magnetic fields, we instantiate this setup in three distinct simulations. That is,

we perform three simulations pursuant to these conditions, meaning that the filament

centroid positions in x0�z0 and the individualized tilts of filaments will vary between

simulations, while each filament a and b and the density of filaments (⇠ 75/mm3)

across simulations are constant.

To see that these simulation conditions form a reasonable approximation of exper-

imental conditions, it is instructive to consider the relevant Weibel instability growth

rates. For the purely transverse mode the collisionless dispersion relation is given by,

k2 +
��

|k|U
e

+ �
+

�
|k|U

i

+ �
=

k2

�2 +
3k2S
5

(6.16)
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Figure 6.5 : E↵ects of field strength B0 and probing proton energy E
p

on the simulated
proton radiograph results. All panels here correspond to the sim. 99 configuration
indicated by the green curve in Fig. 6.4. (a-b) correspond to probing proton energies
of E

p

=14.7 MeV and (c-d) to E
p

=3 MeV. (a) and (c) correspond to B0 = 1MG
(meaning a peak simulation field of 0.4MG), and (b) and (d) correspond to B0 =
0.3MG.

where � is the growth rate normalized to v
flow

!
pi

/c, k is the wave number normalized

to !
pi

/c, U
e,i

= v
T e,i

/(
p
⇡v

flow

) for thermal velocity v
T

, S = 0.014 T
i

[keV] and

� = Am
p

/(Zm
e

) for atomic mass A and charge state Z.[10, 187] The dispersion

relation accounting for collisional e↵ects[187] can be formulated as,

k2 +
�

�+ k2V
s

+
�
�

�+ k2R
�

�+ k2Vse
=

k2

�
�

k2V
b

+ �
�

+ k2S
(6.17)

whereR = 0.00106/(T
e

[keV])3/2, V
s

= 0.0175 (T
i

[keV])5/2, V
b

= 0.0253 (T
i

[keV])5/2, Vse =

64 (T
e

[keV])5/2.

Equations (6.16-6.17) provide physical references for filament periodicity in the

simulations. Fig. 6.4 shows the simulation fields in relation to the normalized � curves
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for collisionless Carbon flows (dotted black), collisional Carbon flows (dashed black)

and collisional CH2 flows (solid black) in which the light ions exhibit a stabilizing

e↵ect on the instability growth. The � calculations assume plasma states of full

ionization consistent with typical conditions that T
e

= T
i

= 1keV, v
flow

= 8⇥107cm/s,

and their depictions in Fig. 6.4 indicate the transverse Weibel modes which can be

expected to grow most rapidly in the plasma. Since ẑ is the axis of proton propagation

the protons will deflect most strongly from the filamentary B
x

fields. The colored

curves correspond to normalized Fourier transformations logB
x

(k) across x̂ at the

simulation midplane for the three simulations: sim. 1 (blue), sim. 45 (orange) and

sim. 99 (green). From Fig. 6.4 it is clear that the simulations provide an imperfect but

reasonable approximation of the k-vectors which can be expected in the experimental

situation.

Having described the simulation setup we now analyze the synthetic proton ra-

diographs generated by PRIME for these cases. First we consider the roles of the

magnetic field strength and proton beam energy for a single field configuration. Fig.

6.5 shows the simulated proton radiographs for two values of B0 and two values of E
p

.

(a) corresponding to the B0 = 1MG (B
peak

' 0.4MG) field strength and E
p

= 14.7

MeV proton source closely approximates the calculated field values and the experi-

mental conditions reported on in ref. [77]. In this simulated radiograph we observe

coherent, predominantly vertical filamentary features striated along the plasma flow

axis (ŷ). This fact is striking since according to ref. [98] protons should deflect in

a nonlinear fashion from each of several dozen filamentary field structures on their

path to the detector. Through examination of (b-d) it is clear that these filamentary

features persist across a variety of configurations. Comparison of (a) and (b) further

shows that a reduction in field strength causes an apparent contraction of the plasma

flow interaction region. The potential conflation in this regard forms an important
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Figure 6.6 : Synthetic proton radiographs for (a) sim. 18 and (b) sim. 45. Across
simulations B0 = 1MG and E

p

=14.7 MeV. The radiograph corresponding to these
conditions for sim. 99 is shown in Fig. 6.5 (a).

consideration for experimental diagnosis.

To examine the robustness of filamentary radiograph structures we examine the

sim. 18 and sim. 45 field configurations. Fig. 6.6 depicts these images, which are seen

to clearly exhibit similar coherent, predominantly vertical filamentary features. In

order to characterize the relationship between the field periodicity and the radiograph

periodicity we have analyzed lineouts of the proton fluence along y0 = 0 for each

of the simulations. Fig. 6.7 (a) shows the magnitude of the Fourier-transformed

periodicity from each radiograph. In (b-d) these radiograph periodicities (solid lines)

are compared to the underlying magnetic field periodicities (dashed lines). From these

figures it is clear that the radiograph signal is shifted to much shorter wavelengths than

those found in the simulation. Furthermore the radiograph signal is negligible at the

low k-values which dominate the magnetic field spectra. These results show that, at

minimum for the cases considered here, filamentary structures in proton radiographs

are a qualitative signature of Weibel instability-like filamentary magnetic fields.

We increment our systematic study of magnetic filament systems by considering
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Figure 6.7 : Comparison between field periodicity and proton radiograph image pe-
riodicity. Solid lines correspond to Fourier-transformed lineouts at y0 = 0 of the
synthetic radiographs shown in Fig. 6.6. The dashed curves in (b-d) correspond to
2⇡/k for the simulation k-vectors shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.8 : Role of filament tilting and of the simulation field k-
vector function on the resulting proton radiograph signal. (a-b) show syn-
thetic radiographs generated by PRIME using the field control vector ~L =
(4, 16, 16, 200µm, 200µm, 50µm, 500µm, 0, 0, 0.3MG), and the same proton source and
detector as in Figs. 6.4 - 6.7. (a) corresponds to the application of individualized tilt
parameters � , �✓ = 15o while (b) uses � , �✓ = 0.
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a situation having a single, well defined k-vector. Specifying the field control vector

in equation (6.2) to be ~L = (4, 16, 16, 200µm, 200µm, 50µm, 500µm, 0, 0, 0.3MG), we

create a body-centered rectangular prism lattice of 256 magnetic filaments. Hence, in

this simulation k�1 = 200µm with filament density ⇠ 50 mm�3, compared to 100µm

and 75 mm�3, respectively, for randomized simulations covered by Figs. 6.4 - 6.7. Fig.

6.8 shows the synthetic radiographs generated by PRIME for this system for both

� , �✓ = 15o in (a) and 0o in (b), using the same 14.7 MeV point proton source and

detector properties as above. In (a) we observe filamentary features elongated along

the plasma flow axis exhibiting substantial qualitative similarities to the radiographs

shown in Figs. 6.5 - 6.6. (b) shows that the tilting of the field filaments, a feature

expected in realistic situations, plays an important role in the simulated radiograph

signal. In this panel we observe that both the amplitude and quantity of the structures

present in the radiograph are reduced. Fig. 6.9 shows the Fourier transformations of

the normalized lineouts of proton fluence along y0 = 0 for these radiographs. For the

� , �✓ = 0 simulation the signal in the midplane is zero, due to perfect cancellation

of deflections to the proton trajectories passing through each symmetric magnetic

filament, consistent with the calculations of Kugland et al.[98]. y0 = 0 also forms the

axis of symmetry of the probing proton transverse velocity. Consistent with the fact

that v
y

reverses sign at this point, we observe that protons ‘focus’ in the radiograph

for y0 > 0 and ‘defocus’ below y0 < 0. It is anticipated that this intuitive, significant

aspect will form an important consideration for future work analyzing the quantitative

relationship between fields and their radiograph in more realistic situations, e.g., as

shown in Fig. 6.8 (a). We note that the periodicity of the proton fluence in 6.8 (b)

above or below y0 = 0 is approximately 200µm, consistent with the simulation k�1.

Meanwhile, we observe that the periodicity for the tilted filament case shown in Fig.

6.9 is quite similar to the results shown in Fig. 6.7 (a). This similarity, despite the
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Figure 6.9 : Fourier transformations of the normalized lineouts of proton fluence along
y0 = 0 for the radiographs depicted in Fig. 6.8. The purple curve corresponds to the
� , �✓ = 15o case while enhanced signal in the midplane is absent for the 0o case.

disparate k�1 and filament densities between simulations, suggests the continuing role

of prudence in assessing more realistic situations.

To this point we have considered the geometry in which probing protons sample

the fields normal to the axis of the plasma flow. This geometry is motivated by the

standard experimental geometry of the ACSEL group.[97, 96, 180, 181] We now ask

the question: in future experiments what kinds of radiograph structures could we

expect for proton sampling along the flow axis?

With the aim of guiding future experiments we have simulated this situation

using PRIME ; Fig. 6.10 shows the results of the sim. 99 field geometry imaged

along the flow axis, i.e., along the major axis of the filaments, using a proton source

created by the source control vector ~S = (2, 14.7MeV, 109, 1cm). (a) corresponds

to B0 = 0.3 MG and (b) corresponds to B0 = 1 MG. These simulated radiographs

show that the filamentation instability imaged along the flow axis exhibits distinct
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Figure 6.10 : Proton radiographs of the the sim. 99 field geometry imaged along
the axis of the plasma flows. The 14.7 MeV proton source is otherwise identical to
that used for Figs. 6.5 - 6.8. (a) corresponds to B0 = 0.3 MG and (b) corresponds to
B0 = 1 MG.
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and beautiful structure. Since this geometry is inherently more two dimensional, it

is anticipated that imaging in this manner could provide unique insights into the

field spatial structures and transverse profiles. Deflections in the caustic regime are

observed in (a), at lower field strength than in the ‘flow-normal’ geometry. This

is consistent with the fact that the integrated field sampled by a given proton is

associated with the filament major axis b rather than semi-major axis a (with b > a).

By equation (6.3), protons propagating down the major axis of a given filament

experience a focusing force leading to a proton surplus in the resulting radiograph. In

(b) we observe that the field strengths are su�cient to cause the protons to interact in

a predominantly scattering mode. Yet even in this case essential, direct information

about the field’s transverse spatial extent is supplied by imaging in this geometry.

To develop understanding of the relationship between the radiograph periodicity

and the underlying field periodicity in the ‘flow-along’ geometry, we have generated

synthetic radiographs of the lattice situation described by Fig. 6.9. The simulated

radiographs for this situation are shown in Fig. 6.11, with (a) corresponding to

� , �✓ = 0 and (b) corresponding to � , �✓ = 15o. In stark contrast to the flow-

normal geometry, these images show that the lattice structure of the underlying fields

is to a large degree preserved in the radiograph images. This is so even in (b) account-

ing for realistic filament tilting e↵ects. These simulation results hence illuminate a

new path for experimental e↵orts seeking to understand and characterize the Weibel

instability in counterstreaming plasma flows. We note that the apparent e↵ect of

the lattice ‘expanding’ near the center of the radiograph shown in (a) is illusory: the

signal associated with each filament in this region exhibits a multi-branched caustic

structure that extends over a larger region. The protons interacting with filaments

away from the central region have a larger transverse velocity and thus sample the
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Figure 6.11 : Proton radiography imaging along the plasma flow axis. Apart from
the proton axis of propagation the simulation field and proton source properties are
identical to those covered in Fig. 6.8. (a) corresponds to � , �✓ = 0 while (b) uses
� , �✓ = 15o.
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field of a single filament over a shorter distance. The resulting focusing force is ac-

cordingly lower, meaning that the multi-branching caustic regime is not reached. In

(b) we observe that the filament tilting has the e↵ect of causing signal elongation

in ŷ. Meanwhile the the periodicity in x̂ is largely preserved; in both (a) and (b)

we calculate that the radiograph k�1 is within 10% of the underlying field inverse

wavenumber. While future work will provide a detailed analysis of these situations,

it seems plausible that this geometry o↵ers a promising new opportunity for coming

experimental campaigns. The ability to diagnose the field structure and amplitude

may serve as a stepping stone to future identification of exotic QED processes such as

magnetic pair creation and resonant Compton scattering in the high-field Schwinger

domain[194]. This o↵ers a connection to prospects realizable for fundamental physics

when more intense lasers technology becomes available.

In this chapter we have presented a new simulation tool for interpreting proton

radiography of HED plasmas. The present tool’s numerical approach captures all

relevant physics e↵ects, including e↵ects related to the formation of caustics. Elec-

tromagnetic fields can be imported from PIC or hydrodynamic codes in a streamlined

fashion. A library of electromagnetic field ‘primitives’ is also provided. These primi-

tives can be considered ‘eigenvectors,’ in e↵ect spanning the basis of electromagnetic

fields, such that through linear combinations the user may construct realistic field

topologies by hand. This capability allows users to add a primitive, modify the field

strength, rotate a primitive, and so on, while quickly generating a high resolution ra-

diograph at each step. In this way, PRIME enables the user to deconstruct features in

a radiograph and interpret them in connection to specific underlying electromagnetic

field elements. We have applied the tool in connection to experimental observations

of the Weibel instability in counterstreaming plasmas, using ⇠ 108 particles gener-

ated from a realistic laser-driven point-like proton source, imaging fields which cover
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volumes of ⇠ 10mm3. Imaging normal to the plasma flow axis, insights derived from

this application indicate that tilting of magnetic filaments plays a significant role in

setting the proton image; field strength tends to a↵ect the apparent axial lengthscale

over which the filamentation instability is active; and coherent imaging is possible in

the sense that filamentary structures are observed in radiographs as a signature of the

Weibel fields, at least for the cases considered here. Imaging along the plasma flow

axis, we have shown that the filamentation instability exhibits a beautiful lattice-like

signature. This signature is further useful: it provides a clear, more two dimensional

picture of Weibel-driven filamentary spatial structures and k-vectors, as well as the

transverse spatial profiles of the plasmas flows. This utility illuminated by PRIME

simulations should guide future experimental e↵orts. Future research will focus on

parsing the quantitative relationship between the field and radiograph periodicities,

a task which exceeds the scope of this chapter. These results show that PRIME can

support understanding of HED plasmas.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions & future research

Petawatt lasers (Il �2l > 1018 W µm2 cm�2, where Il is intensity and �l is wavelength)

are the most powerful light sources ever created on earth. Illuminating solids by their

light creates extreme states of matter with temperatures exceeding ten million de-

grees Celsius and pressures exceeding one billion earth atmospheres. These high

energy density (HED) conditions are driven at the microscopic scale by dense cur-

rents of relativistic electrons (⇠ 1011 A cm�2), oscillating violently in the intense laser

fields (> 1010 V cm�1), as well as the plasma processes arising when these particles

are dephased and injected into the high density target.In principle this setup opens

the way to advanced scientific applications such as compact relativistic particle accel-

erators, laser fusion, laboratory astrophysics, ultrafast imaging systems, high-energy

radiation sources and intense high harmonic generation. In practice realizing this po-

tential coincides with developing models of absorption that elucidate and ultimately

facilitate control of mechanisms by which laser energy is converted to target particle

energy. Indeed, key metrics for petawatt laser applications relate to absorption, yet

the germane HED conditions are so nonlinear that it is often impossible to know

the fraction of absorbed light f , and even the range of f is unknown. In this thesis

theoretical models of the absorption of high power laser light by matter have been

derived (chapters 3-4), applications of these models have been investigated (sections

3.5 - 3.6 ), and simulation tools supporting the diagnosis and implementation of these

applications have been developed (chapter 6). In particular, chapter 3 developed
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an advanced relativistically-correct theoretical model of petawatt laser absorption by

optically-thick targets, accounting for both ion and electron beam aspects of the in-

teraction. Predictions of the model for the energetic properties of these beams, as

well as the dynamical motion of the laser-matter interface, have been elucidated in

section 3.1. Results from high resolution, relativistic, kinetic particle-in-cell simu-

lations using the LSP code were shown to be in good agreement with the model in

section 3.1.6. The theoretical maximum and minimum absorption values in laser-solid

interactions were derived from the model in a general fashion in section 3.5. These

bounds constrain nonlinear absorption mechanisms across the petawatt regime, for-

bidding high absorption values at low laser power and low absorption values at high

laser power. For applications needing to circumvent the absorption bounds, these

results will accelerate a shift from solid targets, towards structured and multilayer

targets, and lead the development of new materials. These bounds further become

increasingly strict with laser power, forbidding 35% of possible absorption values at

Il �2l ⇠ 1022 W µm2 cm�2, a regime accessible at laser facilities such as ELI scheduled

to come online in the next few years. These results will therefore play a central role

in guiding the next generation of multi-petawatt experiments. In chapter 4 these

results were extended to include e↵ects related to heterogeneous plasmas, including

relativistically-underdense plasmas relevant to ‘pre-plasma’ situations, and realistic

laser spatio-temporal profiles.

Considerations of absorption processes at the 10-petawatt scale were developed,

and a mechanism of focusing high power laser light to higher intensities, in a fashion

that could support reaching the QED-plasma regime, was elucidated in chapter 5.

Supporting the measurement and validation of these models, the development of a

new simulation tool for understanding high energy density plasmas, based on the

proton radiography technique, was detailed in chapter 6. The collective e↵ect of
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these works is to advance the understanding of absorption, the conversion of light

energy ~! to matter energy �mc2, in the context of the most powerful light sources

realized by human science and technology.

Future work will apply the proton radiography tool to understanding experimental

results measured by the ACSEL collaboration related to Weibel-mediated collisionless

shock formation in high Mach number counterstreaming plasma flows. The ability to

diagnose the field structure and amplitude may serve as a stepping stone to future

identification of exotic QED processes such as magnetic pair creation and resonant

Compton scattering in the high-field Schwinger domain. This o↵ers a connection

to prospects realizable for fundamental physics when more intense lasers technology

becomes available. The petawatt-scale absorption models developed in this thesis

further form foundations for addressing topical problems relevant to the high power

laser physics and high field physics communities. The focus of future research natu-

rally falls on extending these models to the sub-petawatt and 10-petawatt laser power

regimes. Extensions to the sub-petawatt regime, in which laser absorption processes

are predominantly collisional, hold promise in connection to research on inertial con-

finement fusion topics. At the 10-petawatt scale, the possibility of laser absorption

through electron-positron pair creation channels, not accounted for in the present

model, is realized. Hence research programs beginning in the near term will focus on

extending the absorption model to treat pair production processes, with the objective

of spanning the intensity interval from present laser technology, ⇠ 1022 W µm2 cm�2,

to the Schwinger limit, ⇠ 1029 W µm2 cm�2. The development of absorption models

covering this range promises a fundamental description of the interaction of light and

matter under the most extreme conditions present in the universe.
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